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To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of LANDSAT imagery, the Image Processing Facility 
(IPF), located at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publishes a U.S. and a Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched­
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month. 
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii; the Non-U. S. 
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska borders will nor­
mally appear in the U.S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of LANDSAT imagery on 
16mm microfilm is also available. 
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the IPF annually publishes a cumulative U.S. and Non-U. S. Standard Cata­
log. These catalogs include information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year. 
Catalogs and microfilm are available through the IPF to official LANDSAT investigators and approved agencies. In addi­
tion, copies of the Standard Catalogs and microfilm may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, 57198. 
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning: 
Support Services 
NASA/doddard Space Flight Center 
Code 563 
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The coverage sections contained in the monthly U.S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into three parts. 
Part I (see Para. 1. 1, A) con§ists. of 'annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by 
imagery listed in the, current catalog. Part 2 (see Para. 1.1, B) coitains a computer generated listing organized 
by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information abofft each image. Patt'3 (see Pa'ra' 
1.1, C) provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude. 
A. 	 Satellite Coverage Maps. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations 
listed in the catalog. The format and data content of these maps are slightly different in the U. S. and Non-
U. S. catalogs. 
I. 	U.S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One ttap out­
lines the continental U. S. and depidts the estimated cloud cover along each north to soith subsatellite 
path. Each path is idehtified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which' matches the orbit 
number to the initial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska 
and Hawaii and displays'the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does 
not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers. 
2. 	 Non-U. S. Satellite, Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of. an orbital swath 
for which observatiois are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the 
user as'to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is.not intended 
as a rapid reference to specific observations. 
B. 	 Observation Identification Number (ID)' Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical 
in the U. S. and Non-U. S. Catalogs..• Observation ID numbers are, listed in a sequential manner from smal­
lest number to largest. Associated with each ID number in the, list ispertinent information about that ob­
servation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1. 
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1. 
20.53 APR 04, '75 	 Q© FROM 02/01/75 TO 02/281750 
000 	 0 D 0 10 (D 
MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SU IMAGE QUALITY 
OBSEIONIVATLLDOT RBV MSSORBIT 	 SN UN IMEQULTID POSITION IN ROLL ATE COVER NUMBE OF IMAGE 
RBV MS ACQUIRED % NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV AZIM 123 45678 
1943-16381 00000/0000. 1-1003410565 . 02121/75 100 3149 4728N '09815'W "25.3 144.8 GGOC
 
1943-16383 00000/0000 1-10034/0566' 02/2i/75 100, '3149 4603N 09849W - 26 3 143.9 . GGG
 
1943-16390 ,000O0000 1-10034/0567 02/21175 100 3149 4438N 09923W 27.2 143.0 rFGG
 
1943-16392 00000/0000 f-I 0034/0568 02/21/75 70 3149 4313N 09955V 28.2 142 I 0GFF
 
1943-16395 . 00000/0000" .1-10034/0569 - 02/21/75 40 3149 4147N 10026W. 29 1 . 141.2 FGGC
 
1944-16432 ' 00000/0000 1-10034/0606 02/22/75 40 3163 4854N 09903W 24.7 f45.5 GGGC
 
1944-16435 00000/0000 1-10034/0607 02/22/75 90 3163 4730N 09939W 25.6 1446 FGGC 
1944-16441 00000/0000 1-10034/0608, 02/22t75 30 3163 4605N 10014W 26.6 143.8 GGGC 
KEY-

CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
 
0  TO 100 = %OF CLOUD t9VflK * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED
 
* ** NO CLOUD DATA' AVAILABLE * G = GOOD P =POOR F = FAIR
 
Figure 1-1. Observation ID Listing for Standard Catalog 
2. Description of Data Items 
Date' of catalog listing (S), RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image.position 
Period during which 'imagery was processed on roll; note: RBV and MSS images ,for'a giveno Data quality, 	 observation may be on two different microfllrh 
o 	Observation ID rolls
 
( Date of observation
 
'101 1516 ®$ Estimated percent of cloud oover
 
R8 Orbit number 
Tens of seconds ( Latitude and longitude at observation uen.er 
Minutes of hour (degrees and minutes) 
Hour of day sinde launch 'Sun elevation and azimuth at uu± v , 
Day since 'launch iImage quality; see.key 
-3- Satellite number 
(I or 5 = LANDSAT 1, 
2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2); 
see Appendix for full 
explanation 
C. Longitude/Latitude Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U.S. and 
Non-U. S. Catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes 
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this list­
ing will be sorted first by longitude and, within 	longitude, by latitude. The longitude/latitude listing is ar­
ranged in the following manner: 




0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
 
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has 
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID listing. 
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item. 
1. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure 1-2. 
I RO(' 02101175TO 02/28/75 2053 APi 04, '75 
G)EG @D0D0( 0 ED0 	 000ED 
QUALITY PT, PRINCIPAL OUSLRVATION C 	 QUALITY RIIV %ISS PRINCIPALPT OBSLRVATION.CC PRINCIPAL OIISERVATION
OC QUALITY nT 
Or IEAGE RIIV 1SS Or IMAGE ROV, or NAGL OC 
LONG LAT I2345678 LONG LAT I2345678 LONG LAT 12345678 
I rrG 12512W 4436N 1925-1823090 GGGG 
12352W 4027N 194t-lS120 I00 rGG 12437W 4601N 1925-L8224 90 GGGG 12517W 4022N 1924-18183 s0 rrrr 
12352W 4020N 1923-L1825 90 II rr 12447g' 4147N L924-1I811 60 GF1 L2522W4728N 1926-L275 60 11G 
12401W 4726N I1925-1822' 90 
12350W 3608N 1940-18074 80 GIrt 1242LW 3955N 1923-18132 70 
GGrG 12449W 3736N 19413-Ll20 90 IrG 12545W 4 31. 1925-18233 90 GGG(. 
12416W 4313N 1924-18174 70 rr 12449W 3729N W1923-1813470 I riG 125461v3857N 1924-1819050 rGGr 




*0 TO 100 - %01 CLOUDCOVER * BLANK- BANDNOT PRLSENT/REQUESTED
 
**-NO CLOUDDATA AVAILABLE C - GOOD P - POOR I - I AIR
 
*CLOUDCOVER 
Figure 1-2. Coordinate Listing for Standard Catalog 
2. Description of Data Items 
Q Date of catalog listing ®) Estimated percent of cloud cover 
() Period during which imagery was processed 6 Image quality; see key 
® Longitude and latitude at observation center U7 Data quality 
(degrees and minutes)o Observation ID (see Fig. 1-1, Para. 1.1,B,2) 
1. 2 CUMULATIVE STANDARD CATALOGS 
Annually, a cumulative catalog is produced which includes information covering all observations and coordinates 
acquired and processed by the IPF during that year. 
A. 	 Observation IDListing. 
1. 	 Sample Observation ID Fornat. See Figure 1-1. 
2. 	 Description of Data Items. See Paragraph 1. 1,B, 2. 
B. 	 Coordinate ED Listing. The coordinate ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color 
or digital products have been made. 
1. 	 Sample Coordinate ID Format. See Figure 1-3. 
15:36 MAR 11, '74 	 FROM 07/23/172 TO 07/23/74
S(D 	 G @ 
POOITNT INSERROLL SUN 
OF IMAGE POSITION IN ROLL COVER RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS ACQUIRED % NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678 C C D D 
PRINCIPAL POINT RNDA 	 MICR FILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD "ORBITO SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
07607W 3734N 1295-15144 00000/0000 10010/1659 05/14/73 20 4112 60.2 122.0 GGGG M 
07607W 3731N 1259-15150 00000/0000 10010/0088 04/08/73 90 3610 50.7 133.2 GGGG M 
07607W 3731N 1313-15143 00000/0000 10011/0920 06/01/73 80 4363 62.3 116.2 GGGG M 
07608W 4438N 1027-15231 00000/0000 1-10001/1498 08/19/72 0 375 50.9 136.9 GGGG M M 
07608W 3731N 1331-15142 00000/0000 1-10011/1589 06/19/73 100 4614 62.4 112.8 GGGG 
07608W 3724N 1349-15141 00000/0000 1-10012/1387 07/07/73 10 4865 61.2 112.9 PGPP M M 
07609W 4851N 1352-15275 00000/0000 1-10012/1622 07/10/73 60 4907 56.7 133.9 G 
07609W 3144N 1006-15093 1-10001/0377 1-10001/0378 07/29/72 100 82 59.7 108.3 GGG PPGG . 
O KEY: 
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
 
*0 TO 100 = %OF CLOUD COVER &BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED 0 R = MADE FROM RBV M - MADE FROM MSS
 
SG =GOOD P =POOR F = FAIR B = MADE FROM RBV AND MSS
 
Figure 1-3. Coordinate Listing for Cumulative Standard Catalog 
4 
2. Description of Data Items 
o Date of catalog listing ) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image posi­
o Period during which imagery was tion on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for 
processed a given observation may be on two different 
Data quality microfilm rolls 
®Observation ID ®6 Date of observation (33 Estimated percent of cloud cover 
11 Orbit number 
) Latitude and longitude at observtion cpnter 
Tens of seconds (degrees and minhtes) 
Minutes of hour ® Sun elevation and azimuth at observation 
Hour of day since launch center 
since launch (T) Image quality; see key 
Satellite number' @ Image/data product availability; see key 
(1 or 5 = LANDSAT 1, 
2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2); 
see Appendix for full 
explanation 
-~-Day 




The Image Processing Facility produces a 16 mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the referenced 
month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog. 
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and Non-U. S. segments. Each set 
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the cata­
log for selecting desired images. A maximum of 1900 images will be contained on one roll of 16 mm x 100 ft micro­
film. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are 
limited to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the 
production of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (0.580 - 0.680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 
images (0. 6 - 0. 7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70 mm (-2) image and contains the 
image identifier and annotation block. See Figure 2-1. 
16r MICROFILMMSSRBV RBV 
IMAGE =IMAGE IMAGEID IIAG 
1 -2 N N+I N+2 
Figure 2-1; Microfilm Format 
Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits. The. first digit designates the satellite number (blank or I- LANDSAT 
1, 2- = LANDSAT 2). Exanple: Roll number 10032 and roll number 1-10034 are both LANDSAT 1 rolls. Roll 
2-10032 is a LANDSAT 2 roll. The second digit will be a 1 (for U.S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U.S. rolls). The re­
maifiing digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Ecample: Roll 
number 10001 is the first U.S. roll of microfilm produced for LANDSAT 1. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-
U.S. roll to be produced for LANDSAT 1. The first U.S. roll of microfilm for LANDSAT 2 is number 2-10001. 
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are: 
* Code Line Indexing 
* Blip Encoding 
2.2 CODE LINE INDEXING 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have leen annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual 
code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 
20 frames of his desired image. See Figure 2-2. 
- IoI,.Io-
Figure 2-2. CEde Line Indexing Scae 
To utilize this system, a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
 
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. LANDSAT imagery is
 
_microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 8. 5x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your microfilm
 
reader, multiply 7.4mam by the enlargement factor of your lens. To detennine the bar widths along the bar scale,




2.3 BLIP ENCODING 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This 
type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. 
To use the blip encoding retrieval system, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is 
placed in a reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image 
is obtained from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read 
via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film ad­
and the frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has beenvances 
counted, the reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer re­




SECTION 3 - CYCLE CHARTS
 
SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT 1 CYCLES
 
Days Since Calendar Date Days Since Calendar Date 
Cycle LaunchyceCycle Launchuc 
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End 
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 
3 45 62 6 Sep. 72, 23 Sep 72 19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73 
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73 
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73 
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73 
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73 
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73 
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73 
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73 
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73 
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4Mar 73 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73 
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74 
14 243 260 23Mar 73 9 Apr 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74 
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74 
9
 
SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT I CYCLES 
Days Since Calendar Date Days Since Calendar Date 
Cycle Launch Cycle Launch 
Begin End Begin End 136gin End Begifi 'End' 
32 567 584 10,Feb 74 27 Feb 74 48 855 872 25 Nov 74 12 Dec 74 
33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17Mar 74 49 873 890 13,Dec 74 30 Dec 74 
34 -603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74 50 891 908 31 Dec 74 *17 Jan 75 
35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74 §1 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75 
36 639 656 23 Apr 74 :llMay.74 , 52 927 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75 
37 657 674 12 May 74 25 May 74 53 945 962 23. Feb 75 1,2 Mar 75 
38 675 692 29 May 74 *15 Jun 74 54 .9P3 980 13Mar 75 30 .Mar75 
39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 55 981 998 31lMar 75 17.Apr 75 
40 711 728 4 Jul 74 ,21 Jul 74 56 999 1016 18 Apr 75 5 May 75 
41 729 746 22 Jul 74 8 Aug 74 57 1017 11034 6May 75 23 May 75 
42 747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 58 1035 1052 24May 75 10 Jun 75 
43 765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 59 1053 1070 11 Jun 75 28 Jun 75 
44 783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 60 ..1071 1088 29 Jun 75 16 Jul 75 
45 801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 .61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3SAug 75 
46 819 836 '20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75 
47 837 '854 7'Nov 74 24 Nov 74 63 1125 1142 22 Aug 75 8 Sep 75 
10,
 
SECTION 3.2 - LANDSAT 2 CYCLES 
Days Since Calendar Date Days Since 
Cycle Launch Cycle Launch 
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End 
First 22 days 1 22 ,/22 Jan 75 13 Feb 75 19 347 364 4 Jan 76 21 Jan 76 
1 23 40 14 Feb 75 3 Mar 75 20 365 382 22 Jan 76 8 Feb 76 
2 41 58 4 Mar 75 21 Mar 75 21 383 400 9 Feb 76 26 Feb 76 
3 59 76 22 Mar 75 8 Apr 75 22 401 418 27 Feb 76 15 Mar 76 
4 77 94 9 Apr 75 26 Apr 75 23 419 436 16 Mar76 2 Apr 76 
5 95 112 27 Apr 75 14 May75 24 437 454 3 Apr 76 20 Apr 76 
6 113 130 15 May75 1 Jun 75 25 455 472 21 Apr 76 8 May76 
7 131 148 2 Jun 75 19 Jun 75 26 473- 490 9 May76 26 May76 
8 149 188 20 Jun 75 7 Jul 75 27 491 508 27 May 76 13 Jun 76 
9 167 184. 8 Jul 75 25 Jul 75 28 509 526 14 Jun 76 1 Jul 76 
10 185 202 26 Jul 75 12 Aug 75 29 527 544 2 Jul 76 19 Jul 76 
11 203 220 13 Aug 75 30 Aug 75 30 545 562 20 Jul 76 6 Aug 76 
12 221 238 31 Aug 75 17 Sep.75 31 563 580 7 Aug 76 24 Aug 76 
13 239 256 18 Sep 75 5 Oct 75 32 581 598 25 Aug 76 11 Sep 76 
14 257 274 6 Oct 75 23 Oct 75 33 599 616 12 Sep 76 29 Sep 76 
15 275 292 24 Oct 75 10 Nov 75 34 617 634 30 Sep 76 17 Oct 76 
16 293 310 11 Nov 75 2$ Nov 75 35 635 652 18 Oct 76 4 Nov 76 
17 311 328 29 Nov 75 16 Dee 75 36 653 670 5 Nov 76 22 Nov 76 
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LANDSAT- 1 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
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LANDSAT- - 1 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
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15:52 	MAY ii7i STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAE 001
 
FROM '04/O1/75 TO 04/30/75

OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ fATE- CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT 
 SUN 	 SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. A71M. ReV MSS
 
RRV 
 mSS 	 I LAT LONG t23 45678
 
19617182QI b060610000 It0036/0019 01/11/75 0 3401 4901N 1232pW 30.9 143.5 FGGG 
1961'-182o3 "OooOOO000 h-1'0036/0020 01/11/75 20 3401 4736N 12359W 31.8 142*4 FGGR 
1961-18210 OOd/O0000 1-10036/0021 01/11/,5 20 3401 46 11g 12434W 32.7 141.3 FGGF 
196 1-'182i o. o 000 0t/1j/75 4o 3401 4445N i2509W 33.6 '140.2 GFGF0) o I"oo36 /oo22
1961-18215 00000/0000 1-IG036/0023 03/l1/75 60 3401 43200 12541W 34,5 139.2 GGGG 
1962-164 4 00000/0000 1-tOO36/o024 Oq/l2/75 10 3414 4855N 09904W 31.3 143,3, GGFG1962-164q0 0009/0000 1-1036/0025 01/12/75 lo 3414 4730N 09941W 32.2 142.2 GGGG 
1962-16433 00000/0000 t-0036/0026 0/1,2)75 0 3414 4604N OOtW 33.1 i41.1 'GGGG 
1962-16435 Ooo0O000 1-10036/0027 01/12/75 0 3414 4439N 10050W 34,0 140-0 GFGG1962-16442 00000/0000 1-10036/0028 03/12/75 0 3414 4313N 012W, 34.9 138.9 FFFG,
1962-16444 00000/0000 1-10036/0029 01/12/75 10 3414 4148N 10153W '35,7 137.8 FGGG
 
1962-16451 00000O000 1-10036/6030 01/12/75 10 3414 4022N 10223W 36.6 136.7 GGGG
 
1962-16453 00000/0000 1-10036/0031 03/12/75 70 3414 3856N 10253W 37.4 135.5 FGFG
 
1962-'16460 0000/0000 1-10036/0032 03/12/75 70 3414 3730N 10321W 38,2 134.4 GGFG
1962-16462 00000/0000 1:10036/0033 03/12/75 90 3414 3604N 10348W 39,0 133.2 FFGG 
1962-16465 00000/0000 1 10036'40o34 03/12/75 90 3414 3438N 10414W 39.8 1112.0 FGGF1962-16471 00000/0000 1-10036/0035 01/ 1 2 /v5 90 3414 3313N 10440W 40.5 130.7 FFFG 
1962-16474 00000/0000 1-10 03'6/0036 03/12/75 80 3414 3i46N l050w 41i2 129,4 FGGG 
1962-16480 Oooo0/ooo 1-10036/0037 0/12/75 5o 34i4' 3020N 10529W 41.9 128,1 FGGF1962-16483 O0000/O000o 11oo36 /oo3R 0;/12/75 36 3414 2854N i0554W 42.6 iP6,8 GGFF 
1965w17001 00000/0000 1-10036/0066 03/15/75 70 3456 4726N lo40oW ,33,4 141,8 FGFF 
1965-1700,3 00000/0000 1-10036/0067 01/15/75 80 3456 460IN 10 4 39w 34.3 140.6 FFFG 
1965-17010 00000/0000 1'10036/0068 03/15/75 10 3456 4436N 10509W 35.2 139.5 FGFF 
1965-17012 00000/0000 1-10036/0069 01/15/75 0 3456 4310N 10541W 36.0 138.4 FFFG 
1965-17015 00000/0000 1-10036/oo?o 0'4/15/75 20 3456 4145N 1O6±1W 36.9 137.2 FFFG 
1965-170?1 00000/0000 1-10036/0071 01/15/75 30 3456 4019N 10642W 37.7 136.0' FFGF1965-17010 00000/000 1-10036/007 03/15/75 80 3456 3728N 10739W 3993 133.6 FFGF 
1965-17013 0OO00/O000 1-i0036/0073 01/15/75 80 3456 3602N t0806W 4091 t32*4 FFGF 
1965-17015 O00oo/ooo 1-'1006/0074 01/15/75 80 3456 3436N j08o W 4o.8. 131,1 FGFF 
1965-17042- 00000/0000 1-10036/0075 03/15/75 40 3456 3310N 1089W 41.6 129i8 FFFG 
1965-17044 ooo/0000 1-10036/o076 01/15/75 10 3456 3144N 10925W .42,3 i8,5 FFGF 
1965-17051 ooooo/OooO l-10036/o077 01/15/75 0 3456 3018N 10949W 42.9 1271 FGFG1966-17052 0000n/0000 1-10036/0078 03/16/75 60 3470 4852N 104SoW 32.9 142.7 FFFF 
1966-17055 00000/0000 1-1'0036/0079 01/16/75 10 3470 '4727N 1'0527W 33.8 141.6 GFFF 
1966-17061 00000/0000 1-10036/0080 01/16/75 20 3470 4601N io6opW 34.7 140.5 FGFF 
1966-17064 OooOn/0000 1-o0036/008t 03/16/75 26 3470 4435N 10 6 35W 35.6 139o3 GGFF 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 00 m % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




15:52 MAY P1i'1 75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 	 PA6E 0002
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
aBSERVATTeN MTCRAFILM RRLL INO. 1)g#E CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN sUN IMAGE QUALITY 
TD POSITION IN'RBLL ACQUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
RBV MSS" LAT LONG "p3 45678 
1966-17o7o O00/0000 t-oo36/o082 O/16/75 80 3470 43iON 107 07W 36,4 198.2 GFFF
 
19661i7073 o00OO/o000 1-10036/0083 03/16/75 50 370 4144N io73W 37.3 137*0 GOOF
 
1966-17075 66ooo/oooo 14to036/0084 oq/16/75 30 3470 4o19N j0 80RW 38,1 135.8 FGGF
 
1966-17082 ooooo00O0 t-10036/0085 OR/16/75 2o 3470 3853N 108 37W 38.9 134,6 GGFO
 
19664170R4 oooon/oOOO 1-i0036/0086 01/16/75 10 3470 3727N 10905W 39.7 133.4 GOFF
 
3 470
1966;17091 6ooon/O000 -10o036/oo7 03/16/75 0 3602N 10933W 40*5 132.1 GGGF
 
1966-17093 00000/0000 1-10036/0088 03/16/75 0 3470 3436N 1100oW 41.2 130.8 FGFG
 
1966-17100 0000/0000 1-10036/0089 03/16/75 0 3470 3310N 11026W 41.9 IP9. FGFF
 
1966-17102 o00060/oooo -10036/009o 03/16/75 0 347o 3143N ilo5iW 42,6 128.2 GFGG
 
1966-171o5 O00Oo/0000 PA%003 6 /0091 03/16/75 0 34 70 3017N jjj1jW 43.3 126.8 FFGF
 
1967-17110 00000/0000 1;10036/0142 03/17/75 30 3484 4852N 10616W 33,3 142.6 FGGF
 
1'967'-1713 0ooon0O00 1-.0036/0143 03/17/75 1o 3484 4727N 10659W 34#2 141.5 GOOF
 
1"i67-1715 O00 /0000 1:10036/0144 03/17/75 0 3484 4602N 10728W 35.j 140,3' GGGF
 
1967-171P2 OOOO/0000 110036/0145 01/17/75 10 3484 4436N 10801W 35.9 139.2 FOGG
 
1967417I24 OOO0/0000 1-10036/0146 03/17/75 tO 3484 4311N i08 33W 36.8 138.0 GGGG
 
1'967-17131 ooooo,/oeo0 1-10036/0147 04/17/75 10 3484 4146N 10904W 37.6 136.8 GFGG
 
03/17/7 5  
1967-17113 00000/0000 1-10036/0148 	 10 3484 4020N 1O933W 3895 135.6 GGGG
 
1967-17140 00000/0000 1.10036/0149 03/17/75 0 3484 38s4N 11O03W 39,3 134,4 GGGG
 
1'967-17142 ooooo0000 1-10036/0150 03/17/75 0 3484 3729N 11031W 400 133.1 FGGF
 
1967 17145 O00Oo/OOOO 1"10036/151 o/1 
7 /75 0 3484 3602N 1059W 40,8 131,9 GGFO
 
1967-17151 00000/0000 1-10036/0152 01/17/75 0 3484 3437N 1112gw 41.5 130.6 GGFG
 
19'67-17154 000O/0000 1-10036/0153 0/17/75 0 3484 331IN 1iBs1w 42.2 129.2 GGG
 
1967-716o 00000/ooo0000 1.10036/0154 o/1775 0 3484 3145N 11216W 429 1p7.9 FGFO
 
1967-1716'3 oooon/ooo I-10036/0155 01/17/75 6 3484 3018N 11241W 43,6 1p6.5 GGG 
1968-15333 00000/0000 1-10036/0105 03/18/75 30 3497 4851N OBssW 3306 142,5 GGG
 
968-15335 'ooo000n/OOO0 103 6 /0106 03/18/75 40 3497 4726N 08231W 34.5 141.3 GGG
 
1968-15342 O000/0000 1"10036/0107 03/18/75 70 3497 460ON 08305W 35.4 140.2 GFGG
 
443 5N
1968-1.5344 OooOon/0000 1.10036/0119 o/18/75 90 3497 08339W 36,3 139.0 G
 
1968-t5351 oooooo00o 1-io036/0108 03/18275 70 3497 4309N 084 low 37.2 137.8 FOGG
 
1968-15353 O00O/OOO t-10036/0109 03/18/75 70 3497 4144N 08441W 38.0 136.6 GGG
 
1968-j5360 0000 1'1036/o110 	 o 3497 4019N 0851W 38.8 iR5,4 GGGG
0oooo 03/18/75 5
 
1968 I5362 00000/0000 1-10036/0111 01/18/75 70 3497 3852N 08540W 39,6 134.2 GFGG
 
1968-15365 oooooOOOO 1-1o036/0112 03/18/75 70 3497 3726N o86o9W 40,4 132.9 GGG
 
1968-15371 00000/0000 1-I0036/0113 03/18/75 too 3497 360N 08626W 41.1 11.6 FPGG
 
1968.15374, 000,/OOOO i-o036/0114 03/18/75 too 3497 3434N o87oW 41,9 130.3 GFGF
 
1968-15380 O0000/00 1l-0036/0115 03/18/75 tOo 3497 3308N 08729W 42.6 129,0 GGGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ..... ,...... 0 TA 100 % CLOUD CrVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G;GSOD. PrP6OR. F-FAIR. 
15:52 MAY P1';>75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 	 PAiE 0o03
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID P6SiijON IN ROLL ArVUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AzIM, RBV .MSS 
RRV MSS LAT LONG i3 45678 
1968 153A3 00on0O000 1410036/0116 o/18/75 90 3497 3142N 08754W 43.3 I7.6 GGS 
19684153r5 boob6/oooo 1-1oo6/ol7 01/18/75 76 3497 3016N 88IRW 43.9 126.2 GGSO 
t968-15392 O000n/0000 1-10036/0118 03/18/75 70 3497 28350N 08843W 44. 5 I4.7 GFGG 
1970-i5445 boooooiOooo 1-10036/0053 03/0/75 0 3525 4854N 08444W 34.4 142,3 GGS 
1970-15452 00000/000 0 t-10036/0054 03/20/75 30 3525 4728N 08521W 35.3 141.1 GGGG 
1970;t5454 oono/boob 1 o10036/oo55 03/20/75 8o 3525 4603N 08557W 36,2 139.9 eGG 
1979;15461 0000o/0000 1 10036/0056 03/20/75 50 3525 4438N 08630W 374d 138.7 GFGG 
i970-154A3 oooo/OoO 1IooJ/o0057 03)20/75 10 3525, 4312N 08703W 37.9 137.5 FFFG 
19q-15470 O000 /OOO0 1 10036/0059 03/20/75 0 3525 4147N 6734W 38.7 136.3 GGGF 
1970-15472 OooOo/0000 l10036/0059 03/20/75 0 3595 4021N 08804W 39.5 j35,0 GGFG 
197015481 ooooo/oobb 1:in036/0060 03/20/75 0 3525 3730N 0899OW 41.1 132.5 eGGS 
f970-15490 0000n/0000 t-1003900061 03/20/75 0 3525 3438N 08954W 42. 129.8 GGGF 
1970-15493 Oooon/0000 1-10036/0062 03/20/75 10 3525 3312N 0902Ow 43.2 128o4 GGGG 
1970-15i95 ooooo/O00O J110036/0063 oq/2O/o7 to 3525 3146N 09046W 43.9 127.0 GGFG 
1970-155o2 oooo/0000 1Ioo36/0064 03/20/75 20 3525 3019N o91ilW 44.5 1256 OGGO 
1970-1 504 00000/0000 I-10036/0065 01/20/75 40 3525 e853N 0913 5W 45,1 124.1 GGG
 
1971-1735 00000/0000 1-10036/0179 01/21'/75 o 3540 4857N 11159W 34.8 142.2 FGFG
 
1971-17341 O0000/0000 1-Io036/0176 03/21/75 20 3540 4731N 11236W 35.7 141.0 GGFG
 
1971-17344 OO0o/0000 110036/0177 0/21/75 4O 3546 4605N 11311W 36.6 139.8 FGFF
 
1971-17350 O0000/0000 1-0036/0178 01/21/75 60 3540 444ON 11344W 37#4 iq8.6 FGFF
 
1971-17353 00000/0000 1-10036/0179 03/21/75 100 3540 4314N 11416W 38-3 137.3 FFGG
 
19714173i5 00000/0000 1-10036/0180 01/21/75 100 3540 4148N i1447W 39.1 136.1 FGGF
 
97-17362 O000n/0000 1-10036/0181 o/21/75 too 3540 4023N 11518W 39.9 134*8 FGFF
 
1971-17371 ooo/0000 1-oo36/0182 03/21/75 20 3540 3731N 1161SW 41.4 13222 GGFG
 
1971-17373 00000/0000 1-10036/0183 03/21/75 0 3540 3605N 11643W 42;2 130.9 GGFG
 
97i-17380 ocoon/oobo 1-Ioo36 /0184 01/21/75 2O 354 0 3439N j171 0 W 42i9 jP9.5 GGFG
 
1971-17332 00000/0000 J-i0036/0185 0/21/75 40 3540 3313N 1173 6 W 43,6 12.1 GGFG
 
1972-17393 00000/0000 Pio003 6/0156 03/22/75 100 3554 4853N 11327W 35.2 142.0 FFFP
 
177?-1 74po O0000/0000 110036/0157 03/22/75 100 3554 4727N 114 05W 36.1 140*8 GFGF
 
1972-174'02 00000/0000 leoO36/o5.8 03/22/75 60 3554 4602N 11446W 37* 139.6 GOFF
0 

1972-17405 0000/0000 1.100360159 03/22/75 60 3554 4437N 11513W 37.8 138,4 FGG
 
1972-17411 oo6o/oooo 1-1oo36/o1 66 01/22/75 50 3554 4311N 115 45W 38*7 137.1 FFG
 4 14 5 N
1972-17414 00000/0000 1-10036/0161 03/22/75 7o 3554 11616W 39.5 135.9 FFF
 
1972-174PO 00000/0000 1-10036/0162 03/22/75 50 3554 4o19N 11645W 40.3 134.6 GFG
 
1973-14190 oooo/0000 1100-6/0120 02/23/75 100 3566 4731N o"35{W 36.4 1407 GGGO
 
1973-14193 00000/0000 1-10036/0121 03/23/75 100 3566 4606N 06425W 37.3 139,5 GGGG
 
KEYS:, 	CLOUD COVER % ....... '..... 0 TA 100 . % CLOUD CeVER. **' NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




15:52 	MAY PltW75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0004
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OSSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ fATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN sUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
iD POSITION IN ROLL ACnUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RaV MSS
 
RRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
 
1973-160P0 00000/0000 1.10036/0221 03/23/75 10 3567* 4856N 08903W 35.5 141.9 FFGF
 
1973-166P2 oooo/0000 I.10036/0222 0/23/75 90 3567 4731N 0894 0W 36.4 140,7 FFFF
 
1973-16025 00000/0000 1-10036/0223 03/23/75 100 3567 4606N O901sW 37.3 139.5 FFPF
 
1973-16o3; 0000o/0000 t-10036/0224 0./23/75 100 3567 4440N 09048W 381 138.2 FFFF
 
1973-1.6034 00000/dOOo 1-10036/0225 01/23/75 100 3567 4315N 09120W 39#0 137'0 FFFF
 
1973-16040 00000/0000 1-10036/0226 03/23/75 100 3567 4149N 0915iW 39.8 135.7 FFFF
 
1973-16043 00000/0000 1.10036/0227 03/23/75 100 3567 4023N 09221W 40.6 134.4 FFFF
 
1973-16045 00000/0000 1,10036/d228 01t23/75 70 3567 3857N 09250W 41.4 133i1 FGGG
 
1973-16052 0000n/0000 1"i0036/0229 03/23/75 70 3567 3732N 09318W 4201 131.8 FFFG
 
1973-16054 00000/0000 1-10036/0230 03/23/75 80 3567 3606N 09346W 42.9 130I 4 FFFF
 
1973-16063 00000/0000 1;10036/0231 03/23/75 90 3567 3314N 09438W 44.2 1P7.6 GFFF
 
1973-16072 ooooo/0000 1-10036/0261 03/23/75 100 3567 3022N 09528W 45.5 12j4,6 PGPG
 
1973-16075 00000/0000 1-10036/0262 b0/23/75 90 3567 2856N 0955pW 46.1 1p31 FGFG
 
1973-16081 00000/0000 1-10036/0263 03/23/75 70 3567 2729N 096 16W 46,6 121,5 FGGG
 
1973-16084 0000o/0000 1-10036/0264 03/23/75 70 3567 26o3N 09639W 47.2 119.9 GGGG
 
1973-17415 00000/0000 t10036/02 65 03/23/75 9 0 3568 4855N j1451W 35-5 141,9 GFGG
 
1973-17494 00000/0000 1-.10036/0266 0'/23/75 90 3568 4730N t1528W 36.4 140.7 GGGF
 
1973-17460 00000/0000 1-10036/0267 03/23/75 90 3568 4605N 11603W 37.3 139*5 GGG
 
1973-17465 00000/0000 1-10036,0268 o3123175 96 3568 4314N 117oSW 39,0 1a7,o GOFF
 
1973-17472 oooo/0000 1"10036/0269 03/23/75 9 0 3568 4149N jjY40 W 39.8 135*7 FGGG
 i'973-17474 0000o/000 1-t0036/0270 03/23/75 80 3568 4023N 11810W 40.6 134.4. FGGG
 
1973-17483 00000/0000 1-10036/0271 01/23/75 20 3568 3731N 11907W 42.2 131.7 GGG
 
1973-17490 oooo/oooo 1-I0036/0272 03/23/75 1O 3568 3605N 11935W 429 130.4 GFGF
 
1973-17492 00000/0000 1-10036/0273 0'3123/75 1o 3568 3439N 1200PW 43-6 IP9.0 GGG
 
1973-17495 ooo00/0000 1-10036/0274 03/23/75 to 3568 3313N 12028.W 44,3 1P7.5 FGGF
 
1974-14245 00000/0000 1-10036/0i22 03/24/75 30 3580 4729N 06518W 36,8 140.6 FFGF
 
1974"14251 ooooh/ooo 1-10036/0123 03/24/75 20 3580 '4604N 06554W 37.7 139-3 GGGF
 
1974-142r4 00000/0000 1110036/0124 03/24/75 10 3580 4438N 06628W 385 138.1 FFG F

1974-14260 00000/0000 1-10036/0125 03/24/75 to 3580 4313N 06701W 39.3 136.8 FPFF
 
1974-16074 00000/0000 1-10036/0295 03/24/75 100 3581 4852N 09031W 35.9 141.8 G0FF
 
1974-16080 00000/0000 1-10036/0296 03/24/75 1o 3581 4728N 09107W 36.8 140.5 FGGF
 
1974-16083 0000n/0000 -oo36/0297 03/24/75 100 3581 4602N 0914PW 37.7 139,3 FFFF
 
1974-16085 00000/0000 1-10036/0298 03/24/75 100 3581 4437N 09215W 38*5 138.1 FFGF
 
1974-16092 00000/0000 1-10036/0299 03/24/75 100 3581 4312N 09248W 39.4 136.8 FFGF
 
1974-16094 00000/0000 I-10036/0300 031/24/75 100 3581 4146N 09319W 40,2 135.5 FGGG
 
1974"16101 00000/0000 1-10036/0301 03/24/75 100 3581 402oN 09349W 4 1,0 134.2 FGFF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER X ................ 0 TR 100 % CLOUD CRVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE MUALITY ...#.......,.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESRNT/REQUESTED. GsGOOD, P=POOR. F.FAIR.
 
15:52 MAY Plo75 ERTS-1 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAnE 0oO5 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
OBSERVATION 
To 
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 























































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... s........ 0 Ts 100 w % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 





FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75"
15:52 MAY 
Pj175 	 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 

PRINCIPAL ROINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE. CLOUD ORBIT 

OF IMAGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSS







1975"j6164 uonOn/6000 1"1O036/0246 0q/25/7 5 0 3595 3731N 096ioW 4208 13103 FGGG
 
1975-16170 00000/0000 1-10036/0241 03/25/75 0 3595 3605N 09637W 4306 1P99 FGFF
 
1975-16i73 O0000/0000 1-10036/0242 03/25/75 0 3595 344oN 09703W 44.2 128q4 FGGF
 
1975-16175 oooooooO 1-I0036/o243 oq/25/75 
 :0 3595 3313N 09729W 44#9 127:0 F 	3
 
1975='6j82 o6o6o/oooo 1;16036/0244 0q/25/75 	 to 3595 3147N 09755W 45#5 125 5 FGG 
10 3595 3020N 09819W 4641 123.9 FGGFt975-i61a4 00000/0000" 1-10036/0245 03/25/75 

1975-16191 0ooo/o000 i-1o036/0246 03/25/75 0 3595 2855N 098 44W 46.7 122.4 GGGF
 
1975.16193 oooo/0000 1.10036/0247 01/25/75 0 3595 2728N 09907W 47.2 120,8 GGGF
 
1975-16'200 ooooo00O00O 1-10036/0248 03/25/75 0 3595 2602N 09930W 47.7 119.2 FiFFF
 
1975-17563 oooo0000 1-10036/0363 03/25/75 40 3596 4854N 11743W 36.3 141.7 FFFF
 
50 3596 4729N 1182OW 37.2 140.4 FFFG
 1975-17570 00000/0000 1.10036/0364 03/25/75 

1975-17572 oo6oo00OOO 1-10036/0365 03,25/75 70 3596 4604N jiSW 38.1 13992 FFFF
 
1975-17575 000000000o 10036/0366 0/25/75 90 3596 4439N 11929W 38.9 137.9 FFFF
 
1'975-175Sj 00oo/0000 1.10036/0367 03/25/75 9 0 3596 4314N 12001W 39.8 136.6 FGFG
 
1975-17584 00000/0000 1-10036/0368 0^/25/75 50 3596 4149N 12033W 40.6 135.3 FGFG
 6o 3596 4023N4 12103W 414 14.0' FFFG
1975-1759o O00o/0000 1.-10036/0369 03/25/75 

3596 3730N 12200W 42.,9 131.3 FFFF
 1975-17595 00000/0000 1;10036/0370 03/25/75 60 

1975-18002 O000b/o000 i-0oo36/o371 03/25/75 70 3596 3604N 12227W 43t6 129v8 FFGF
 
1975-i8'o4 00000/0000 1-10036/0372 03/25/75 70 3596 3438N 12253W 4.4.3 128.4 GGGF
 
1976-14361 o0000/0000 1-10036/0345 01/26/75 80 3608 4733N 06807W 37*5 140'3 FbFF
 139.1 FFGG
 1976-143A3 00000/0000 1-10036/0346 03/26/75 90 3608 4608N 06 842W 3g,4 

1976-14370 00000/0000 1-10036/0347* 0326/75 90 3608 4443N 069'SW f9*2 137.8 FFFG
 FGGF
1976-14372 oooo/oOOOO 1-10036/0348 03/26/75 50 3608 4317N 06947W 4o0, 136.5 

1976-14375 00000/0000 1-10036/0349 03/26/75 30 3608 4152N 07018W 409 135.2 GGG6
 
'1976.,14381 00000/OOOO 110036/0350 0q/26/75 4o 3608 .4o26N 07048W 41*7 13398 FGFG
 
1976-143g'4 *00000/0000 .1-10036/0351 03/26/75 60 3608 390ON 07117W 42.4 132.5 GGGG
 07146W 43.2 131.1 GGGG
1976-14390 ooood,000o/ I-oO36/0352 03/26/75 80 3608 3735N 

.1976-i4393 OOO0O/0000 1.10036/0353 03/26/75 so 36d8 3609N 07213W 43.9 1297 GGGG
 
1976-16190 00000/0000 .1.±0036/0325 03/26/75 6 0 3609 4858N o9319W 36.6 141.6 .0FF
 
0950 5W 39.3 137.8 ­1976-1-6201 00000/0000 1-10036/0326 03/26/75 100 3609 4443N 

1976-1620o4 00000/0000 1-10036/0327 03/26/75 100 3609 4317N 09537W 40st 136*5 FFG
 1976-16213 oooon/OOOO 1-10036/0328 0q/26/75 too 3609 4026N 09637W 4197 1338 FGFF
 
80 3609 39011N 09707W 42.4 132.5 GGFG
1976-16215 O00OO/0000 1-10036/0329 03/26/75 

70 3609 3734N 09736W . 43.2 1R11 GFFG1976-16222 O00O/0000 1-10036/0330 03/26/75 

09803W 43*9 129.6
1976-16224 00000/0000 1.10036/0331 03/26/75 70 3609 3609N GGFG
 
1976-16231 000O/0000 1-10036/0332 03/26/75 100 3609 3442N 09829W 44.6 128.2 GGFG
 
** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..... *..... 0 TR 100 m % CLOUD COVER. 

IMAGE QUALITY #*............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GuGOOD4 p!POSR. F-FAIR.
 
ERTS-i
15t52 MAY Pt,'75 	 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 
 PArE 0o07
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATT'ON MICROFILM ROLL N0,1 DATE CLOUD ORB'IT PRI.NCTPAL POINT. SUN sUN IMAGE 'QUALITY

ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFO COVER NUMBER 
 OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSs
 
RSV MSS 
 LAT LOBNG 	 123 45678
 
197'6;16233 00000/0000 1-10036/0333' o/26/7S 90 3609 3316N 09 8 55W 45.2 1P6,7 FGFG
 
1976-16240 O000/0000 1-10036/0334 03/26/75 80 3609 315IN 09921W 459 2592 GFFG
 
1976-16242 oooo/0000 1f10036/0335 03/26/75 80 3609 3025N 69945W 46,4 123.6 GGFG
 
1976-16245 00000/0000 1-10036/0336 03/26/75 70 3609 2858N 100OW 47,0 1i20 GGFQ
1976-16251 00000/0000 -bo036/0337 03/26/75 -80 3609 2732N 10034W 47.5 1P0.4 
 GGFF
 
1976-16254 00000/0000 1-10036/0338 03/26/75 100 3609 2606N 10057W 48.0 148.8 GGP'G
1976-18022 00000/0000 1-10036/0424 0'/26/75 30 3610 4857N 11908W 36.7 141.6 GGG
 
1976-18oP4 O0000/0000 P-10036/0425 03/26/75 30 3610 4732N 11945W 37,6 140.3 GFGG
 
1976-1031 ooooo/0000 I-10036/0426 03/26/75 40 361o 4607N 12020W 38.4 139,0 GGGG
 
1976-18033 00000/0000 i:10036/0427 03/26/75 70 3616 4AF41N 12053W 39.3 137.8 FGGG
1976-18040 00000/0000 1-10036/0428 o/26/75 50 3610 4316N 12126W 40.1 136.5 GFGF
 1976-18042 ooo0ooooo 1-10036/0429 01/26/75 40 3610 4150N 1215aW 40.9 135.1 FFFG C)

1976.18045 00000/0000 1-10036/0430 03/26/75 10 3610 4024N f2228W 41*7 133.8 FFFG
 
1976-18051 OdooooOo .1-t0036/0431 o3n/6/75 10 3610 3858N 12257W 42,5 132.4 FFFF *u (1976 -18o4 Oooon/0000 1-10036/0432 03/26/75 10 3610 3732N 12325W 43,2 131.0 FFFF1976-18060 00000/0000 1-10036/0433 03/26/75 20 3610 3606N 12353W 43.9 129.6 FFFF 	 8 z1977-14415 OOOOO/0000 1"i0036/0405 03/27/75 20 3622 4.729N 06935W 37.9 140.2 GGGG
 
1977-14422 00000/0000 1-10036/0406 03/27/75 0 3622 4604N 07016W 38,8 138.9 GGGG
 
1977-144P4 00090/0000 1-10036/0407 03/27/75 20 3622 4439N 07044W 39,6 137.6 GGGG
1977-14431 0006o/0000 t-10036/0408 03/27/75 10 3622 4313N 07117W 40.5 136.3 GGGG
 
1977-14433 00000/0000 1-10036/0409 03/27/75 0 3622 4147N 07148W 41*3 134,9 GGGG
 
1977-14440 00000/0000 1-10036/0410 03/27/75 10 3622 4021N 07218W 42,0 133.6 FGFG
 
1977-14442 00000/0000 1-10036/0411 03/27/75 20 3622 38S56N 07246W 42.8 132.2
1977-14445 00000/0000 1-10036/0412 03/27/75 4o 3622 	 GGFG
3730N 07314W 43.5 130.8 GGGG
 
1977-14451 00000/0000 1-10036/0413 03/27/75 so 3622 3604N o734iW 44.2 129,3 GGGG
 
1977-14454 ooooo/o000 1-q0036/0414 03/27/75 8 0 3622 3438N 07408W 449 127,9 e06S
1977-14460 00000/0000 1-10036/0415 03/27/75 .80 3622 3313N 07434W 45,6 126.4 GG33
 
1977-14463 00000/0000 1-10036/0416 03/27/75 80 3622 3147N 07459W 46.2 1P4.8 GGGG
1977-16244 00000/0000 1-10036/0392 03/27/75 10 3623 4854N 09448W 37,1 141.4 FGFF
 
1977-16251 00000/0000 1-10036/0393 01/27/75 10 3623 4729N 09524W 37,9 i40.1 FGFF
1977-16253 00000/0000 1-10036/0394 01b27/t5 too 3623 4603N 09559W 38.8 138.9 GGGF
1977-16260 00000/0000 1-10036/0395 03/27/75 100 3623 4438N 09632W 39.7 137.6 FFGG
 
1977-16262 00000/0000 1-10036/0396 03/27/75 too 3623 4313N 09704W 40.5 136,2 FFGF
1977-16265 00000/0000 1-10036/0397 03/27/75 100 3623 4147N 0973sW 41.3 134.9 GFGF
 
1977-16274 00000/0000 1-10036/0398 0327/75 40 3623 3856N 09835W 42.8 132.2 GGGG
 
1977-1628o 00000/0000 1-10036/0399 03/27/75 20 3623 3730N 09903W 43,6 130.8 GGGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ,.,,,,, 0 TO 100 - X CLOUD COVER. ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




15:52 MAY Pi'75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 

FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
iBSERVATT9N 
ID 
MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 















RRV MSS LAt LONG 123 45678 
1977-16283 





































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... ,,. ,.. 0 TA 100 a X CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY o....... ,.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUEsTED, G!GOOD. PUPOeR, FEFAIR, 
ERTS-1 
15:52 MAY Pt''t75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAtE.ObO9 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 64/30/75 
OBSERVATION MTCRFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 'PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALI-TY 
IO POSITION !N ROLL ACnUIRrD COVER NUMBER I OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
RRV ,MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 























































1979-163RI OQOOO/0000 1-10036/0467 03/29/75 10 3651 4145N 10028W 4200 14,5 GGGF 
1979-16383 00000/0000 i1 0036/0468 03/29/75 0 .3651 4019N 10058W 42i8 133.1 eGGS 














































1979-16413 O00OO/0000 i-1o036/0475 03'/29/75 90 3651 3019N 1o4osW 47.4 122,5 FGGG 
1979-16415 00000/0000 1-10036/0476 01/2'9/75 30 3651 285*N 10429W 48,0 120.8 eGGG 
1979-16422 OOOO/0000' 1-10036/0477 03/29/75 70 3651 2727N iJO53w 48.5 119,2 FGGG 
1979-18192 OOOO0/OOOO 1-16036/0509 63/29/75 50 3652 4852N 12329W 37.9 141,1 FGFG 











































































































1980-16415 00006/0000 1-10036/0522 03/30/75 40 3665 4853N '09907W 38.2 141,0 FGFG 
1980-16421 00000/0000 1-10036/0523 03/30/75 90 3665 4727N 09943W 39,1 j39,7 FGFG 


































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X .... ,.... 0 TO too - % CLOUD COVER. ** F NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY , .......... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GFGOOD, PWPOeR, F-FAIR. 
ERTS-I
 
15152 MAY Pt, 975 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0010
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
10 POSITI'ON IN. ROLL ACMUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
RBV MSS LAT LONG 
IU 
i3 45,678 














































































































1981-15o62 o00O/oooo 1-10036/0451 c3/31/75 60 3678 4146N 07731W 42.7 134.1 GGG 
1981-15071 00000/0000 1-10036/0452 03/31/75 10 3678 3854N 07831W 44.2 131.2 FGGG 
1981-15073 00000/0000 1-10036/0453 03/31/75 10 3678 3728N 07859W 44.9 1297 GGGG 








































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER ' .......... ,.. 0 TH 100 CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 




15:52 MAY Pis'75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 	 PAGE 0011
 FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./' OATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID PURITION IN ROLL AroUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
 
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
 
1983-15174 00000/0000 110036/0498 04/02/75 40 3706 4142N 08024W 43.5 133,6 FOGG
 
1983-15180 00000/0000 1.10036/0499 04/02/75 lo 3706 4o1'7N 08054'W 44.2 132.1 GGGG
 
1983-1513 00000/0000 1-10036/0500 04/02/75 0 3706 385 1N 08123W 45.0 130.6 GGGG
 
1983-15185 00000/0000 1-10036/0501 04/02/75 10 3706 3725N 08151W 45.7 1P9,1 FGBG
 
1983-15192 00000/0000 11036/0502 04/02/75 20 3706 3559N 08218W 46.3 127#5 GGG
 
1983-15194 00000/0000 1-10036/0503 04/02/75 90 3706 3434N 08245 W 47.0 125.9 BFGF
 
1983-15201 00000/0000 1-10036/0504 04/02/75 100 3706 3308N 08311W 47.6 1p4.3 GGGF
 
1983-15203 00000/ooo t-1o0360505 04/02/75 100 3706 3142N 08337W 48.1 122.7 GG
 
1983-1521o ooooo/oooo 1-t0036/o506 04)02/75 90 3706 3016N 08401W 48.7 1pl0 GFOG
 
1983-15212 00000/0000 1-10036/0507 04/02/75 70 3706 285ON 08426W 49o2 119,3 FFBF
 
1983-15215 00000/0000 1-10036/0508 04/02/75 20 3706 2723N 08449W 49.6 11795 G66
 
1983-16585 00000/0000 1-10036/0587 04/02/75 20 3707 4849N 10325W 39.4 140s5 PFGF
 
1983-16591 00000/000 1-10036/0588 04/02/75 20 3707 4724N 1o4otW 40.3 139,2 FFGG
 
1983-16594 00000/0000 1-0036/o589 04/02/75 to 3707 4558N 10436W 4191 137.8 GGG
 
1983-17000 00000/0000 1-10036/0590 04/02/75 10 3707 4433N 10IOIW 4±99 136,4 GGG
 
1983-17003 00000/0000 1-10036/0591 04/02/75 30 3707 4307N 10542W 42.7 1s5,o GFGG
 
1983-17o5 00000/0000 1-10036/0592 04/02/75 10 3707 4142N 10613W 4:3.5 133.5 G0GG
 
1983.17012 00000/0000 1.10036/0593 04/02/75 10 3707 3716N 10643W 44.3 1321 GGFG
 
1983-;17014 ooooo/ooo 1-oo36/0593 04/02/75 20 3707 3851N t0711W 45. 130,6 GGFG
 
1983-1701 00000/0000 t10036/0595 04/02/75 3707 10740W 457 1291 6
0 372N FOGG 

1983-17oP3 00000/0000 1-10036/0596 04/02/75 to 3707 3559N 10807W 46.4 iP7.5 FFOG
 
1983-17030 oooon/O0000 1-1036/0597 04/02/75 0 3707 3433N 1683'4W 47.0 lp5,9 GOOF
 
1983-17032 00000/0000 Itoo36/o598 04/02/75 0 3707 3307N 1090oW 47t6 12,3 GGGG
 
1993-t!035 00000/0000 1-10036/0599 04/02/75 0 3707 3141N 10926W 48.2 122.6 FGGB
 
1983-170o41 00000/0000 1-10036/0600 04/02/75 0 3707 3014N 1095ow 48.7 fpO,9 FOGG
 
1984-17043 00000/0000 1.10036/0615 04/03/75 90 3721 4848N 104SIW 39.8 140.4 FPF
 
1984-17050 00000/0000 1-10036/0616 04/03/75 80 3721 4722N 10528W 40.7 139.0 FPFF
 
1984-17052 00000/0000 1,10036/0617 04/03/75 20 3721 4557N 10603W 41.5 137.6 FFFF
 
1984-17055 00000/0000 1-10036/0618 04/03/5 10 3721 4431N 10636W 42,3 136.2 FFFG
 
1984-17061 O0000/o0000 1-10036/0619 04/03/75 10 3721 4306N 10708W 43.1 134.8 PFF
 
1984-17064 00000/0000 1-10036/0620 04/03/75 to 3721 4141N 10739W 43.9 133.3 FFPF
 
1984-17073 Oooo/0000 1.1036/0621 04/03/75 10 3721 385oN 10839W 45s3 130.3 GGGF
 
1984-17075 0000/0000 1.10036/0622 04/03/75 0 3721 3724N 10907W 46.0 1P8.8 GFFF
 
1984-17082 00001/0000 1-10036/0623 04/03/75 10 3721 3557N 10934W 46.7 127.2 FGFF
 
1984-17084 00000/0000 1-10036/0624 04/03/75 10 3721 3432N 1108W 47.3 125.6 GFF
 
1984-17091 00000/0000 1-10036/0625' 04/03/75 0 3721 3306N 11026W 47.9 1P4.0 GOOF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD CBVER x ......- , .... 0 Te 100 .-% CLOUD COVER, ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLE
 




15:52 MAY Ppls75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE oJ2
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATTON MTCRaFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL.POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID POSITION IN RoLL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
 
RBV MSS LAT LONG {23 '45678
 
984-17093 00000/O000 1.10036/0626 04/03/75 0 3721 3140N 11052W 48.5 122.3 FFFF
 
1984-17100 00000/0000 1-10036/0627 04/03/75 0 3721 3014N 11116W 49.0 1P0.6 FGGF
 
1985-15274 ooooo0000 1-10036/0668 04/04/75 5O 3734 4602N 08137w 41.8 137.5 FGFb
 
1985-15281 O0000/oooo 1.10036/0669 04/04/75 70 3734 4436N 0821oW 42.6 136.1 FGFQ
 
1985-152R3 00000/0000 1"10036/0670 04/04/75 20 3734 431IN 0 8242W 43s4 134.7 GGFG
 
1985-15290 00000/0000 1-10036/0671 04/04/75 0 3734 4145N 08314W 44.2 133.2 GGGG
 
1985-15292 O000/0000 1-10036/0672 04/04/75 to 3734 402ON 08344W 44,9 131.7 GGGF
 
1985-15295 00000/0000 1-10036/0673 04/04/75 30 3734 385 4N 08413W 45,6 130.2 GGGG
 
1985-I5301 00000/0000 1-10036/0674 04/04/75 10 3734 3728N. 08442W 46.3 128.6 FGGG
 
1985-15304 00000/oooo 1.10036/0675 04/04/75 0 3734 36o2N 08509W .47-0 I2P70 GGGG
 
1985-15310 0OOn/0000 1-10036/0676 04/04/75 0 3734 3436N 08537W 4796 125,4 GGGG
 
1985-1533 O000/0000 1.10036/0677 04/04/75 0 3734 3309N 08603W 48.2 123*7 GGGG
 
1985-15315 0oo0/0000 1-10036/0678 04/04/75 0 3734 3144N 08628W 48.7 122.0 FGGG
 
1985-15322 O000o/0000 1.10036/0679 04/04/75 0 3734 Sol8N 08653W 49.3 12003 FFFF
 
1985-153?4 00000/0000 1-10036/0680 04/04/75 10 3734 2853N 08717W 4907 118.5 GFFF
 
1985-10331 O0000/0000 j-10036/068 04/04/75 60 3734 2726N 08740W 50.2 116,7 GGG
 
1985-17101 O0oooO000 1.10036/0628 04/04/75 100 3735 4851N 106 17W 40.1 140.3 FFF
 
1985-17104 00000/OOOO I10036/0629 04/04/75 90 3735 4726N I0653W 4190 138.9 FFFF
 
198S-17110 00000/0000 1.10036/0630 o/04/75 7 0 3735 4601N 10728W 4198 137-5 FFFF
 
1985-17113 00000/0000 1-10036/0631 04/04/75 10 3735 4435N 1OO1W 42.6 13601 FFGG
 
1985-17115 Ooooo/0000 1.10036/0632 04/04/75 60 3735 43ION 10833w 43,4 134.6 FFFG
 
1985-17122 00000/0000 1-0036/0633 04/04/75 50 3735 4144N 109d4W 44.2 133.2 FFFF
 
1985-17124 00000/0000 1-10036/0634 04/04/75 40 3735 4019N 10935W 44,9 1317 FFGF
 
1985-17131 00000/OOO0 1-10036/0635. 04/04/75 20 3735 3853N 11o04W 45.7 130.1 GFFG
 
1985-17133 00000/0000 1-10036/0636 04/04/75 10 3735 3727N 11032W 4613 128.6 GFG
 
1985-17140 00000/0000 I'-I0036/0637 04/04/75 0 3735 3601N 11059W 47.0 127,0 GFFG
 
1985-17142 00000/0000 1-0036/0638 04/04/75 0 3735 3436N i112SW 47.6 12594 GFFF
 
1985-17145 00000/0000 I-o03 6 /0639 04/04/75 0 3735 331ON 11151W 48.2 123,7 GFGG
 
1985-1715 1 00000/0000 1-10036/0640 04/04/75 0 3735 3145N 112t6W 4898 122.0 GFFG
 
1985-17154 OooOo/0000 1-10036/0641 04/04/75 0 3735 3018N 11241W 49.3 120.3 FFFF
 
1986-15330 O0000/OOOO 1-10036/0682 04/05/75 0 3748 4724N 08229W 41.4 138,7 GGFG
 
1986-15333 OOO00/OOOO 1-10036/0683 04/05/75 b 3748 4559N 08304W 42,2 137.3 FGFF
 
1986-15335 0000o/0000 1-0036/0684 04/05/75 20 3748 4433N 08337W 43.0 135.9 GGFG
 
1986-15342 0000o/0000 1-10036/0685 04/05/75 .10 3748 4308N 08410W 43.8 134.4 GGFG
 
1986-15344 O0000/OOOO 1.10036/0686 04/05/75 0 3748 4142N 08441W 44,6 1'32,9 GGFG
 
1986-15351 00000/0000 1-10036/0687 04/05/75 10 3748 4016N 08512W 4s@3 131.4 GFFG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... 0 Te 100 % CLOUD COVER. **.- NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
,..... 





15:52 MAY pIt75 STANDARD CATALOGRFOR CUS PAGE 0013.
 
FRBM 04/01/75 TO 04/0/75
 
BBSERVATTON M.TCROFILM ROLL NG./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN SUN -iMAGE QUALITY

ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
 
RSV MSS 
 LAT LONG 123 45678
 
1986-.15353 Oooo/oOOOO 1-10036/0688 04/05/75 0 3748 3850N 08541W 46.0 123.8 GGFO
 
1986-1530 ooooo00/0 1'10036/o689 04/o5175 0 3748 3724N 08609W 46.7 128.3 FGFG
 
1986-15365 00000/0000 1-10036/0690 04/05/75 0 3748 3432N 08703W 47.9 1P.?0 GGEG
 
1986-15371 OOOOO/OOO0 110036/o691 04/05/75 I0 3748 3307N 08729w 48t5 123,3 GGFG
 
1986-15374 O0ooO/0000 l.10036/o692. 04/05/75 20 3748 314N 087SSW 49,1 196 GGFG
 
1986-15380 OOO0/0000 1-10036/0693 04/05/75 50 3748 301 5 N 08819W 49.6 119.9 GGFG
 
1986-17155 OOOO0/0000 Io10036/0701 04/05/75 Do 3749 4852N 1O743W 40,5 140,1 GFGF
 
1986-17162 oooon/0000 I-i0036/o702 04/05/75 Do 3749 4727N 10820W 41.4 138.8 GGFG
 
1986-17164 00000/0000 1-10036/0703 04/05/75 0 3749 4602N 1085sW 42*2 137.3 GGFG
 
1986-17171 OOO0/0000 t-10036/0704 64/05/75 3o 3749 4436N 10928W 43.0 135.9 GGFG
 
1986-17173 00000/0000 1-10036/0705 04/05/75 50 3749 431ON i0959W 43t8 134.4 GGFG
 
,1986-17180 Ooooo/0000 1-10036/0706 04/05/75 30 3749 4145N iIOgOW 44 6 132.9 FGFG
 
1986-17182 00000/0000 1-10036/0707 04/05/75 10 3749 4019N 11059W 45.3 .'131.4 GGFG
 
1986-17185 O000/0000 1-10036/0708 04/05/75 10 3749 3854N 11128W 46.0 ?5.9 GGFG
 
1986-17191 00000/0000 t-10036/0709 04/05/75 0 3749 3728N 11156W 4607 128.3 GFFG
 
1986-17194 ooooo/0000 1-10036/0710 04/05/75 0 '3749 3602N 11223W 47.3 126.7 GGFG
 
986-17200 OOOOO/0000 1-10036/0711 04/05/75 0 3749 3437N 11250W 47.9 I5.0 GGFG
 
1986-17203 OOOOo/0000 1-10036/0712 04/05/75 0 3749 3310N 113j6W 48,5 1P3#4 GGFG
 
1986-1.7205 OOOO0/0000 1.10036/0713 04/05/75 1o 3749 3144N 11342W 49:1 121.6 GGFG
 
1986-17212 00000/0000 1-10036/0714 04/05/75 0 3749 3018N 11407W 49.6 1199 GGFF
 
1987-15382 00000/0000 1-10036/0720 04/06/75 to 37j2 4849N 08317W 40.9 140 0 GGFG
 
1987-15384 OOOOn/0000 1-10036/0721 04/06/75 0 3762' 4724N 08354W . 41,7 1386 GGGG 
1987-15391 Oooon/0000 1-10036/0722 04/06/75 0 3762 4558N O84 30W 42.6 137#1 FGGG
 
1987-15393 OOOO/0000 1-10036/0723 04/06/75 0 3762 4433N 08504W 43.4 135.7 0GGF
 
1987-15400 00OOo/oooo 1-10036/0724 04/06/75 0 3762 4308N 08537W 44-1 134.2 GFOG.
 
1987-15402 OOOOO/OOO 1-10036/0725 04/06/75 to 3762 4142N 08608W 44.9 . 13I27 GGGG 
187-15405 OooOn/0000 I-10036/0726 04/06/75 0 376a 4016N 08639W 45-6 131.2 GGG 
1987-15411 00000/0000 1-10036/0727 04/06/75 0 3762 -3851N 08707W 46?3 129.6 FGGG 
,1987-15.414 oodo/oooo 1"-oO36/0728 04/06/75 0 37a2 3725N o73SW 47,o 128.0 FGGG 
1987-154P0 00000/0000 1-10036/0729 04/06/75 0 3762 3559N 088osW 47.6 126.4 FGFF 
1987-15423 ooooo2Ooo 1-10036/0730 04)06/75 1o 3762 3433N 08829W 48.3 124p7 GGGG 
f987-15425 00000/0000 1.i0036/0731 04/06/75 10 3762 . 307N '08855W 48,8 IP3.0 GGGG 
1.987-15432 00000/0000 1-10036/0732 04/06/75 70 ?762 314IN 0892oW 49,4 1 i3 GGG 
1987-15441 00000/0000 1-10036/0733 04/06/75 90 3762 2848N 09008W 503 i7.7 FFGG 
1988-15440 ooooo/0000 1-loo36/o734 04/07/75 0 3776 4848N 08446W . 41#2 139.8 .GGGG 
1988-15442 00000/o0oo 1-10036/0735 04/07/75 0 3776 4723N 08523W 42.1 138.4 FGFG 
s. 0 TRKEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..... too 9 % CLOUD CAVER. NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLC. 




15:52 MAY PI175 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE OOi1
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID PeSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
 
R§V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

1988-15445 oooo,0000 1-10036/0736 04107/75 10 3776 4558N 08558W 4299 137.0 FeGG
 
1988-15451 OOOO/OOO0 1-10036/0737 o4/07/75 to 3776 4433N 0 8631W 43,7 135.5 GGGG
 
1988-15454 00000/0000 1-10036/0738 04/07/75 10 3776 4308N 0870tW 44*5 124*0 GGGS
 
1988-15460 O00Oo/0000 1-10036/0739 04/07/75 10 3776 4143N 087 33w 45*2 13295 GGFG
 
1988-15463 O6o00/O00O 1-1oo36/o74o' o4/07/75 to 3776 4018N 08803W 46o0 130,9 GGGG
 
1988.15465 00000/OOOO 1.10036/0741 04/o7/75 lo 3776 3852N 08832W 46,7 129*3 FGGG
 
1988-15472 00000/0000 1-10036/0742 04/07/75 10 3776 3726N 08900W 47,3, 1277 GGGG
 
1988-15474 ooooo/O0 1-10036/0743 04/07/75 60 3776 3600N 08928W 48*0 126,1 GOFG
 
1988-154A 60000/0000 1t10036/0744 04/07/75 60 3776 3434N 0895sW 48,6 1P4.4 GFGG
 
j988-154R3 00000/0000 t'IOO36/O745 04/07/75 90 3776 3308N. 09021W 49.j jPp27 FFGF
 
1988-15490 00o00/0000 1-10036/0746 04/07/75 100 3776 3142N 09046W 49.7 1P0,9 FGFd
 
1988.15492 oooon/O000 1-10036/0747 o4/o7/75 80 3776 30 15N 0911iW Soot l19oI 
 OFFG
 
CLOUD COVER % ;*,.,. ,.,.,, 0 TR too - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.KEYS: 





15:56 'AY ?1i'75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAnE.0015
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
aBSERVATTON MTCRftFILM RPLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE . ELEV. AiIM. R8V MSS 
REV MSS LAT LONG- 123 45678 























1951-20445 00000/0000 1-10036/0004 03/01/75 20 3263 6S30N 14934W 15.2 157-9 GGG 
'1951-20454 ooooo/0000 1-10036/0005 03/01/75 0 3263 6247N 15211W 17.3 155.1 GGGG 























1951-2o472 00000/0000 1-10036/0009 03/01/75 90 3263 5717N 15617W 21.4 150,5 GFF 























1951-22292 00000/0000 1-10036/0013 03/01/75 40 3264 6126N 17913W 18.4 153.9 FFFF 






















FGFF L 0 
1951-22310 00000/0000 1-10036/0017 03/01/75 100 3264 5553N 176s9E 22.4 149.5 GGG 
1951-22312 O00o/0000 1-10036/0018 03/01/75 100 3264 543ON 17611E 23.4 148.5 FGGG 
1964-21564 00000/0000 1-10036/0126 03/14/75 8O 3445 7206N 15859W 15.0 167.6 GGG 























1964-21582 O00OO/0000 1-10036/0130 03/14/75 50 3445 6654N 16651W 19.3 159.4 GGG 
1964-21585 00000/0000 1.10036/0131 03/14/75 30 3445 6533N 16820W 2093 157.7 GGG 























1964-22003 00000/O000 i-10036/0135 03/14/75 30 3445 6005N 173o5W 24.4 152.1 GGGG 
1964-22005 00000/0000 1-10036/0136 03/i4/ 5 60 3445 SS42N 17404W 25,4 150,9 GGGG 
1964-22012 O0000/0000 1-10036/0137 03/14/75 so 3445 5718N 17458W 26.4 1497 GGGG 
1964-22014 Ooooo/O000 1-t0036/0138 o3i14/*5 30 3445 5555N 17548W 27.4 148.6 FOGF 























1965-20200 00000/0000 1-o036/o093 O/15,/7s to 3458 6930N 13900W 17.5 163.0 FOGG 
1965-20202 OOOOO/0000 1-1036/0092 03/15/75 70 3458 681,IN 14050W 18.6 1611 F 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... '...... 0 T8 1oo a x CLOUD COVER# ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,..,,...... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G!GOD. P;PODR. F-FAIR, 
ERTS-1,
 
ks:5 6 MAY pip75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAE 0016
 
FROM 04/O/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/' DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss 
RRV .mss LAT LONG 123 45678 























1965-20220 OOOO/O0000 1-10036/0097 0./15/75 0 34,58 6247N t4634W 2-28 154.7 GGGF 
1965-20223 O0000/O000 1-10036/0098 03/15/75 30 3458 6126N 14743W. 23.8 53*4 FGGG -























1965-20241 00000/0000 1-10036/0102 02/15/75 60 3458 5553N ±5126W 27.8 148.5 PGGG 
1965-20243 00000/0000 1-10036/0103 03/15/75 90 3458 5429N 15214W '28.8 1473 GGG­























1971-19143 0000/0000 1-10036/0217 03/21/75 0 3541 5722N 13322w 29.1 149.3 FGGP 
1971-19150 00000/0000 1-10036/0218 03/21/75 10 3541 5558N 134j3W 30,1 148.1 "FFGP 
1971-19152 oooo/0000 1-10036/0219 03/21/75 50 3541 5433N 13501W 3101 146,9 FFFP 
1971-19155 00000/0000 1-10036/0220 03/21/75 70 3541 5309N 13547W 32.0 145.7 GGFP 
1971-20534 ooooo0000 1-10036/0186 03/21/75 70 3542 705oN 14525W 18,9 165,4 OFFG 
1971-20541 00000/0000 1-10036/0187 03/21/75 70 3542 6933N 14730W 19,9 163.2 GFFG 
1971-20543 00000/0000 1-10036/0188 03/21/75 60 3542 6814N 14920W 21.0 161.2 GFFG 
1971w20550 0000o/0000 1-10036/0189 03/21/75 60 3542 6655N 1510ow 22,0 '159,4 FFFG 
1971-20552 00000/0000 1-10036/0190 03/21/75 50 3542 6534N 15230W 23,1 157.7 GGFG 
1971-20555 O000/0000 1-10036/0191 03/21/75 40 3542 6413N 15352W 24.1 &S6,1 GGFG, 


































































1972-19211 o6ooo/0000 1.10036/0200 03/22/75 70 3555 5434N 13626W 31,4 '146.8 GGFF 
1972-19213 00000/0000 1-10036/0201 01/22/75 40 3555 5309N 13711W 32.4 :145.6 GGFF 
1972-20592 00000/0000 1-10036/0202 03/22/75 60 3556 7051N 14658W 19.2 165.5 FGFF 
1972-20595 00000/0000 1-10036/0203 0'22/jS 90 3556 6934N 14901W 20.3 163.3 GFFF 
1972-21001 00000/0000 1-10036/0204 01/22/75 40 3556 6815N 15051W 21.4 161,3 GFGF 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,..,,,..., 0 TR 100 q CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,.............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G!GOOD,' PLPOR, F-FAIR. 
ERTS-l
 
15:5b MAY 21*175 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0017
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75'
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO. DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN., sUN IMAGE QUALITY

TD POSITION IN ROLL' ACQUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ' ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
 
'RSV . MSS LAT LONG. 
 123 45678
 
1972-21004 ooooooo o 10036/02o0o o0>22/75 70 3556 6656N. 15230W 22,4 159,5 FFGF
 
19 72:21010. 00000/0000 1 1036/0206 0/22/75 80 3556 6535N 154ooW 23,5' 157.8 GGFF
1972-210,3 0000o/0000 1-10036/0207 03/22/5S 60 3556 6414N 15522W 24:5 156.2 GGFG
 
1972-2±.015 00000/0000 .1-i0'036/02"14 03/22/75 20 3556 6253N 	 25.5 ;54.7
15636W 	 Fd
 1972-21022 00000/0000 ±-±o36/0208 03/22/75 0 3556 6130N i5744W 26#5. 153,3 GGFG 
1972-21024 00000/0000 11o0036/o209 01/22/75 0 3556 6007W i5847W- 27P5 151.9 GGFG 
1972'21631 ooooo/oooo i-10o36/0210 03/22/75 0 3556 5844N 15945W 28.5 150.6 GFFG 
.1972-2103 00ooo/oooo 1.10036/02'11 03/22/75 30 3556 5720N 16039W 29,5 149.3 GFGG 
1972-21040. 0oo0o/0000 1-10036/0212 03/22/75 So 3556 6556N 1613oW 30 B 148.1 GFG 
1972t21042 00000/0000 J,10036/0213 03/22/75 50 3556 5432N 16217W 3195 146.8 GGGG 
1973-2100 oooo0000 1.10036/0275 03/23/75 50 3570 7051N 14821W 19.7 165o5 FFFG 
197,3-'21053 00000/0000 1.10036/0276 03/23/75 40 3570 6934N 1502sW 20.7 163. 3 FFFG 
1973-21055 00000/0000 1-10036/0277 03/23/75 0 3570 6815N 15216W 21.8 161.3 FGGG 
1973-21062 oooo/0000 t-10036/0278 03/23/75 0 3570 6656N j5355W, 22.8, 159*4 GGGG 
1973-21064 00000/0000 1-10036/0279 03/23/jS 20 3570 6536N I55RSW 23:9 1679 7 'FFGF 
1973-21i71 00000/0000 1-10036/0280 03/23/75 50 3570 6415N 15 647W 24.9 156.1 FFGG 
1973-21073 00000/0000 1-10036/0281. 03/23/75 20 3570 6253N i58otW 25.9 154.6 FFFG 
1973-21080 ooooo/oooo 1"oo3 6/0282 03/23/75 3 0 3570 6131N 159o9W 27 9o 153'2 FFFF 
1973;'210g2 0O000/0000 1.10036/0283 03/23/75 20 3570 6008N 1601 W 28,0 1,85 FFFG 1973-21085 00000/0000 1-10036/0284 03/23/75 10 3570 5845N 16 11OW 29.0 150.5 FFFG 
197 3 2109ol ooooo 000 1-10036/o285 03/23/75 10 3570 5721N 16203W 3o00 149p2, GGGG5 5 7N
1973-1094 0oooO/0000 1-1036/0286 03/23/75 40 3570 S 16254W 30.9 148.0 GFFG
 
19,73-2l0o ooooo/0000 1-10036/0287 o3/23/7 4d' 3570 5433N 16341W 31,9 146.7 FFFF
 
197?.-21103' 00000/0000 t1lo036/0288 03/23/75 9 0 3570 5309N 16426W, 32., 14505 FFFG
 
1974-19305 0000O/0000 1-10036/0306' 03/24/5 30 3583 6008N 13548W 28.3 15108 GGFG
 
1974-19311 00000/0000 -1-10036/0307 03/24/75 50, 3583 5845N, 13646W 29.3 150.5 FGFG
 
1974-19314 00000/0000 i-40036/0308 03/24/75 40 35.3 5722N 13740W 3O3 149.2 FFG
 
1974-i9320 0000/0000 1-10036/0309 03/24/i5 50 3583 5558J 13830w 313 1479'9 GGGG
 
1974-19323 00000/0000 1-10036/0310 03/24/75 60 3583 543(3N 139 18W 32.2 '146.7 FGGG
 
1974-;193P5 00000/0000 1-10036/0311 03/24/75 40 3583 5310N 14003W 33.2 145.5 GGG
 
1974-211l4' 00000/0000 1-10036/0312 03/24/75 30 3584 7052N 14950W 20.0 165,6 FGFG
 
1974-21111 ooon/0000 1-1o036/0313 03/24/75 10 3584 6934N 15153W '21.1 163.4 GGFG
 
1974-2j1J3 00000/0000 1-10036/0314 0/24/75 20 3584 .6815N 15343W 22,2 161.3 GFGG
 
1974-21120 0000n/0000 1-10036/0315 03/24/75 60 3584 6656N 15522W 23.2 159,5 GGGG
 
1974-21122 Ono/o000 1-10036/0316 03,24/75 4o 3584 6536M 15652W 24.2 157.8 FGGG
 
1974-21125 00000/0000 1-10036/0317 0324/75' 20 3584 6414N 15813W 25.3 156., FGGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER X .......... 0 TA to0 m % CLOUD COVER . ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




15:56 MAY 21,175 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAnE 0018
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 0,4/30/75 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCtPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRRD COVER NUMBER OR IMAGE ELEV, AIM RBV, MSS'-


































1974-21143 06000/0000 I-10036/0321 03/24/75 0 3584 5844N 16237W 29.3 150.5 GGGG 













































1975-19375 00000/0000 1-100 6/0375 03/25/75 40 3597 5557N 13956W 31.7 147.9 FGGG 


























































































1975-21195 00000/0000 1.10036/0386 03/25/75 0 3598 6005N 16303w 28.8, 151.8 GFGG 







































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER z ... ,,,.,....... 0 TA too * % CLOUD COVER. ** ! NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,.,,..... BLANKStBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GpGOOD, P-POOR. F-PAIR. 
ERTS-1
 
15:56 MAY qW75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0019
 
FROM 64/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID PORITION IN ROLL ACMUIReD COVER NUMBER OF. IMAGE. ELEV, A2IM, RBV MSS
 
RSV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
 
1976-21262 00000/0000 1-10036/0049 03)26/75 90 3612 5723N 16617W 31*j 149d1 GFGG
 
1976-21264 oO000/0000 J.1036/0050 03/26/75 80 3612 5559N 16708W 32.1 147.8 FGGG
 
1976-21271 00000/0000 1-10036/0051 03/26/75 90 3612 5435N 16756W 33.1 146,5 FGGG
 
1976-21273 ooooO0000 1.10036/0052 03/26/75 90 3612 531 N 168 41W 34*0 145.3 FGF
 
1977-21275 00000/oooo 1-10036/0249 03/27/75 90 3626 7052N 15404W 21.2 165.7 F7FF
 
1977-21281 00000/0000 1.10036/0250 03/27/75 90 3626 6935N 15608W 22.3 163.4 FFFR
 
1977-212g4 00000/0000 1.10036/0251 031/27/75 90 3626 6817N 15758W 23M3 16194 FFGF
 
1977-21290 0000o/0000 1-1036/0252 03/27/75 90 3626 6657N 15937W 2,4 jS9.5 FFFF
 
1977-21293 00000/0000 1.10036/0253 03/27/75 90 3626 6537N 16107W 2s,4 I7.8 F FF 
1977-21295 00000/OOO0 1-10036/0254 01/27/75 100 3626 6416N 16228W 26s5 156.1 FFF 
1977-21302 00000/0000 1-10036/0255 03/27/75 90 3626 6254N 16342W 27.5 154,6 FFFF 
1977-21311 00000/0000 1*10036/0256 03/27/75 90 3626 6009N 16553W 29&5 151,7 FFFG 
1977-21320 00000/0000 1-10036/0257 03/27/75 20 3626 5 723N 16 746 W 31.5 149.0 FFFG a0 
1977-21322 00000/0000 1-10036/0258 03/27/75 '60 3626 5559N 168 37W 32.5 147,7 FFGF 
1977-21325 00000/0000 1-1oo36/0259 03/27/75 60 3626 5435N 16924W 33*4 146,5 FFGG 
1977-21331 00000/0000 I-10036/0260 03/27/75 so 3626 5310N 17009W 3494 145.2 rFOF C 
1979-195A3 00000/0000 1i10036/0579 03/29/75 30 3653 6251N 14046W 28.3 154,5 FGFG 
1979-19585 00000/0000 1-10036/0580 01/29/75 20 3653 6129N 141 54W 29.3 153.0 FFG 
1979-19592 ooooo0000 1-10036/0581 03/29/75 70 3653 6006N 14 25 7W 303 151.6 FOGS 
1979-19594 00000/0000 1-10036/0582 03y29/75 80 3653 5843N 14355W 31.3 150.2 GGGG r4 
1979-20001 00000/0000 1.10036/0583 03/29/75 5D 3653 5719N 14449W 32.3 148.9 GGFF 
1979-20003 00000/0000 1-10036/0584 03/29/75 30 3653 5556N 14540W 33,3 147.6 GGFF 
1979-20010 o6ooo/oooo 1-10036/0585 03/29/75 30 3653 5432N 14628W 34.2 146.3 GGGF 
1979-20012 00000/0000 110036/0586 03/29/75 30 3653 5307N 14714W 35,2 145.0 GFGF m 
1979-213g5 00000/0000 1-10036/0545 031/29/75 10 3654 7206N 15436W 21.0 168.2 0000 
1979-21391 00000/0000 1.10036/0546 03/29/75 30 3654 7050N i56 57W 22,0 165.7 GGGG 
19 79-2A39 4 00000/0000 1-10036/0547 03/29/75 70 3654 6932N 1590W 23-1 163.4 GFGF 
197 9 =21400 00000/0000 1.10036/0548 0q/29/75 60 3654 6814N 1605pW 24,2 161.4 3FGG 
199-21403 00000/0000 1-10036/0549 03/29/75 90 365* 6654N 16231W 25.2 15995 FGGF 
1979-214qo 00000/0000 1-10036/0550 03/29/75 40 3654 6534N 16401W 26.3 157.7 GGGG
 
1979-21412 00000/0000 1-10036/0551 03/29/75 50 3654 6413N 1652PW 27.3 156.1 GFGG
 
6 25 1 N
1979.21414 00000/0000 1.10036/0552 03/29/75 30 3654 166 37W 28.3 154.5 FGGG
 
1979-21421 00000/0000 1-10036/0553 03/29/75 20 3654 6128N 16745W 29,3 1530 GFGG
 
1979-21423 00000/000o 1.10036/0554 03/29/75 to 3654 6005N 16848W 304 151,6 0G0G
 
1979-21430 00000/0000 1-10036/0555 03/29/75 10 3654 5842N 16947W 31.3 150.2 GGGG
 
1979-21432 00000/0000 1-10036/0556 03/29/75 40 3654 5719N 17042W 32.3 148.9 GFGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER z .. ,,.,........ 0 Tn 100t o CLOUD COVER. ** ; NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




U Vt.T FI,/D SU PAGE 0020TANDARD CATALOG FtR ALASKA 
FRBM 04/01/75'TO 04/30/75" 
OBSERyATTBN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ OATE "CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL RPINT SUN , SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
POSITION IN ROLL AC0UIRpD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE, ELEV, AIM. RBV MSS
 
RRV MSS LAT LONG 123 .5678
 
1979-214q5 00000/0000 1-10036/0557 02/29/75' 60 3654 5555N lz33W iJJ 1411b FGGG
 
1979-21441 00000/0000 1-10036/0558 01/29/75 70 3654 5-31N 17221W 34.3 146,2 GGGG
 
1979-21444 ooooo/oooo 1-10036/0559 03/29/75 'So 3654 53O7N i73o6W 35,2 14500 qGGF
 
*1979?21450 00000/0000 1-10036/0560 0/29/75 -60 3654 5142N 17349W 3601 143.,7 GGGF 
1980-21443 00000/0000 1-10036/0561 01/30/75 20 3668 7207N 156oW 214 .16§2 .GFFF 
1980-21445 o000/000 1.10036/0562 -'01/30/75 60 ?668 7050N .15829W 22,4 165.7 'GFFG 
1980-21452 0000O/0000 i1o036/0563 03./30/75 80 3668 6933N 16032W 23.5 163.4 GFFG 
-18-2154 00000/0000 1-10036/o64 03/30/75 40 3668 6814N 16222W 24.6 161.94 GFF
 
1980,21461 oooo/0000 1-10036/0565 o/30/75 30 3668 6654N 1640jW 25.6 159;5 GFFF
 
1980-21463 00000/0000 1-10036/0566 01/30/75 50 d3668 6533N 16529W '26,7 .157.7 GGFG
 
980-21470 00000/0000 1-1o036/05@7 03/30/75 70 3668 6411N 16650W 27.7 156.1 FFFG
 
1980-21472 00000/0000 1-10036/0548 03/30/75 80 3668 6249N. 16803W 28.7 154,5 OFFG
 
1980-21475 00000/0000 1-10036/0569 0/30/75 80 3668 6128N 169itW 29.7 153,0 FGFG
 
1980-21481 00000'v0000 1-10036/0570 os/0/75 50 3668 6005N 1013W 30,7 '151,6 GFFG
 
1980;21484 00000/0000 140036/0571 .03/30/75 20 3668. 5842N 7112W 31.7' 180,2 FGFG
 
1980-21490 00000/0000 1-10036/0572 03/30/75 30 3668 5719N 17206W 32.7 .FFF
148#8 

1980-2193 00000/0000 1-10036/0573 01/3075 20 3668 5556N 17257W 33.7 147-5 FFFG
 
1980-21495 00000/0000 1-10036/0574 03/30/75 40 3668 5432N i734SW -34.6 146%2 (WO
 
1980-21502 00000/0000 1-0036/0575 0,)30/75 30 3668 5307N 17429W -35.6 144,9 FFFG
 
1982-2j555 00000/0000 1-10036/0480 04/01/75 20 3696 7203N 15904W 22.2 168.2 GPGG
 
1982-?1562 00000/0000 1-10036/0481 04'/01/&5 20 3696 '7047N 16123W 23,.3 1g5.7 FFGG
 
1982-21564 00000/0000 .1-10036/0482 04/01/7 . 10 3696 6930N 16327W' 24.3. 163.4 FFFF
 
1982-21571 .00000/0000 1-10036/0483 04/01/75 to 3696 6811N 16517W 2S,4 161,3 GFGG
 
1982-21573 00000/0000 1-10036/0484 04/01/75 6o 3696 6651N 65sw 26.5 159.4 FPGG
-16
 
1982-21580 00000,0000 t-10036/0485 04/01/75 10 3696 6531N 16823W 27.5 15,77 FPAG
 
1982-21582 .00000/0000 i1-0/0486 04/01/75 0 3696 6410N 1'6943W 28.5 156.0 GFGG
 
1982-21585 00000/0000 1"10036/0487 04/01/ 5 0 3696 6248N 17057W 29.6 154.4 GFGG
 
1982-21591 00000/0000 1-10036/0488 04/01/75 0, 3696 6125N 17205W 30.6 152.9 FGG
 
1 82-21594 00000/0000 110036/0489 04/01/75 0 3696 6002N 173o8W 31.6 151s4 GFGG
 
.1982-22000 00000/0000 1!10036/0490 04/01/75 70 3696 5840N 17407W 32,6 150,0 GFQG 
*1982"22003 00000/0000 1-10036/0478 "04/01/75 30 3,696 5716N .17501W 33'5. 148,6 GbGF 
1982-22005 00000/0000 1-10036/0491 04/01/75 90 3696 5552N 175s2W 34., 147.3 FFG 
1982-22012 00000/0000 1-10036/0492 04/01/75 90 3696 5428N 17639W. 35.5 145.9 GFGG 
1982-22014 00000/0000 1-10036/0493 04/01/75 100' 3696 5304N 17725W 36.4 144.6 FOG
 
1982-22021 00000/0000 1-.10036/0479' 04/01/75 100 3696 5140N 17808W - 37,3 143.3 F
 
1983-2203 00000/0000 1.10036/0601 0A4/02/75 0 3710 7203N 16030W 22.6 168.2 GGG
 
KEYSL CLOUD COVER .,.,.n.,,..,., 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD,COvER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AvAILAsLr. 
IMAGE QUALITY ....... BLANKS.RAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GwGOOD, P-PeoR. FaFAIR, 
ERTS-I * 
15:56 MAY piR175 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAaE 0021
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
OBSERVATION 
To 
MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X .. ,,,.,,... 0 TA 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLr.
 
IMAGr QUALITY---------------'l A LIWO..fAfln MA? Omevu irI t,-t anf -. A 
ERTS-1
 
If56 MAY p1,t75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA' PAsE 0022
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE. CLOUD ORBIT IRINC7PAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACAUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE - ELEV. A7IM, RBV MSS
 
LAT LONG 123 45678
RBV MSS 

1984-22124 OoOQO/0000 1.10036/0666 04/03/75 90 3724 5426N 17932W 36.2 1458 FFFG 
1984'2213O 00000/0000 1,-16036/06 67 0403/7S 100 3724 5302N 17948E 37.2 144,4 GGGG
 
1984'.22133 O00oOO0000 1-10036/064,3 04/03/75 too 3724 51,7N 179.0oE 38.1 143.1 F.
 
1985-20300 oooooO000 1-10036/0694 04/04/75 0 3737 7047N 13952W 24*4 165.8 GFFG
 
1985-20303 O0000/000 1-10036/0695 04./04/75 0, 3737 6929N 14155W 25.5 163,E GFFG
 
1985-20305 ooodn/oooo 1-0236/0696 04/04/75 0 3737 68loN j4345W 26,5 161.4 GFFG
 
1985-20312 O0000/O000 1-10036/0697 04/04/75 0 3737 6650N 14524W 27.6 159.5 FGFG
 
1985-20314 0oOOO0000 1-10036/0698 04/04V75 30 ,3737 6530N 14652W 28.6 157,7 FSFG­
1985-203?l. 0OO00/0000 -o036/0699 04/04/75 70 3737 6409N 14813W 29,7 156;0 FFFG 
1985-20323 00000/0000 j-10036/0700 04/04775 100 3737 6247N 14927W 30.7. 5i.4 GFFF
 
1986-20354 00000/0000 1-1003610715 04/05/75 10 3751 704N 14118W 24.8 165.8 FFFG
 
1986-20361 OOO0/0000 1.1o036/0716 04/05/75 10 3751 6930N 14321W 25,9 163.5 FFFG
 
1986-2063 OOOO0/0000 1-10036/0717 04/05/75 0 3751 6811N 14511W- 26.9 161,4t FGGG
 
1986-20370 00000/0000 1-1036/0718 04/05/75 30 3751. 6651N 14649W 28;0 159.5 GFGG
 
1fl-20272 0000/0000 1-10036/0719 04/05/75 40 3751 6530N 14818W 29.0 .157.7 FFFF-

KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ............,.. 0 TO 100 . X CLOUD COVER. *t p NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 







1.552 MAY P0 175' COORDINATE LISTING 	 PAGE 0023
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUs
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO n4/30/ 75
 
PRINCIPAL PT;" 























LONG LAT 1P34578 IONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 
06351W 473jN 197q'-4190 100. GGG 07439W 4146N 1979-'14545 100 FGFF 08133W 2854N '1981-15100 80 GGG 
06425W 4606N 197i-14193" 
0 6518W 4729N, 1974-14245 
06554W 4664 974-4251 
06628W 4438N 1974-14254 
06643W 4729N 197R;14303 
06701W 4313N 1974-14260 
0 6718W 4604N 1979-14365 
0 6751W' 4k39N 1979-14312 
o68o7W 4733N 1976-14361 
06842W 4608N 1976 14363 
06 854W 4148N 197q-14321 
06915W 4443N 1976-1437O 
06925W 4023N 197R,14323 
06935W 4729N t977-14415 

































































































08219W ' 2602N 
08229W 4724N 




















































0695 W 3857N J974-14336 
O7O1OW' 4604N 1977-14422 07018w 4152N 1976-14375 
07044W 4439N 1977.14424 
67048W. 40 26N 1976-14381 
07117W 4313N' 1977-i4431 
07117W 3900 N 1976-14384 
07J46W 3735N 1976-14390 0714W" 4147N 197714433 
07213W 3609N 1976-14393 
07218W 4021N 1977-1444o 
0722?W 4728N 1979-14531 
07246W 3856N 1977-i4442 
o730W 4 604N 197q-14534, 
07314W 373 0 N 1977-14445 
07335W 4438N 1979-1454 0 
07 34 1W 3604N 1977.14451 
0O08W 4312N 1979-14543 
07408'W 3438N 1977-14454 
















































0 7927W 2602N 0794PW 30 19N 
07952W 3437N 
0 7953W 43oN, 
Oo6W 2853N 
OA0j8W 331N 

















































































0 8442W 8444W 
08446W 










430 9N ±968-15351 
430 8N 1986j15342 




4142N. 1986 j5344 
3728N' ±985-j5301. 
4854N 1970-j5445 











































KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............. o TA too - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ,....,........ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G!OOOD. PvPOOR. F-FAIR. 
 "IAL ?AGS 
ERTS1 0
 
15:52 MAY P1'v75 CSORDINATE LISTING PAdE 0024
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB
 
FROM o4i/75 TO n4 /30/ 75
 
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSFRVATI8N CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATIeN CC QUALITY 













































































































































































'4438N 19 70-15'4 6 1 



















































0 9446W 3729N 
09448W 4854N 
09505W 4443N 
09513W 360 4N 
0 514W 40 22N 













































































































i9 75 - 6 161 
1973-6o75 

















08717W 2853N 19gR-15324 10 
0 8729w " 08N ±96A-15380 io 
08729W, 330 7N 198A j537i 0 
08733W 4j43N 1988-15460 10 
08734W 4147N 197n.1
5 470 0 
08735W 3725N 19
87 j5414 0 
0s74OW P726N 1tq5415331 60 
087 54 w 3142N 1968.15383 90 
0 8755W 141N 198A-15374 20 















































































































08803W 40j8N 198A-15463 10 GGGG o25oW 3857N 1973-16045. 70 FGGG 0972oW 2853N 1974 -6133 0 FOGG 
o Tn 

IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,.q.*. BLANKSOBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GaGOeD. P-PBR. FMFAIR,
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .. j...... o0 %,CLOUD COVER. ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
ERTS-1 
i5:52 MAY PjI75 COORDINATE LISTING 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 
PAnE 0025 
FROM 04/01/75 TO o4/3o/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSRRVATION, CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATI.ON CC. nUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY 
OF, IMAGE ID k RBV MRS oF IMAGE jID % RBV MSs OF IMAGE xID RBV,SS 































09736W 3734N 197A-16222 '70 GFFG InO55W 3604N 1978-16341 100 GGFP 0435W. 460N 1965-17003 80 FFFG 


























































































09835W 3856N i977-16274 40 GGGG InIS3W 4148N 196P-16444 10 FGGG 10507W 3145N 1980-j6465 10 FGFF 
09844W 2855N 1975-1691 10 GOGF 1n154W 4146N 1980-16435 40 FGFG i0589W 4436N 1965!-17o1o 10 FGFF 































09904W 4855N 196P-16424 10 GGFG 1o223W 4022N 1962-16451 10 GGGG 10528W 4722N 1984-17050 80 FPFF 
09907d 4853N 198n-16415 40 FGFG 1o224W 4o2ON 1986-16442 0 GGFG 10529W 3020N . 19'62-16480 50 FGGF 














































0993OW P602N 1979-16200 0 FFF 1n3O2W 2854N 1978-16361 0 GGFP 10554W
' 
2854N 1962-16483 30 GGFF 
O9941W 4730N 1962-16430 10 GGGG 1n3±3W 3311N 1979-1!404 lob GFGF 10556W - 2853N 1980-16474 50 GGFG 





























































10016W 4604N 196P-16433 0 GGGG lh348W 3604N 1960.16462 90 FFGG 10616W 4852N 1967-t7110 30 FGGF 
10017W 4602N 198Q.16424 too FGFG ln35oW 3603N 1986-16453 0 GGFG io617W' 4851N 1985-17101 00 FFF 
1o23W 3312N 1977-16292 0 GGGG ln4ooW 4726N 1965-7001 70 FGFF 10633W 3145N 1981-16523 0. GFFG 
10 028W -4j45N 197q-16381 to GGGF 1r401 4724N 1,983-16591 20 FFG6 10635W 4435N 1966-17064 20 GGFF 
100 28A 373IN 1978.16334 100 GGFP 1A40SW 301 9N 1979-16413 90 FGGG 10636W 4431N 1984-17055 10 FFFG 


























KEYS:- CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Ta 100 T % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILA.LE. 
IMAAE QUALITY .. ee,.,., ... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQuESTED. GqGOOD. P-POOP. FFA!R 
,ERTS-1 
15:52 MAY PI175 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0026 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 
FROM 04/01/75 T 04/3o/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. ORSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS 
LONG LAT 12346A78 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 123456?8 
10653W 4727N 1967.17113 10 GGGF ln926W 3141N 1983.17035 0 FGGG ,1241W -2018 N 1967.17163 0 GGGG 
10653W 4726N 198r-17104 90 FFFF 16928W 4436N 1986-17171 80 GGFG 11241W 30o8N 1985-17154 0 FFFF 
10658W 30 19N 1981-16525 0 FGFG 10 933W 4oON 1967-17133 10 GGGG 1125oW 3437N 1986-17200 0 GGFG 



























































10734W 3307N 198P-16574 20 FGG inR959W 4310N 1986-17173 60 GGFG 11405W 4727 1972-17400 100 GFGF 
10 738w 4144N 1966-17073 5o GGGF lioooW 3436N 1966-17093 0 FGFG J1407W 3018 1986-f7212 0 GGFF 





























































6O801W 4436N 1967-17122 10 FGGG ll030W '4145N 1986-17180 30 FGFG 11518W 4023N ±971-17362 too FGFR 
10801W 4435N 1985-17113 10 FFGG 11031W 3729N 1967-17142 0 FOGF i1528W 4730N 1973-17454 90 GOOF 
10806W 3602N 1965-17033 































10820 W 4727N 198A.17162 1oO GGFG 1 059W 40 19N 1986-17182 10 GGFG 11616W 4145N 1972-17414 70 FFF 











































































10839W 385ON 1984-17073 10 GGGF l1128W 3854N 1986-17185 10 GGFG 11730W 4602N 1974j17514 60 FOGG 





























1o904W 4146N i967-17131 10 GFGG Ij15SW 4857N 1971-17335 0 FGFG 11804W 4437N 1974-17521 90 GO00 
j0904W 4144N 1985-17122 SO FFFF 1T216W 3145N 1967-17160 0 FGFG 1 18jOW 4023N 1973-17474 80 FGGO 
10905W 3737N 1966-17084 10 GGFF l1216W 3145N 1985-17151 0 OFFS 1182oW- 4729N 1975-17570 50 FFFG 
109074 3724N 1984.17075 0 GFFF 1i223W 3602N 1986-17194 0 GGFG 11837W 431IN 1974-17523 90 GO6S 
10925W 3144N 196q-17044 10 FFGF 13236W 4731N 197i-17341 20 GGFG 11855W 4604N 1975-17572 70 FFFF 
KEYS: CLOUD-COVER % .............. o TR 1oo - X CLOUD COVER, .* * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,..., BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUEsTED, GsGOD. PwPeOR, FEFAIR. 
EPTS-1 
15:52 MAY p1s975 CGORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0027 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUL 
FROM 04/01/75 TO o 4/3o/75 
PRINCIPAL PT, ORSFRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID , RSV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X ReV MS$ 






























j1908W. 4146N 1974-17530 80 FGFG IP113W 4728N 1977-18082 0 FGGG t2329W 4852N 1979-j8192 50 FGFG 
11929W 4439N 1976-17575 90 FFFF IP1 26W 4316N 1976-18040 50 GFGF 12353W 36 0 6N 19764i8o6o 20 FFFF 
11935W .360 5N 197q-1.7#90 10 GFGF 1P129W 3437N 1974-1755o so GGGG 2355W 402IN 1977-18103 10 GGFG 
11938W 40 20 N .1974-17532 100 FFFG 1P148W 46 0 3N 1977-18085 0 GGGG 12359W 4736N 196118203 20 FGGF 
11945W 4732N 1976-18024 s0 GFGG IS5W 3311N 1974-17553 100 GGGG i24o6W 4727W t979-18195 70 GGFG 
.12001W 4314N 1975-17581 90 FGFG IP158W 4150N 1976-18042 40 FFFG J2424W 3855N 1977-t810 5 30 GGFG 
12002W 3439N. 197-17492 1o GG0G0Pi20W 3730N 1975-17595 60 FFFF J2434W 4611N i961-18210 20 FGGF 
12008W 3854N 1974.17539 90 G F 1222W 4438N 1977-18091 0 GeGG 2441W 4601N 1979-18201 70 GGFG 
12020W 4607N 197A-18031 40 GGGG 1227W 36 0 4N 1975-18002 70 FFGF 2452W 3729N 1977-18112 50 GGFG 
12o28W 33 1 3N 97R-17495 10 FGGF 1222W 4o?4N 1976-1A045 to FFFG 1 2456W 48SN 1980-18250 30 GGFG 
12 0 33W 4149N j97q-17584 0 FGFG jP253W 3438N 1975-0004 70 GGF 12509W 4445N 1961,18212 40 GFGF 
12036W- 4853N 1977-18080 0 GGGG IP254W 4312N 1977-18094 0 GGGG 12515W 4436N 1979-18204 50 GGF 
12036W 3728N 1974-17541 50 GGF IP257W 3858N 1976-18051 1o FFFF 12541W 4320N 1961-18215 60 GGGG 
12053W 4441N 1976-18033 70 FGGG IP322W 4901N 196j-18201 0 FGGG t2548W 4311N 1979,18210 - 30 FF 
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GooeD. P;POOR. FqFAIR. 
ERTS-1
 
15:56 MAY Pi, 175 COBRDINATE LISTING PAnE 0028
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO n4/3oq/S
 
PRINCIPAL PT, ORSFRVATIRN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERyATIBN .CC .QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY
 
OF IMAGEr D % RBV MRS OF IMAGE ID RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % ROV Mee
 
LAT
LONG LAT 12345A78 LeNG LAT t2345678 LONG 12345678
 
17943E Aoo3N 195 i-222 94 40 GGrG J4223W 68o7N 1984-20251 0 FGGS 14934W 653ON 1951-20445 20 GGGG
 
17942E 5302N 1984-22130 100 GGGG 14229W 6651N 1965-20205 60 GGFG 4943W 5840N 1965-20232 50 FOGG
 
1790 0E S137N 1984-22133 100 F 14257W 6 006N 1979-19592 70 FOGG 1495OW 7052N ±974a±jIo 30 FGFG
 
17844E 584 0N 1951-22301 40 FGCG 14321W 69SoN 198A-20361 10 FFFG 15012W 5959N 1984-20274 0 FFGG
 
1775 0 E 5717N 19i-a2303 
7 0 FGVF 14345W 68±ON 1985-20305 0 GFFG 15025W 6934N 1973-21053 40 CFFG
 
17659E 5553N 1951-22310 100 GGG 14355W 5843N 1979-19594 80 GGGG 15036W 57j7N 19'65-20234 20 OPF
 
1761E 543 0N 1951-22
3 12 100 FOGG 143E9W 6530N 1965-2021i 1o GGGG 1,5061W 6815N 1972o21001 40 GFGF
 
13129W 6009N 1971.19134 0 GGFP 14401W 6647N 1984-20254 0 GGGG 15IOOW 6655N 1971-20550 60 FFFG
 
13227W 5846N 19 7 1-19 141 0 GGFP 14436W 6928N 1951-20433 0 FGGF 15110W 5836N 1984-20281 0 PFFF
 
13256W 6o0 8N 197p-19193 
4 0 GGG 14449W 5719N 1979-20001 So GFF 15117W 705IN 1975-21163 10 GFGG
 
13322W 9722N 1971-19143 0 FGGP 14511W 681IN 19 6-20363 0 FOGG 15126W 5553N 1965-20241 60 PGGG
 
13413W B558N 1971-1915o to PFrP 14520W 640 9N 1965-20214 0 GGGG 15i53W 6934N i974T21111 t GGFG
 
13448W 572 2N 197P-1
9202 10 GGFG 14524W 665QN 1985-20312 0 FGFG 15204W 5713N 1984720283 0 FFGG
 
135 JW 5433N 1971-19152. 5o FFFP 14525W 7059N 197 1:20 5 34 70 GFFG ISiW 6247N 1951020454 0 GGGG
 
135 2 7W 5309N 197 1'1915 5 70 GGFP 14529W 6527N 1984-20260 0 GGGG 5214W 5429N 1965 20243 90 GGG
 
13548W 60o08N 1974-1930 30 GSGre 14540W 5556N 1979-20003 30 GFF 15216W 6815N 197321055 0 GG
 
13626W q434N 197P-1921i 70 GOFF 14626W 6809N 1951-j440 0 GGGG 15230W 7053N, 1976-21221 0 GGGG
 97
13646W 5845N t 4-19311 FGFG 14628W 5432N 1979-20010 30 GOOF 5230W 6656N 1972*2-04 70. FFGF 
j3711W 530 9N 197p.19213 40 GFF 14634W 6247N 1965-20220 0 GOOF 5230 W 6534N 1971-20552 50 GOFO j374 0 W 572 2N 1974-19314 40 FFCG 14649W 6651N 1986-20370 3O GFGG ±5254W 5549N 1984-20290 10 FFFF 
13811W 5844N 1975F-193 70 30 GGFpG 14649W 6406N 1984'20263 0 GGGG i5259W 530 4N 1965020250 90' G0GG 
1383OW SSSBN 1974-19320 50 GGGG 14652W 65 30N 1985-20314 30 FGFG 1532OW 693 3N 1975-21165 10 GFFG 
13900W 693oN 196-20200 10 FOGG 14658W 7051N 197P-20592 60 FGFF 15320W 6126N 1951,20460 0 GGOG 
13905W 572 1N 197S-19372 40 FOGG 14714W 530 7N 1979-20012 3O GFGF 5343W 6815N- 19748a1R1,3 20 GFGG 
13918W S433N 1974-19323 60 FOGG 14730 W 6933N 1971-20541 70 . GFFG. ±5352W 6413N .1971i20555 4o 8GFG 
13952W 70 47N 19
85 
-2030o 0 GFFG 14743W 6126N 1965-20223 So FOGG 5SSSW 6656N 1973-21062 0 GGGG 
13956W 5557N 197i.19375 40 FGGG -14802W 6244N 1984-20265 0 GGGG ±5400W 6535N 1972:21010 8o GFF 
14003W 3ION 1974-19325 40 GGGG 14805W 6650N 1951:20442 30 FGFG 15404W 7052N 1977-21275 
90 FFFF 
14034W, 6926N 1984-20245 10 FGFG 14813W 64o9N 1989-20321 70 FFFG 5424W 6003N 1951.20463 30 GGG 
140 44W 5432N 1976-19381 60 FGFF 14818W 6530N 198A-20372 40 FFFF 15434W 6935N 1976-a1223 0 FGG 
14046W 625jN 1979-19583 . 80 FGFr 14821W 7oIN 1973-21050 5O FFFG 15436W 720 6N 1979.21385 10 0G66 
14050W 681N 1969-20202 70 F 14845W 60o3N 1969-20225 50 FOGG 155o6W 625N 1971-20561 10 pGFG
 
14118W 70 47N 1986-20354 10 FFFG 14901W 6934N 197P-20595 90 GFFF 1551oW 6814N 1975-21172 0 6FGG
 
14129,W 5308N 1979-19384 100 FGGF 1490 9W 6122N 1984-20272, 0 GOOF 15522W 6656N 1974-21120 60 GG0
 
14154W 6129N 1979-19585 2 FF0G 14920 W 68'14N 1971-20543 , 60 GFFG ±5522W 6414N 1972-210±3 60 GGFG
 




KEYS: 'CLOUD COVER % ......... ,..... 0 TA 100 CLOUD COVER. NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
t o ** 





15:56 MAY pI175 COORDINATE LISTING 	 PAGE 0029
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
 
FROM 04/01)75 TO o4/30/76
 
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC' QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC. QUALITY
 
OF IMAGE iD % RBV MRS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS
 
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678
 
15525W A536N J971.21064 20 FFrF 16032W 6933N 198-21452, 8O GFFG 16452W 6929N 1983-22022 0 GFGG
 
I5608W 720 7N 198n-21
44 3 P0 GFFF jAO36W 6130N 1974-21134 0 FGGG 16455W E719N 1975-21204 20 FOGG
 
15608W 6935N ±977-21281 90 FFFF jA039W 5720N 197P-21033 30 GFGG 16509W 5433N 1974-21154 60 FOGG
 
15614W 6129N 1971-20564 0 GG G IA052W 6814N 1979-21400 60 GFOG 16512W 6814N 1964.21580 0 FaGp
15617W 5717N 1951-20472 90 ,GGFF 1Ao53W 6250N 1975"2119o 0 FGFG 16517W 681N 1982"pa571 10 GFGG
 
15626W 6816N 1976-21230 0 GGFG 1A057W 6415N 1976-21241 
80 FGFG 16522W 6413N 1979"21412 5o GPGG
 





 w 6415N 1973-21071 50 FFGG 1iloW 5845N 1973-21085 10 PFPG 16529W 6533N ±980.21463 50 GGFG
 
15649W 6654N 197r-21174 0 GFOG 1Aj19W 7049N 1964-21571 30 GOFF 16547W 5555N 1975-2±210 80 FOGG
 
15652W 6536N 1974.21182 40 FGGG 1AI23W 7047N 198p-a1562 20 FF0G 16553W 600SN 1977-21311 90 FFFG
 
15657W 7050N 1979-21391 30 GGGG 1613OW 5556N 197P-21040 50 GFOG 16617W 5723N 1976.2±262 9o GFGG
 
15708W 5554N 1951-20474 100 GGGG ±A139W 6007N 1974-2i40 0 GGGG 16621W 6928N 1984-22080 3o FGFG
 
15717W 6007N 1971-20570 O, GGGG 1A20oW 6128N 1975-21192 0 FGFG 16635W 5431N ±975-2123 o0 GFGG
 
15744w 6130N 197P-21022 0 GGFG 16203W 572IN 1973-21091 t0 GGG 16637W 6251N 1979-21414 30 FGGG
 
15755W 543oN 1951-20481 8o GGFG jA211W 6254N 1976-21244 100 FFGF 16641W 681N 1983-22025 0 GGG
 
15758W 6817N 197721284 §O FFGF 16217W 5432N 197P-2io42 50 GGGG 16650W 64j1N 198011470 70 FFFG
 
15801W 6253N 197q-21073 20 FFFG IA222W 6814N 198 -12454 40 GFFF 6651W 6654N 1964-21582 50 GGGG
 
15806W 6657N 197A-21232 20 GGrG 1A228W 64j6N 1977 21295 100 FFFF 16655W 665jN 1982!21573 ,60 FPGG
 
.15831W 6414N 1974W-21125 P0 FGGG 1A231W 6654N 1979-21403 90 FGGF 16708W 5559N 1976-21264 8o FOGG
 
15815W 5843N 1971-20573 0 G60G jA237W 5844N 1974-21J43 0 GGG 16720W 5307N 1975"21215 j00 FGFG
 
15818W 6534N 197i-21i81 0 SFGG 16249W 704 7N 1981-22020 0 GFGG 16745W 6128N 1979-,21421 20 GFOG
 
194n- 2 144 5  
15829W 706ON 60 GFFG 16254W 5557N 1973-21094 40 GFFG j§746W 5723N 1977-21320 20 FFFG
 
15847W 6oo7N 197P-21024 0 GGrG ±6303W 60b5N j97$-21195 0 GFG 16756W 5435N 1976-21271 90 FGG
 
15859W 7206N 1964-21564 so GGGG j6320W 6132N 1976-21250 too FFFG 16803W 6249N 1980-21472 80 GFFG
 
.15901W 6932N 1979-21394 70 GFGF 1Ah22W 6932N 19,64-21573 30 GOSS 16811W 6809N 1984-22083 60 GGGF
 
15904W 720 3N 198p-21555 ?0 GPGG 1A327W 6930
N i98P-21564 to FFFF 6890W ' 5N .1983"22031 20 FFFG
 
1590W 6131N 197S-21080 30 FFFF ,A331W 5720N .1974-21145 0 GGG 16820W A533N 1'964-21585 30 G5G
 
15910W 5720N 1971.20575 30 GGG 16341W S433N 1973-2±100 40 FFFF '16823W 65 31N 1982-21580 ±0 FPGG
 
15927 W 	 68 37W
6252N 	1974-21131 0o GGGG - 3 42w 6254N .1977-21302 90 EFPF 5559N .1577:21322 60 FFGF
 
-15936w 6,537N 197A-21235 .FFG 114 0 1W 6654N 1986-21461 30 GFFF 16841W 531N 1976 21273 90 GGF
 
15937W 6657N 1977-2129o 90 *FFrF 64o.jW 6534W 1979-21405 4o GGGG 14848W 600 5N t979:21423 10 GGGG
 
15938W 6412 N 1979,2183 0 GGGG 1A401W 5842N 1975-21i20 10 GGGG 16911W 6128N "o 21475 80o FGFG
 
15945W 5844N 197p-21031 0 OFFG 1A41SW 7046N 1'984-22074 40 FGFF 16924W 5435N 1977-21325 60 SPFG 
16o01W 5556N 197j-20582 30 GGGG 1A42iW 5556N 1974-21152 60 GGGG 1694tW 64j2N 1964721591 20 GGGG 
16012W 6008N 197q-21082 20 F.FG 16424W '6009N' 1976-21253 100 GGGG 16943W 6410N 1982-21582 0 . -GFGG 
1603OW 7203N 198q-22013 0 GGG 1A426W 5309N i971-21103 90 FFFG 16947W 5842N 1979-±430 ±0 GGGG 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER X ............. 0 T too - % CLOUD COVER, NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




15:56 MAY plsI75 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0030
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
 
FROM 04/01/75 TB n4/3o/75
 
PRINCIPAL PT. SBSFRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL, PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUAL'ITY
 
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MEE
 
LONG LAT 12345A78 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT . 12345678
 
16948W 665 0 N 1984.22085 1OO FFGF 17257W 5556N 1986-21493 20 FFFG 17552W 5552N ±982-2005 90 FFG
 
16949W 653IN 1983-22034 10 GGSF 173 05W 60o5N 1964-22003 30 GGGG 17602W 6 0 1N 1984-22110 too GGGG
 
170 09W 53j0 N 1977-21331 5O PFGF 173 06W 5307N 1979-21444 80 GOOF 7627W s7jN 1983-22061 100 FGFF
 j7013W 6005N 198n-21481 5O GFFG 17304W 6002N 198p-21594 0 FGG 17636W1 5431N, 196#4a2o2t 30 FGFG
 
17042W 9719N 1979-21432 4D GFrG 1733 2 W 6125N 198n-22o45 60 FGGF 17639W 5428N 1982-22012 90 GFOG
 17055W 625oN 1964-21594 10 GGGG 17345W 5432N 1986-21495 40 GGFG 1770oo 5838N 1984-22112 
 toO rFFF
 
057W 6248N 198p-B1585 07O GFGG 17349W 5142N 1979-21450 60 GOOF t7720W 5307N 1964-22023 50 GGGG
 
' 
1711 0 W 640 9N 1981-22040 10 GaGO 17352W 6246N 1984-22101 100 F 17725W 5304N 1982022014 100 EGG
 
17112W 5842N 198n.21 484 20 FGFG 17404W 5842N 1964-22005 60 GGGG, 17754W 5714N! 1984,22115 100 FGFP
 17117W 6529N 1984-22092 too FFFF 174 0 7W SSoN 198P-22OOO 70 GF6G 17803W 5143N 0964-2o3o 80 ,GGGG
 
17j33W 5555N 1979-21435 6O FGG 17429W 530 7N 1986-21502 30 FFFG 17804W 6248N 1951.22285 90 GFGG
 17203W 6128N 1964-2200o PO GG6G 17,435W 60o2N 1983-22052 ±00 FFGF 17808W 5140N i982-22b21 too F
172O5w 6125N 198p-21591 0 GFGG 17458W 5718N 1964-22012 50 GGG 17844W 555ON 1984-22121 90 FF6
 
17206W 5719N 1980-2149O 30 GFFF 17459W 6124N 1984-22103 100 FFFG 17851W 5303N 1983-22072 60 0GGG
17221W B431 N 197q-2 1441 70 GGrG 175 01W 5716N 1982-22003 30 0 GF j7913W 6126N 1951-22292 40 FFFF
 
17224W 6247N 198R-22043 io FOGG 17533W 5839N 1981-22054 too GOFF 17932W 5426N 1984-22124 90 FFFG
 
17238W 6408N 1984-22094 oo FGFF 17548W 5555N 1964-22014 3o FGGF 17933W 5139N 1983"22075 80 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,.,.....,.,. 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** v NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 






















2 0- 50%7 
51­ 75%76 - I00% 
BLANK AREAS INDICATE MISSlIG DATA 
lST2 2 D A Y S 







22)AN 75 13 rM 7 
1 2 i1 ' 116 l 4 'i2 0 16 1 4 102 100 94 96 94 92 So 7 i6 74 r2 70 638 6: 
WEST LONSITUN 
1241 




ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION 
97 2007"16544 * 98 2007-18360 
r°" 70 





BLANK ARMS INDICATE MISSING DATA CALENDilARDATE 
116 d 421; ill *116 
0 
11Ti12 fll '6 '11 16,4.0 IO162 160 
WEST LONGITUDE 
6 4 io is 7 
14 FEE 15 
.74 73 
S AR 75 
70 
1 




ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
 
529 2038-16373 * 543 2039-16425
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP 
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26 AP R isit APR75 

18 86i 8,j .01i 7.$l 6 74 2 7
 i0 T8to I6 G.,II 4 12 
1 1 o102 

, Ift 10 S4y
1" is 114 117 1"124 16 1661.114WEST LONGITUDE 
12 I 
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
 
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION 
1072 2077-15105 * 1114 2080-15280
 
1073, 2077-16540 * 1115 2080-17105
 
1074 2077-18372 * 1128 2081-15335
 
1086 2078-15163 * 1142 2082-15393
 
1088 2078-18424 * 1143 2082-17222
 






80' 17, 172- 168- 164-
HAWAII 22' 
OF ALASKA 
160- 156- 152' 148- 1440 1400 136. 
& HAWAII 






FIRST 22 DAYS 
CALENDAR DATE 
BEGIN END 




172- 176-E 180. 176oW 
172- 1760 E 180. 176 0 W 1720 1680 1640 1600 1560 1520 148- 1440 
ALASKA 
1400 1360 









.H AWAII 22 









BEGIN • END 






e35 176-E 180. 176 W 52-.,/+ 
48°-, 
172- 176-E 8017 W 17 ° 168o 164- 160 o 16 , 1218 ° 1410 ° 36 , 
LANDSAT -2 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII 
160' 1580 - 1560 1800 17A0 172- 168 o 1640 160- 1560 152- 1480 1440 140' . 1360 132o 1280 - 124* 120' 116o 
I , , I I I I I I .I I I 
220-_ 
_ HAWAII 22­
20o 20' - -'
 
568 
6 CLE 4 -
CALENDAR DATEEGIN END\ 
'9APR 75 26 APR 75 
1701 76E 0 W 1 /16 
8
 
172' 176VE oo 176-W, •172" 168" 164' 160o 1566- 152o 148- 144- 140- 136­
LANDSAT - 2 
OBSERVATION ID LISTING 
ERTS-2.
j6!09 MAY Pi$'75 	 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 
 PAnE 0001
 
'ReM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO'./ rATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN - SUN IMAGE QUALITY

10, POsITION IN ReLL' ACOUIRrD COVER NUMBER 
 OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
 
LAT LONG 123 45678
 
2007-16544 2-tooo/0850 qo00ooOoo 01/29/75' 90 97 3919N 10314w 25,0 145.3 FPF2007-18360 2-loooS0851 . oooo0ooo o129175 70 98 462ON 12629W 200 148.8 GFF 
2038.16373 Ooooo/ooo 2-iooo3/oO9 o/01/75. 40 529 473oN 0 9627W 28.7 145,3 FFFG 2038-16375 00000/0000 2-10003/0010 03/01/ 5 40 529 4605N 09703W 29.7 144.4 FFFG2038-16382 OOOO0/0000 2-10003/0011 03/01/75 20 529 4440N 09737W 30.7 143.4 GFOG 
2038.16384 - DOoo00/O000 210003/0012 01/01/75 40 529 4314N 098ioW 31,6 142.4 GOGG2038-16391 OO00/0000 2-10003/003 03/01/95 0 529 4149N 09842W 3245 141,4 GGGG 
2038-16393 O0000/O000 2-10003/0014 01/01/75 20 529 4024N 09912W 33i4 140s4 GPRG2038-16400 Ooooo 0000 R-10003/0015 0o/01/75 10 529 3858N 09S4tW 34.3 139.4 GGGG 
2038-16402 obooo/O000 R-oo0o3/0016 03/01/75 0 529 3733N 1OOO W 35,2 138,4 GGGG2038.16405 O000O/OOOO P-10003/0017 0/01/75 0 529 3606N 10037W 36.1 137,3 GGGG2038-16411 0,000/0000 2-10003/0018 Ol/01/75 0 529 3440N 10103w 36.9 136.3 bGGG 
2038-16414 00000/0000 2-10003/0019 O/OI/A5 0 529 3315N 10129W 37,8 i35.2 GGGG 
2038-16400 Oooo/OO0 2-003/0020 03/01/75 0 529 3148N 10IS4W 38*6, .134,0 GGGG 
2038-16423 00000/0000 2-i003/0021 O301/75 0 529 3022N iO22OW 39,4 132,9. GGGG 
2038-16405 OOOOO/0000 2"10003/0022 o/1/7/5 0 529 2856N 10245W 40,2 131*7 GGGG2038616432 00000/0000 2.10003/0023 0/01/ 5 0 529. 2730N 10309W 40.9 10.,5 GGG2039-16425. 00000/0000 2-10003/0117 o/02/75 40 543- 4854N 097 18W, 28.1 146.2 GFFG 
2039-16431 00000/0000 2-10003/0118 O/02/75 60 543 4729N 097S5W 29#1- 145,2 GGG 
2039-164S4 00000/0000 R-dO03/0119 O/02/75 60 543 4604N 09831W 30,1 144.2 GFGG2039-16440 00000/0000 2-10003/0120 03/02/75 70 543 4439N 09905W 31.0 143.3 GGFG
 
2039:i6443 OonO/0000 2-1o003/0121 0102/75 So 543 4313N 09937W 32.0 -142.3 GGGG
 
2039-i6445 ooobo/O000 2-10003(0122 03/02/75 60 543 4148N .10009W 32.9 1410 GGGG
2039-16452 00000/0000 2,10003/0123 O/02/75 80 543 4023N 10039W 33.8 140.3. GGF
 
2039-16461 00000/0000 2.1p003/0124 02/02/75 60 543 3731N 10137W 35.6 -138.2 GGFG
 
2039-1647 00000/0000 2'10003/0125 O/02/75 30 543 3440N 10231W 37,0 1360 FFFG.
 
2039-16472 060o0/oooo 2"10003/0126 03/02/75 60 543 33j4N 10257W 38.j 13499 GGFG
2039-16475 00000/0000 2-10003/0127 03/02/ 5 30 543 3147N 10323W 38.9. 133,8 FFFG
2039-i64R1 00000/0000 2.10003/0128 03/02/75 20 543 3021N 10348W 39.7 1'32.6 GFFG
 
-
2 0 39 16f4 4 060OO/0000 -10003/0129 03/02/75 10 543 2855N' 10412W 40o5 131 GFGG
 
2039-16490 o0000/OOO0 2-10003/0130 02/02/75 0 543 2729N 10436W 41. 130.2 RPPP
 
2041-15144 ooooo/oooo 21o0003/o442 01/04/75 to 570 3604N 07907W '37,1. 1,36,7 GGGG
2041-15151 00000/0000 2-10003/0443 03/04/75 30 570 3438N 07934W '38#0 135.6 FFFF
 
2041-15153 00000/0000 2-10003/0444 01/04/75 30 570. 331IN 08000W 38.8 124,4 FGF
 
2041-15160 O000/0000 P-iO003/0445 oo475 .60 570 3145N 08025W 39.6 133.2 FFGG
8
2041-15162 obooo/0000 2-10003/0446 03/04/75 o 5 70 3019N 080SoW 4o,4 -132.0 FFFG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % .. ,.......... 0 TA In0 - % CLOUD COVER, ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,..... BLANKSv.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G!GOOD. P-POOR, FFFAIR. 
ERTS-2
 
16:09 	MAY P',t75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0002
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ OATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN sUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRFO COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
 
RAV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
 
2041-15165 00000/0000 2-10003/0447 o3/04/75 2o 570 2853N 08115W 4*11 130.8 FFGG
 
2041-15171 O0000/OOOO 2-10003/048 03/04/75 0 570 2727N 08139W 41.9 129.6 FGGF
 
2041-15174 O0000/OOOO P-0003/0449 03/04/75 0 570 260ON 082o3W 42.6 j2893 PFFF
 
2o41-iSI8o 00000/0000 2-10003/0450 ol/04/75 to 570 2434N 08225W 43o2 126,9 PFPG
 
2045-15365 O0000/0000 2-10003/0024 03/08/75 80 626 3846N 08359W 36$9 138.0 GFGF
 
2045-15372 00000/0000 2-10003/0025 03/08/75 90 626 3720N 08427W 37,8 136.9 FFGG
 
2045-15374 00000/0000 2-10003/0026 03/08/75 90 626 3555N 08455W 38.6 135.7 FGGG
 
2045-15381 00000/0000 2-loo03/o027 03/08/75 4o 626 3429N 08521W 39.5 134.5 GGGS
 
2045-15383 00000/0000 P-10003/0028 01/08/75 0 626 3302N 08547W 40.2 133.3 GG
 
2051-16081 00000/0000 2-10003/0038 03/14/75 Ia 710 4853N OS4W 32.7 144.9 GGGG
 
2051-16084 00000/0000 2-10003/0039 03/14/75 10 710 4729N 08918W 33*7 143.8 FFGG
 
2051-16090 06000/0000 2-10003/0040 03/14/75 0 710 4604N OSSW 34.6 1420 GGGG
 
2O51-16o93 00000/0000 2-10003/0041 03/14/75 0 710 4438N 09026W 35.5 141.6 GGGG
 
2051-1609S 00000/0000 P-10003/0042 O/14/75 0 710 4313N 09059W 36'04 1405 GGG
 
2o5 1-161o2 O00oo/0000 P-10003/0043 03/14/75 10 710 4147N 09131w 37.3 139.3 GOGG
 
2052-16140 00000/0000 R-10003/0044 03/15/75 60 724 4852N 09006W 33,1 144.8 FFFF
 
2o-16142 00000/O00O 2-10003/0045 03/15/75 60 724 4727N 09043W 3491 143.7 FGG
 
20U2-16145 0000n10000 2-10003/0046 03/15/75 10 724 4602N 09119W 35.0 142,6 GFGG
 
2052-16151 00000/0000 2-.0003/0047 o3/15/75 to 724 4436N 09153W 35.9 141*4 FOGG
 
2052-16154 00000/0000 2-0003/0048 0q/15/75 O 724 4312N 09225W 36.8 140'3 FOGG
 
2052-16160 00000/0000 2-10003/0049 03/15/75 10 724 4146N 09257W 37.7 139.1 GFGG
 
2052-16163 06000/0000 2-10003/0050 03/15/75 60 724 4021N 09327W 38.6 137.9 FGFG
 
2052-16165 00000/0000 PI003/0051 03/15/75 So 724 3854N 09356W 39.4 136,7 FF00
 
2052-16172 0000/0000 2-10003/0052 0/15/75 5 0 724 3729N o42SW 40,3 135.5 PSFF
 
2052-16174 00000/0000 2-10003/0053 03/15/i5 90 724 3603N 09453W 41.1 134,2 FGGF
 
2052-18003 00000/0000 P.10003/0069 03/15/75 60 725 3729N 12014W 40.3 135,5 GGFF
 
2052-18010 00000/0000 2-10003/0070 03/15/75 50 725 3604N 12042W 41,1 134.2 FGFG
 
2053-16253 00000/0000 2-10003/0098 03/16/75 40 738 2854N 0982sW 45.1 127*2 GFFF
 
2053-16260 O00o/O000 2-1o0o3/o099 03/16/75 90 738 2728N 09849W 45.7 125'7 FFFG
 
2053-6262 00000/0000 2.10003/0100 03/16/75 80 738 2602N 09913W 4693 124.2 FFFG
 
2054-16271 00000/0000 P-10003/0101 03/17/75 30 752 4311N 09517W 37.6 140.0 GGG
 
2054-16282 00000/0000 2-10003O/0102 03/17/75 70 752 3855N 09649W 402 136.3 GGFG
 
2054-162s5 O000/0000 2-10003/0103 '03/17/75 50 752 3729N 09717W 41so 135.1 FGG
 
2054-16291 000Oo/0000 R-10003/0104 03/17/75 60 752 3604N 09745W 41.8 133.8 GGFG,
 
2054-16294 O000/0000 P-1o003/0105 03/17/75 50 752 3437N 09811W 42.6 132,5 GFGG
 
2054-16300 0000/0000 2-10003/0106 03/17/75 40 752 3311N 09837W 43.3 131,1 0GFG.
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVENk *.,,.,a,,,,,,. u it io0 m % CLOUD COVER, * ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,.......,,., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGBOD, PiPBOR, F'FAIR, 
ERTS-2 
16:09 MAY 21,975 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CU6 PAnE 0003, 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
DBSERVATTON MICROFILM RRLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
RRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 
2054-16303 00000/000 2-10003/0107 03/17/75 40 752 3145N 09903W 4491 129.7 GGFG 















































































2055-14502 o0oo/0000 2-10003/0136 0'/18/75 20 765' 4022N 07155W 39.7 137#4 F FG 
2055-t4505 00000/0000 P-10003/0137 03/18/75 70 765 3856N 07225W 40,s 136.2 F'FG 
2055-16340 00000/0000 P-I0003/0029 03/18/75 20 766 3853N 09816W 40.6 136.1 GGFG 














































2055-16370 00000/0000 P-10003/0036 03/18/75 0 766 2SSON 10119w 45.8 126,5 GFFG 























2056-14545 00000/0000 2-10003/0114 03/19/75 60 779 4440N 07146W 37,4 140.9 GGGO 
2056-14552 .00000/0000 2-1o003/0115 03/19/75 80 779 4314N 07219W 38.3 139-7 GGGG 
2056-145S4 00000/0000 2-10003/0116 03t19/75 too 779 4149N 072BoW 39.2 138.5 OFFF 
2056-16390 00000/0000 P-10003/0138 03/19/75 0 780 4146N 09841W 39.3 138.4 GGGF 























2056-16404 00000/0000 2-10003/0142 03/19/75 0 780 3602N 10038W 42,5 133,3 GGFG 
2056-164t0 00000/0000 2-10003/0143 03/19/75 0 780 3436N 10104W 43,3 131.9 GOFG 
2056-16413 00000/0000 2-10003/0144 03/19/75 0 780 3310N 1013oW 44,o 130.S GOFF 



























0 TR 100 * CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GsGOOD, P5POBR. FFAIR, 
'ERTS-P 




OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE - CLOUD ORBIT pRINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
Io POSITION IN ROLL ACmUIRD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV AZIM, RSV MSS
 
RaV Mas LAT LONG 123 45678
 
2056-16431' O0000/0000 2-toOO3S/O48 03/19/75 0 780 2725N 10309W 46.7 124.6 GOOF
 
2O57-i5OB3 o0000/OOOO 2-10003/0149 03/20/75 40 7.93 2726N 07.45W 47,0 124-3 FGGG
 
2057" 16404 00000/0000 2"10003/0054 0312o?75 too 794 4853N 09716W 35' j44.3 FGFF
 
2057-16430 00000/0000 2-10003/0055 03 20/75 100. 794 4728N 09753W 36,0, 143,1 OFFF
 
2057--16413 00000/0000 2-10003/0056 OR/20/75 too 794 4603N 098.28W 37,0 142.0, FGFF
 
2057-164n5 oooo/QOOO P-10003/0057- 03/20/75 9o 794 4438N 09902W 379 140.7 FFFP
 
2057-16442 O000ooo,0000 2-10003/0058 03/20/75 50 794 4313N 09936W 38.8 139.5 FFGF
 
2057-16444 00000/0000 2110003/0059 03,/20/75 20 794 4147N 10006W 39,6 138,3 FFG
 
2057-16451 00000/0000 2-10003/0060 01/20/75 0 794 4021N 10037W 405 1370 GGG
 
2057-16453 00000/0000 2.40003/0061 03/20/75 0 794 3856N iolo7W 41P3 135.7 GGGF
 
2057-16460 00000/0000 2-10003/0062 03/20/75. 0 794 3730N 1I36W 42.1 134.4 GGGG
 
2057-16462 00000/0000 P-10003/0063 03/20/75 0 794 3104N 10204W 42.9 I33;1 GOFG
 
2057-16465 00000/0000 P-i0003/0064 03/20/75' to 794- 3438N 10230W 43.7 131,7 GFGF
 
2057-16474 Oooo0/o000 2-i0003/0065 03/20/75 to 794 3145N 10321W 45.1 128.9 GOOF
 
2057-16480 O000oo100o -10003/0066 03/20/75 to* 794. 3019N 10346W 45.8 127,4 GGPG
 
2057-164A3 oooo0O000 -10003/0067 01/20/75 0 794 2853N 104toW 46.4 125.9 FOGG
 
2057-164A5 00000/0000 2-10003/0068 03/20/75 0 794 27?7N 10434W 47i0. 124.3 GGGF
 
2058-15053 00000/0000 2-10003/0085 03/21/75 0. 807 4726N 07329W 36.4- 143.0 G0GG
 
2058-15055 00000/0000 P-10003/0086 03/21/75 0 807 4601N 07405W 37.3, 141,8, G0GG
 
2058-15062 00000/0000 2-10003/0087 03/21/75 0 807 4435N 07439W 38.3 140.6' GGGG
 
2o58.15064 O0000/OOOOd -Oo03/0088 03/21/75 0 807 4310N 0751W 39,1 139:3 GGGG
 
205 8 -15071 00000/0000 2:10003/0089 03/21/75 0 807 4144N 07543W 40-0 138.1 GQG
 
2058-15673 o0000/O0000 2-10003/0090 03/21/75 0 807 4018N. 0714W 40*9 136#8 GGGG
 
2058-15080 O0000/O000 2-10003/0091 03/21/75 0 807 3853N 07643W 41.7 135.5 FOGG
 
2058-1505 00000/0000 2-10003/0092 01/21/75 to 807 3601N 07739W 43.3 1328 GGGG
 
2058.15091 00000/0000 2-10003/0093 03/21/75 0 807 3435 N o78o6W 44., 131*4 GGGG
 
2O58-15094 O0000/o000 21ooo3/0094 03/21/75 to 807 33o9N 07832W- 44,7 130,0 GGFG
 
2058-15100 00000/0000 2-10003/0095 03/21/75 0 807 -3143N 07858W 45s4 1285 FGFG
 
2058riSio3 0oooo/oooo 2-.±ooo3/0096 01/21/75 10 807 3o17N 07923W. 461 1P7.0, FGFG
 
2058-15105 00000/0000 P.10003/0097 03/21/75 to 807 2851N 07947W 46-7 125.5 GFGG
 
2058-16514 06000/0000 2"10003/0150 O/21/75 50 808 3728N 103oiw. 42.5 134.2 FFFG
 
2058-165PO 00000/0000 2-10003/0151 03/21/75 9O 808 3602N 10328W 43.3 132.8 FFGF
 
2058-165S3 00000/0000 P-10003/0152 03/21/75 60 808 3435N 10355W 44*o ijsj4 FFG
 
2058-16525 00000/0000 2-10003/0153 03/2i/ s 60 808 3310N 10421W 44.g 130.0 FFGG
 
2058-165R2 00000/0000 2-10003/0154 03/21/75 50 808 3144N .10447W 45#5 8p8,5 FGFG
 
2058-16534 00000/0000 2610003/0155 03/21/75 "90 .808 30.17N 41051pW 46.1 12.7.0 FFGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ,,,,,,,......; 0 TA ,00 - % CI,,LuD COVER, ** Ne'CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
'IMAGE DUALITY . ., .... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GjGBBD, PwPOOR. FFAIR, 
ERTS-2'




8BSERVATI5N MtCRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY

,20 POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
 
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
 
OOOflton4 00000/0000 2-10003/0156 03/21/75 80 808 2851N 10536W 46.8 
 125.5 FFGF
2o60-1519o o600Od/oooo 2-10003/0157 03/23/75 20 835 4016N 07906W 
 41.6 136,4 FPGG
2060-15193 00000/0000 P.10003/0158 03/23/75 to 835 3851N 07936W 
 42.4 135,1' FPGF
 
2060-15195 00000/0000 2-ioOo3/ioS 03/23/75 10 835 3725N 08004W 43.2 
 133.7 FPGG
2060-15202 O0oo/OOOO 2-10003/0160 03/23/75 4o 835 3559N 08032W 44-0 132.3 FPGG
 
2060"15204 OOOO0/0000 2 0ooo03/16i 03/23/75 40 835 3433N 08058W 
 447 130.9. FPOG
2060-15211 00000/0000 2.10003/0162 03/23/75 50 835 3307N 08125W 45,5 129.4 FPFG
2060-15213 00000/0000 2.10003/0163 03/23/75 70 835 3141N 0815Ow 46.1 127:9 GPGG
2060.ISPPO 00000/0000 2.10003/0164 oq23475 70 
 836 3015N 082 15W 46.8 1P6,4 "FPGF'
 
2060-15222 00000/0000 2-10003/0165 03/23/75 70 835 2848N 08240W 47*4 1I4.8 
 FRGG
 
2060,15225 OOOOO/0000 2-10003/0166 03/23/75 50 835 2721N 08303W 48,0 123.2 FPFR
2060-15231 00000/0000 2-10003/0167 03/23/75 70 835 2555N 08327W 48.6 121.5 FPGF
2060-15234 00000/0000 2.10003/0168 03/23/75 40 835 2429N 08350W 49,1 119#8 FPGF
2061-1522f ooooooooo 2-10003/0169 03/24j75 40 849 4849N 07711W 36,7 1439 FFGF
 
2061-15224 O0000/O000 o10003/0170 03/24/75 90 849 4724N 07748W 37.6 142.6 PGFF
2061-15230 00000/0000 2-10003/0171 0;/24/75 100 849 4559N 07823W 38.5 141.4 FGFF
2061-15233 ooooo/oooo 2-10003/0172 03/24/75 oo 849 4434N 07857W 39*4 140.1 
 GGFF
2061-15235 Oooon/0000 2.10003/0173 03/24/75 100 849 4309N 07930W 40,3 138.8 GFGF
2061-15242 ooobooooo 2-i003/o174 03/24/75 100 849 4143N 08001W 
 41,2' 137.5 FFF
2061-15244 ooobo/0000 2-iooo3/o175 03/24/75 90 849 4017N 08032W 4240 136*2 FFFF

2061"15261 00000/0000 2"10003/0176 03/24/75 9 0 849 385IN 08101W 42.8 134-.9 FFFF
2061-15253 00000/0000 P.10003/0177 03/24/ 5 90 849 3725N 08129W 133, 5
43, 6 PFGF
2061-15260 00000/0000 -10003/0178 03/24/75 100 849 3600N 08157W 4494 132.1 GFFp
2061-15262 00000/0000 2-10003/0179 oq/24/75 90 849 3433N 08224W 
 45.1 130,6 FGFG
2061-15265 00000/0000 2-10003/0i80 03/24/75 70 849 3308N 08249W .45.8 1291 GFGF 

2061-15271 00000/0000 2-10003/0181 03/24/75 7o 849 3141N 08315W 46,5 127.6 FFGF
206115274 06000/0000 2-10003/0182 03/24/75 5 0 849 3015N o8340W 47PI 126.0 FFGG
2061-15280 00000/0000 2-10003/0183 03/24/75 20 849 2849N 08404W 47.7 124.4 FFPP
 
2061-15283 00000/0000 2-10003/0184 0/24/75 1o 849 2723N 08428W 48.3 12,8 FGGG
 
2062-17111 0000/0000 2-10003/0185 03/25/75 90 864 4846N 10429W 37i1 143*7 FGFG
 
2062-17120 oooo/oooo 2-10003/0186 03/25/75 30 864 4556N 10541W 39 ,0 14102 FGGF
2062-17123 00000/0000 2-10003/0187 03/25/75 80 864 4431N 10616W 39.9 139.9 FGGP
 
2062-17125 OOOO0/OOOO 2-10003/0188 03/25/75 90 864 
 4306N 10648W 4o7 138.6 GGFF
2062-17134 00000/0000 2-10003/0189 01/25/75 100 864 4014N 10750W 4204 13690 GGOF
2062-17141 00000/0000 2-10003/0190 03/25/75 100 864 3848N 10819W 43.2 
 134.6 GGGF
2062-17143 00000/0000 R10003/0191 03/25/75 90 864 3723N 10847W 44'o 13.2 FGGP
 
KEYS: 0....,,,..,..100CLOUD COVER % ..  Tn - % CLOUD CfVER, **-- NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .. ',,.;.,,,. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO GsGBoD, P!PeBR, FAFAIR, 
V 
ERTS-2' 
16:09 MAY Ps'75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR dUS 	 PAGE 6006
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 'PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID: POSIrION IN ROLL ACMUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE, ELEV, AZIM, RSV MOS
 
RSV MSS LAT LONG 123 .45678
 
2062-17160 0o6000.0000 2-I00Q3/0192. 0325/75 50 864 3557N 10914W 44.8 131.7 FGGF
 
2062-17152 O600O/0000 2-Io0o3/0193 03/25/75 20 864 3431N 1o94tW 4595 130.3 .GGGF"
 
2062-17168 00000/0000 P.10003/0194 03/25/75 0 864 3304N 11007W 46.2 128.8 GGG "'
 
2062-17161 00000/0000 2-10003/0195 03/25/75 0 864 3138N 11032W 46.9 127,2 FFFF
 
2062-17164 00000/0000 2-10003/0196 09/25/75 0 864 3012N 11057W- 47.5 125o6 GPQG <- ­
2063-153R4 00000/0000 2-I0003/0071 03/26/75 ,0 877 4843N 08006W 37.5 143.6 -3666 
2063-15341 OOOO0/0000 2.10003/0072 03/26/75 0 877 4718N 08043W 385 142.3 38860 
2063-15350 obooo/0000 2-1o003/0073 03/26/75 60 877 4428N 08152W 40,3 1397 3006 -z 
2063-15352 00000/0000 2-10003/0074 03/26/75 70 877 4302N 08224W 41,1 I8.4 3F88 -. 
2063-15355 00000/0000 2-10003/0075 03>26/75 80 877 4137N 08255W 42.0 137.1 3666 
2063-15361 00000/0000 2-10003/0076 03/26/75 80 877 4011N 08326W 42.8 135.7 8FFG 
2063-15364 00000/0000 2-10003/0077 03/26/75 90 877 3845N 08355W 43.6 134.3 3GGG
 
2063-15370 O0000/OOOO 2-10003/0078 03/26/75 30 877 3719N 08423W 44.4 132,9 3G66
 
2063-15373 00000/0000 2-10003/0079 03/26/75 0 877- 3553N 0845OW 45.i 1314, 3666
 
2063-15375 00000/0000 2-10003/0080 03/26/75 0 877 3427N 08517W 45.9 130so 3660
 
2063-15382 00000/0000 2-10003/0081, 03/26/75 0 87.7 3301N 08543W 46.5 128 3666
 
2063-153g4 00000/0000 2-10003/0082 03/26/75 0 877 3135N 08609W 47.2 126.9 3666
 
2063-15391 00000/0000 2-10003/0083 03/26/75 0 877 3009N 08634W 47.8 125.3 3FGG
 
2063-15393 ooooo0000 2-10003/0084 03/26/75 10 877 2843N 08658W 48,4 123.6 3FRG
 
206P-17213 Obooo/0000 2-10003/0215 03/26/75 90 878 3301N 11132W 46.6 128*4 -FFG
 
2063;'17220 00000/0000 2.10003/0216 03/26/75 .80 878 3135N 111S7W 47.2 iP6.8 'FGG 
2063-17222 O0oo/0000 2-10003/0217 03Y26/75 60 878 3o09N 11222W 47.9 '2,.52 -GFG 
2064-15392 00000/00"00 2-10003/0218 03/27/75 0 891 4850N 08128W 379 .14306 366 
2064-15395 00000/0000 .2-10003/0219 03/27/75 0 891 4725N 08205W' 38.8 142.3 3GGG 
2064-154o1' O00/0000 2-1o003/0220 03/27/75 20 891 -4600N 08240W 39.7' 141.0 3FF0 
2064-15404 00000/0000 P'10003/0221 03/27/75 20 89.1 4435N 08314W 40.6 139,7 GGG 
2064-15410 000O/0000 2.10003/0222 03/27/75 90 891 4310N 08347W 41.4 138.4 GG 
2064-15413 00000/0000 -10003/0223 03/27/75 10 891 4144N 08418W 42.3 137,0 'FGG 
2064-15415 00000/0000 2,10003/,0224 03/27/75 10 891 4019N 08449W 43.1 135t6 3FGG 
,2064.-154P2 0OO 0/O0000 ?.10003/0225 0./27/75 100 891 3853N 0851 W 43.9 134.2 3FGG 
2064-15424 O000onOOOO 2-10003/0226 03/27/75 70 891 3727N 08546W 44.7 '132.8 3660 
2064-15421 00000/0000 2-10003/0227 01/27/75 50 891 3601N 08613W 45.4 131.3 3666 
2064-15433 O0000OOOO 2-10003/0228 03/27/75 30 891 . 3435N 08640W 46.1 129.8 3666 
2064-15440 00000/0000 2-10003/0229 0-3/27/75 20 891 3309N 08707W 46-8 18. 3606 
2064-15442 00000/0000 2-10003/0230' 01/27/75 10 891 3143N' 08 7 32W . 47,5 .1267 366 
2064-15445 00000/0000 2-10003/0231 03/27/75 90 891 3017N 08757W 48*1 125-1 3GGG 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER ...... ,........ 0 Tn ioo - % CLOUD COVER. *- .NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE#
 




16:09 	MAY pjt75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0007
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCYPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AYIl, RBV - mSB 
RSV MSS LAT LONG t23 4567F 
2065-17303 oOO0OOOO 2-10003/0232 o3/28/75 30 906 4150N 11133W 42.6 1369 FGFG 
2065-17305 o6oo/oooo 2-10003/0233 03/28/75 30 906 4024N 11203W '4394 135.5 GGG 























2065-17330 OOOOO/0000 2-10003/0237 01/28/75 10 906 3314N 1142tW 47.2 128.1 GFG 
2065-1733 00000/0000 2-10003/0238 03/28/75 40 906 3148N, 11446W 47#8 1?6.5 GGFG 























2066-17352 00000/0000 2-10003/0252 03/29/75 90 920 4440N 5iSSW 41.3 139.4 FGPG 
2066-17395 O00OO/0000 2-10003/0253 03/29/75 90 920 4314N 11227W 42.2 138.1 GGFG 
2066-17361 O000o/0000 2.oo03/0254 03/29/75 30 920 4149N 11259W 43'O 136.7 GGGG 
2066-17364 OOOOO/QOOO 2-10003/0255 03/29/75 30 920 4023N 11329W 43q8 13593 GGFG 
2066-17370 O00OO/0000 2.-O003/0256 02/29/75 0 940 3857N 1i358W 44.6, 133.9 GGGG 
2066-17373 OOOO/0000 2-10003/0257 .03/29/75 0 920 3731N 11426W 45.4 132.4 GGGG 
2066-17375 00000/0000 2-10003/0258 03/29/75 0 920 3605N 11454W 461 1309 GGGG 
2066-17382 OOOO/0000 2-10003/0259 01/29/75 0 920 3439N 520 W 46.8 129,3 GGGG 
2066-17384 0o0000 2-10003/0260 03/29/75 0 920 3313N 11547W 47,5 127.7 GGGG 
2066-17391 00000/0000 2.10003/0261 03)29/75 0 920 3147N 116l2W 48.2 126,1 GGG 
2067-15564 00000/0000 2-10003/0262 03/30/75 70 933 4858N 08552W 39.0 143.3 GFRG 
2067-15570 OOOO/0000 2-10003/0263 03/0/75 80 933 4732N 08629W 39,9 142 0 FGGF 
2067-15573 OOOO0/OOOO 2-10003/0264 03/30/75 90 933 4608N 08704W 40,. 140,7 GFGG 























2067-15591 OOOO/0000 2J10003/0268 0R/30/75 8c 933 4026N 0891-pW 44,2 135*1 O6ne 
2067-15593 .O00OO/0000 2.10003/0269 03/30/75 40 933 3900N 08941W 44.9 133.7 G0GG 
2067-1600 pOOO0/0000 2-10003/0270 03/30/75 1O 933 3734N 09009W 45.7 132.2 GGGG 























2067-16014 OOO0/0000 P-.0003/0274 03/30/75 20 933 315ON 0915sw 48.5 125.8 FGFG 
2067-16020 obooo0000 2-10003/0275 03/30/75 90 933 3024N 09220W' 49* 124.2 FOGG 
2067-17395 00000/0000 P-10003/0276 03/30/75 90 934 4858N 11141W 39.0 143,3 GFGF 
2067-17402 00000/0000 2.10003/0277 01/30/75 90 934 4733N 11219W 39.9 142.0 .OFGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *,.,,..,....., 0 TO too * % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,,..,.,,,.,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GEGOOD, P!POBR, FqFA!R, 
ERTS-2
 
t6:09 MAY pI,'75 	 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 
 PAGE 0008
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFO COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. 
 AZIM. RBV MSS
 
RSV MSS 
 LAT LONG 	 123 45678
 
2067-17404 06000/0000 2-10003/0278 03/30/75 90 934 4608N 11254W 40.8 140.7 GFGF
 
2067-17411 00000/0000 2-10003/0279 03/30/75 90 934 4443N 11328W 4117 139.3 GGFF
2067-17413 00000/0000 2-10003/0280 0/30/75 80 934 4317N 1t46oW 42.5 138.0 GGFG
 
206 7 
 0o740 0000010000 2-10003/0281 0/30/75 30 934 4i52N 11432W 43.4 136.6 GGFG
 
2067-17422 00000/0000 2,10003/0282 03/30/i5 20 934 4026N 11502W 44.2 135.1 GFFG
 
2067-17425 00000/0000 2-10003/0283 0/30/75 10 934 3900N iIE3SW 45.0 133.7 FGGG
 
2067-17431 06000/0000 2-10003/0284 O/30/75 10 934 3734N l1600W 45,7 132*2 GGFG
 
2067-17434 00000/0000 2-10003/0285 03/30/75 0 934 3608N 11627W 46.5 130.6 GGGF 
2o7-17440 00000/0000 2-10003/0286 0'/30/75 0 934 3442N 11654W 4792 1p9,1 GGGG 
2067-17443 o6OO/O000 P-10003/0287 03/30/75 0 934 3316N 11720W 47'8 127.5 0GG 
2067-17445 00000/0000 2-10003/0288 03/30/75 0 934. 315ON 11746W 48,1 125.8 GGOF 
2068-16022 00000/0000 2-10003/0316 03/31/75 20 947 4855N 08712W ?914 143.2 GGGG 
2068"16025 o6ooc/o0o 2-10003/0317 03/31/75 30 947 473oN 08749W 40,3 141.9 PFGG 
2068-16031 00000/0000 2-10003/0318 03/31/75 5o 947 4605N 08824W 41.2 140,5 GGGG 
2068-16034 06000/0000 P-10003/0319 02/31/75 80 947 4440N 0888W 42,0 139.2 FGG 
2068-16040 00000/0000 2-10003/0320 01/31/75 20 947 4315N 08930W 42.9 137,8 GGGG 
2068w16043 00000/0000 2-10003/0321 03/31/75 30 947 4149N 0900PW 43s7 136.3 GGGG 
2068-16045 00000/0000 2-10003/0322 03/31/75 10 947 4023N 09032W 44.5 13499 GGOG 
206 8-16o52 00000/0000 2-10003/0323 03/31/75 0 947 3857N 09102W 45,3 133.4 GGGG 
2068-16054 00000/0000 2-10003/0324 03/31/75 20 947 3732N 09130W 4611 131.9 GGGG 
2068-16061 00000/0000 2-10003/0325 03/31/75 80 947 3606N 09158w 46.8 130.4 GFGF 
2068-16063 00000/0000 2-10003/0326 03/31/75 80 947 3440N 09224W 47.5 128.8 GFFF 
2668.16070 00000/0000 2-10003/0327 03/31/75 60 947 3314N 0925oW 48.2 127.2 FFGG 
2068-16072 00000/0000 2-10003/0328 03/31/75 50 947 314 8N 09316W 48.8 135.5 GGGG 
2068-16075 00000/0000 2-10003/0329 03/31/75 90 947 3022N 0934tW 49.4 123.8 FFGG2068-16081 00000/0000 2-10003/0330 0/31/75 90 947 .2856N 09405W 50oo 122,1 FGGG 
2068-16084 00000/0000 2-10003/0331 03/31/75 80 947 2729N 09429W 50.5 120.3 FFGF 
2068-16oo 00000/0000 2w0003/0332 03/31/75 70 947 2603N 09*52W 51s0 118.5 GGGF 
2068-16093 00000/0000 2-10003/0333 03/31/75 70 947 2436N 09516W 51o4 116s6 GGFF 
2068-17454 0000o0o00 2-too03/0305 01/31/75 60 948 4856N i130tW 39P4 143,2 GGGF 
2068-17460 00000/0000 2-10003/0306 03/31/95 50 948 4731N 11338W 40.3 141.9 FGGG 
2068.1,7463 00000/0000 2-10003/0307 03/31/75 70 948 46o6N 11414W 41.2 140.5 FFFF 
2068.17465 00000/0000 2-10003/0308 03/31/75 60 948 4440N 11448W 42*1 139.1 GGFG 
2068-17472 00000/0000 2-10003/0309 03a'31/j5 30 948 4315N 11520W 42.9 137.8 GGG 
2068-17474 00000/0000 2.1003/0310 03/31/75 60 948 4149N 11552W 43,8 136.3 OGGO 
2068-174R1 00000/0000 2.10003/0311 O/31/75 70 948 4024N • 11622W 44.6 134*9 0GGR 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER X ... n........., 0 TO 1oo a % CLOUD COVER, ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




16:09 	MAY P1. '75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0005
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO#/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV AIIM. RBV MSS 
RSV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678 
2068-17483 00000/0000 2-10003/031'2 03/31/75 60 948 3858N 1165PW 45.3 133;4 GGFG 



































































































































































































2069fl75P4 o6ooo/0000 2-10003/0240 04/01/75 20 962 4438N 11614W 42.5 139.0 GFGG .0 
2069-17530 
2069-17523 













































































































2070-143P1 00000/0000 2.10003/0369 04/02/75 10 974 4314N 06634W 43.6 137.4 GGFF 




0 TO 100 c 4 CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GwGO&D, PPOOR. FwPAIR. 
ERTS-2
 
16109 MAY PI1s'75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUE PAGE 0010
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/7E
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO., DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
I0 POSITION IN ROLL ArOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVs. AZIM, RBV MOS
 
REV MCC LAT LONG t23 45678
 
2070-161.5 00000/0000 P'10003'/0370 04/02/75 to 975 4856N 09003W 40.1 143.0 FsGe
 
2070-16141 obooo/OOOO 2-i0oo3/o37± 04/02/75 40 975 4731N O90o4W 4i.- 141.6 GGGG
 




- 00000/0000 2-1oOi6/037t' 04/02/15 60 975 4440N 0915OW 42.8 13898 FGFG
 
2070-16153 O0oO0/0000 P-10003/0374. 04/02/7 5 100 975 4315N 09222W 43.6 137.4 GGFF
 
2070.16155 ooooSOOOO 2-10003/0375 04/02/75 100 975 415ON 09254W 44.5 136.0 G Fe
 
2070't6162 ooooo/0000 2-ood3/o76 o4/02/75 Job 975 4024N 09324W 45,3 1345 GGGF
 
2070-16164 00000/0000 2-10003/0377 04/02/75 100 975 3858N 09353W 46,0 133,0 QFFP
 
2070-16171' ooboo/oobo P-o003/0378 04/02/75 100 975 3733N O9422W 46.8 1§1.4 FGGF
 
26 0-16173 oOOO/oooo 2.1003/0379 04/02/75 100 975 3607N 09449W 47.5 129,8 6FFG
 
2o70-16180 00000/0000 2-10003/0380 04/02/75 90 975 3441N 095i6W 48.2 128,2 GGGF
 
2070-16182 00000/0000 2-10003/0381 04/02/75 90 975 3315N 09543W 48.8 1P6.6 GGG
 
2070-16185 OooOo/0000 P-10003/0361 04/O2/75 5O 975 3149N 09608W 49.5 124o8 GFFG
 
2070-16191 00000/0000 2.10003/0362 04/02/75 40 975 3022N 09633W 50.0 123.1 GGG
 
a670-16194 00000/0000 2-10003/0363 04/02/75 70 975 2856N 09657W 50.6 121.3 OGOF
 
2070-16200 00000/0000 2-10003/0364 04/02/75 80 975 2729N 09721W 51,1 119*5 GFGF
 
2bO-162o3 O00O/0000 2-10003/0365 04/02/75 20 975 2604N 09744W 51.5 117.6 GFGG
 
2070-17571 00000/0000 R-10003/682 04/02/75 90 976 4856N liBsaw 40.1 143.0 RFFF
 
2070-17573 00000/0000 P:10003/0383 0/02/75 80 976 4731N 11629W 41.1 141.6 FFFF
 
2070-17580 00000/000 P-10003/6384 04/02/75 70 976 4606N ±17OSw 41.9 140.2 FGGF
 
207-17532 0000/0000 2-10003/0385 04/02/75' 80 976 444IN 11739W 42.8 138.8 GFGG
 
20 7o175s5 00o00/0000 2.10003/0386 04/02/75' 60 976 4315N 11812W 43.7 137i4 GPFF
 
2070:17591 00000/0000 P-10003/0387 04/02/75 50 976 415ON 11843W 44.5 136.0 FGGG
 
2070 17594 0000/0000 -10003/0388 04/62/75 2o 976 4o24N 11914w 45.3 134.5 GGFF
 
2070-18oo oooooo0000 P.10003/0389 04/02/75 40 976 3858N 11943W 46.1 13j.0 GGGF
 
2070-18003W oooonloooo 2-Iooo3/0390 04/02)75" ±o' 976 3733N ±2011W 46.8 131.4 GGGG
 
2070-18014 00000/0000 ?-10003/0391 04/0a775 so 976 3315N 12132W 48.9 Ip6.5 GGGG
 
2b71-143A4- 00000/0000 2-10003/6451 04/03/75 30 988 4728N 06618W 41.4 ±41.5 GGGG
 
2071-14371 0000o/0000 Pr10003/0452 04/03/75 76 988 4604N 06653W 42.3 140,1 FOGO
 
2071-14373 O000/0000 -io003o/0453 04/03/75 tOo 988 4439N 06727W 43.2 138.7 GGFG
 
20 71-380 O000/0000 2-10003/0454 04/03/75 100 988 4313N 0680oW 44'0 13792 GGGG
 
2071-16193 00000/0000 P-10003/0392 04/03/75 0 989 4854N 09131W 40.s 142,8 6GG6
 
2071-16200 00000/0000 P-10003/0393 04/03/75 0 989 4729N 09208W 41t4 141.5 GGGG
 
2071-16202 00000/0000 2-i0003/0394 04/03/75 0 989 4604N 09243W 42,3 140-1 GGGG
 
2071-16205 00000/0000 8-t0003/0395 04/03/75 0 989 4439N 09317W 43.2 138.7 GGGG
 
2071-16244 00000/0000 2-10003/0396 04/03/75 0 989 4314N ,09349W 44'o 137.2 Gr,
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... s........ 0 TA 100 CLOUD COVER. NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
t o **'-
IMAGE QUALITY ..,,,, , , BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GmGBOD PEPOOR, FwFAIR. 
ERTSP2
 
16:09 MAY 2i±,75 STANDARD CATALOG'FOR CUS 	 PAGE o01i
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/3D/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAL!TY
 
ID POSITION IN ROLL coULRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
 
BV .MSS LAT LONG 23 45678
 
2071 i6214 O0000/Ouuuv. luuuouo, O /uZ"6 0 989 4148N 05f420W 4495 1308 FGGG
 
2071-16220 00000/0000 P.10003/0398 0/03/75. 0 989 4023N 09451W 4., 134,3 GFGG
 
2071-16223 00000/0000 2-i0003/0399 04/03/75 0 .989 3857N 09520W 46,4 1327 GFGG
 
2071-16225 O0000/OOOO 2loo03/O40O0 Q4/03/75 to 989 3731N 09548W 47,2 131.1 GGGG
 
2071-16232 ooooo/0000 2-1o003/o401 04/03/75 0 989 3605N o96 17W. 47*9 12995 FGPG
 
2071-16234 00000/0000 2-10003/0402 04/03/75 0 989 3439N 09644W 4815- 127,9 GGGG
 
2071-16241 OOOOO/0000 2l10003/0436 04/03/75 0 989 3313N 0971OW 49.2 126*2 GGG
 
2071;16243 00000/0000 2-10003/0437 04/03/75 0 989 3147N 09736W 49.8 12495 GGGG
 
2071-16250 O00OO/0000 210oo03/0438. 04/03/75 to. 989 3021N 09800W 50.4 122.7 .GGFF.
 
2o7162r2 0000/0000 2-ooo3/o4 39 04/03/75. 0 989. 2855N 09825W 5099 1209 GGFe
 
2071-16265 00000/0000 2-10003/0440 04/03/75 0 989 2728N 09849W 51,4 119,1 GGFF
 
.2071;16261 00000/0000 2-1o003/0441 04/03/75 0 989 2601N 09912w 51.8 117.2 GGGG
 
2071-18025 00000/0000 2.10003/0455 04/03/75 40 990 4855N 11719W 40.5 142,8 GGGG
 
2o71-i8o32 ooooo/OO 2.OOO/o456 04/03/75, 20 990 4730N 11756W 4j.5 141,5 FGGG
 
207 1.18 034 OOOOo/0000 2-10003/0457 0 4 /0 3/A5 30 990 4605N 11832W 42.3 140.1 GGG
 
2071-i8041 O0000/0000 2-10003/0458 04/03/75 90 990 4439N t90SW 43,2 138.7 FGFG
 
2071-18043 OOOOO/0000 P"Iooo3/o4 59 04/03/75 O0 990 4314N J1938W 44*j 137t2 GPGF
 
2071-18050 00000/0000 2.10003/0460 04/03/75 90 990 4149N 1OlOW 44#9 13597 FFFF
 
2071-i8os odooo/oooo 2-10003/0461 04/03/75 80 990 4023N 12040w 45.7 1342 GFFF
 
2071-1805 OOOO/0000 2-"0003/0462 04/03/75 90 990 3857N 12109W 46.4 132.7 FFFF
 
2o72'14423 O000/0000 2-io0o3/0351 o4/04/75 too 1002 .4727N 06744W 41,8 141.3 GGGG
 
2072-144P5 00000/0000 P10003/0352 04/04/75 100 1002 4602N 0682OW 42.7 139.9 FGGG
 
2072-14432 00000/0000 2-10003/0353 04/04/75 90 1002 4437N 06854W 43,6 138.5 FGGF
 
2072;-14434 00000/0000 PiOO03/0354 04/04/75 90 , 1002 4311 06927W 44t4 137.0 GFGG
 
2072-4441 00000/0000 2-10003/0355 .04J04/75 10 1002 4146N 06958W 4512 135,5' FGGG
 
2072-14443 o600o/oooo 2.10003/0356. 04/04/75 90 1002 .4o2ON 07029W 46*o 134.o FFFG 
2072-14450 00000/0000 2-10003/0357 04/04/75 80 100P. 3855N 07058W" 46.8 132.5 GGGG 
2072-14452 00000/0000 2-10003/0358 04/04/75 80 1002 3729N 07127W 47o5 130,9 GGG
 
2072-14455 o000o00000 2-10003/0359 04/04/75 90 1002 3603N 07154W 48.2 129.2 GGG
 
2072-16252 OOOOO/0000 2'10003/0420 04/04/75 0 1003 4852N 09257W 40,9 142.7 GGFG
 
-
2072-16254 00000/0000 2.10003/0421 04/04/i5 0 1003 4727N 09334W 41.8 141.3 GFGG
 
2072-16261 O0000/O00O 2-10003/0422 04/04/75 20 1003 4602N 0941OW 42.7 139.9 GFGF
 
2072-16263 O6ooo/0000 9-10003/0423 04/04/75 80 1003 4437N 09444W 43.6 138,5 FGGF
 
2072-16270 00000/0000 2-10003/0424 04/04/75 70 1003 4312N. 09516W 44,4 137 0 FGFG
 
2072-16272 OOO/000o0 2-10003/0425 04/04/75 20 1003 4147N p9547W 45.2 135.5 GOFG
 
2072-16275- 00000/0000 2-10003/0426 04/04/75 6 1003 4021N .09617W 46.0 134.0 FGGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ... ,,.,,,,...,, 0 T8.100 P % CLOUD COVER, ** ; NO CLOUD DATA AVAILAPlE.
 








OBSERVATION MICROFILM-ROLL N03/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN , SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID. POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZI*M. RBV MSS 
REV MSS LAT LONG . 123 45678 
2072-16284 OoOO/uuuu -louuo/u'c, u4/04/75 0 1603 3729N O9717W 47.5 1309 GGOF 
2o7-1629o oooo/oooo 2-tOO03/0428 04/04/75' 0 1003 3603N 09745W 48P2 129.2 GGG 
2072-16293 0000Q/0000 P.10003/0429 ,04/0465 0 1003 3437N 09811W 48.9 127.6 GVG0 
2072-16295 00000/0000 2-10003/0430 04/04/75 30 1003 3311N 09837W 49.5 125.9 GSFG 
2072-16302 OOOOOoooo -2-10003/0431 04/04/75 7o 1003 3145N 099OW 50,1' 12491 FGPF 
2072-16304 00000/0000 -0Ioq03/0 43 2 - 04/04/75 90 1003 3019 N 69927W 5097 122.3 GFGF 
2072-163t1 00000/0000 2-10003/0433 64/04/75 90 1003 .2853N 0995tW 51,2 1,2095 G*GGP 
2072-16313 00000/0000 2-loo/o434 04/04/75 80 1003 2727N io015W 51j7 1±8.6 GGFP 
2072-16320 00000/0000 2-10003/0435 04/04/75 70 100S 2600N 10039W S2#1 16.7 FGF 
2072-18084 00000/0000 .2-10003/01'97 04/04/75 30 ±004 4854N 11846W 40.9 142.7 GPS 
2072-18090 06000/0000 2-1OO3/0198 04/04/75 80 1004 4729N 11923W ' 419 141.3 FFFG 
2072-18093 00000/0000 2-10003/0199 04/04/75 90 1004 4603N 11958W 42.7 139.9 GFFG 
2072-18095 00000/0000 2-10003/0200 04/04/75 80 1004 4438N 1203W 43.6 138.5 GGGG 
2072-i8±02 00000/0000 2-10003/0201 04/04/75 70 1004 4312N 12105W 4,4 137,0 GGGG 
2072-18104 00000/0000 2-.0003/0202 04/0,4/75 60 1004 4147N 12136W 45.3 1S5.5 GG0 
2072-181,11 OOO0/O00o 2-10003/0203 04/04/75 60 1004 4021N 12206W' 46.0 134.0 GGFF 
2072-18113 00000/0000 2-10003/0204, 04/04/75 50 1004 3856N 12235W 46.8 132.4 FFFF 
2072-18120 00000/0000 2-10003/0205 04/04/75 50 1004 3730N 12303W 4705 130.8 GGG 
2072-18122 o6O000/o00o 2-10003/0206 04/04/75 30 1004 3604N 1233OW 48.2 129.2 GGFG 
2073-14481 Ooooo'/0000 2-10003/0463 04/05/75 100 1016 4729N '06911W 42.2 141,2 FFPF
 
2073-14484 OOO0O0000 2 10003/0464 04/05/75 100 1016 4604N 06946W 43.1 139.8 PGFP
 
2073-14490 00000/0000 P"10003/0465 04/05/75 100 1016 4438N 0702OW 43.9, ±38,3 PFFF
 
2073-14495 00000/0000 2-10003/0466 04/05/75 90 1016 4147N 07125W 45.6 j35.4 FPFG
 
2073-14502 O0000ooo0 2-10003/0467 04/05/75 80 1016 4021N 07155W 46,3 133.8 FGPF
 
2073-14504 00000/0000 2-10003/0468 04/05/75 80 1016, 3856N 07225w 47.1 132.2 FFGF
 
2073-14511 00000/0000 2-10003/0469 04/05/75 90 1016 373ON 07254W 47,8 130,6 FFGRP
 
2073-14513 O0000/OOOO P-o03/04 70 04/05/75 90 lo6 3604N o73aW 48.5 1290 GFFF
 
2073-14522 00000.0000 2.10003/0471 04/05/75 80 1016 3312N 07414W 49,8 125.6 GGGG
 
2073-163tO OOOO/OOOO 2-10003/0515 04/05/75 30 1017 4854N 09422W 41,3 142.6 GGGG
 
2073-16313 00000/0000 2-10003/0516 04/05/75 60 1017 4729N O9 59W 42,2 141,2 GGGF
 
2073-1631 00000/0000 2-10003/0517 04/05/75 80 1017 4604N ,09sBW 43.1 139.8 FGGF
 
2073-16322 00000/0000 2-10003/0518 04/05/75 70 1017 4439N 09608W A3,9 138.3 GGGF
 
2073-16324 00000/0000 P-10003/0519 04y05/75 1o 1017 4314N 09640W 44-8 136.9 FFGG
 
2073-16331 O0000/OOOO 2-Iooo3/0520 04/05/75 10 1017 4149N 09712W 45.6 j135,4 GFGG
 
2073-163q3 00000/0000 2-10003/0521 04/05/75" 0 1017 4023N 09742W 46'4 133.8 GGFS
 
2073-46340 00000/0000 2-10003/0522 04/05/75 0 1017 3857N 09812W 47.1 1G2..G
 
KEYS; CLOUD COVER % 0 Il 200 x CLOUD COVER, *4 ' NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ .. BLANKs-BAND NOT PREsENT/REQUESTED* OOBGOD, PSPOOR. FNFAIR.
 
ERTS-2
t6109 MAY Pi±,75 
 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 
 PAGE 0013
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
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KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 
IMAGE QUALITY 
0............,, TO 100 - X CLOUD COVER, ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
o.p,..,,.,,.,,BLANKStBAND NOT PRESENT/REQuESTED. GGBOD. P-POOR, F*FAIR, 
ERTS-2
 
t6109 MAY P1,t75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 




MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 




















































Ono0n/OOO -10003/0495 04/07/75 
00000/0000 2-10003/0496 04/07/75 
OOOOO/O000 2-16003/0497 04y07/75 
OOOO0/0000 2-1o003/0498 04/07/75 
ooooo/QOoo P.Io003/0499 04/07/75 
Ooooo/0000 2-10003/0486 0 /07/75 
OOO00/O000 P-10003/0500 04/07/75 
O0000/O000 2-loo3/o532 04/07/75 
00000/0000 P-10003/0533 04/07/75 
00000/0000 P-10003/0534 04/07/75 
oo600/0000 2-1000?/0535 04/07/75 
00000/0000 2.t0003/0536 04/07/75 
00000/0000 2.10003/0537 04/07/75 
00000/0000 2-10003/0538 04/07/75 
00000/0000 P-10003/0539 04/07/75 
OOOOO/O0O000 32ooo/654o 04/07/75 
O0000/000O 2-1o00/054f 04/07/75 
O0000/O00O 2"16003/0542 o/o7/75 
O000000000 2.10003/0543 04/07/75 
00000/0000 2.10003/0544 04/07/75 
O0000/OOOO 2-16003/045 04/07/75 
oooo00OOOO 2 10603/0546 04/07/75 
O0000/OOOO 2-10003/0547 04/07/75 
OOOO/0000 2-1p03/0548 04/07/75 
O0000/OOOO 2't0003/0549 04/07/75 
O0000/pOOO 2-10003/0550' 04/07/75 
00600/0000 210003/p551 04/07/75 
ooooi0oOOO 2 o0o/0765 04/08/75 
00000/0000 2-10003/0766 04/08/75 
06000/0000 2-toO03/0?67 04/08/75 
o6ooo/oooo o0063/0768 04/08/75 
00000/0000 2-10003/0769 04/08/75 
O0000/0000 2-100Q3/0770 04/08/75 
O0000/O00O 2"1o003/0771 04/08/75 
00000/OOPO 2-10003/0772 04/08/75 





























































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..... ...... of 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,.,.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GLGOOD, PxPOR, F.FAIR, 
ERTS-2
 
16:09 MAY 2lpt75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 	 PAGE 0015
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ nATE CLOUD ORBIT pRINCTPAL pOINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ArMUIRPD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSs
 
RRV MSS LAT LO.NG ?23 45678
 
2076-15094 ooooo/OOO0 -io003/0774 04,08/75 60 1058 3309N 0784oW 50.8 ±P4.5 FFGG
 
2076-1500 ooooo00O000 2-o003/o775 04/08/75 80 1058 3143N 07905W 5194 122.7 FGGG
 
2076-15103 O00O/O0 2-10003/0776 04/08/75 60 1058 3016N 07929W 5,9 120.8 GGGG
 
2076-15105 00o00/0000 2-10003/0777 04 /08/7,5 30 1058 28SON 07953W 52.4 118.9 FGGS
 
2076-5112 00000/0000 2-1o003/o77S 04/08/75 40 1058 2724N 08017W 52.8 116.9 GGGF
 
25 5 8N
2076.15114 00000/0000 P.10003/0779 04/08/75 40 1058 08040W 53.2 114,9 GGG
 
2076-15121 o6ooo/O000 2-10003/078o 0408/75 20 1058 2432N 08104W 53.6 112.9 GGG
 
2076-16482 00000/0000 2-10003/0586 04/08/75 100 1059 4850N 09843W 42.5 142.2 FFFF
 
2076-16484 00000/0000 2-10003/0587 04/08/75 100 1059 4725N 09920W 43.3 140.7 FFFG
 
2076-16491 0oooo0000 2-oo03/o588 04/08/75 90 1059 4600N .09955W 44.2 139.3 FFFF
 
2076-16493 00000/0000 2-10003/0589 04/08/75 30 1059 4435N 10029W 45.1 137.8 GGFF
 
207 6 -16560 00000/0000 P-±0003/o590 04/08/75 20 1059 4309N 10101W 459 136.2 GGGG
 
2076-16502 00000/0000 2-10003/0591 04/08/75 40 1059 4144N 10133W 4607 134.7 FGFG
 
2076-16505 80000/0000 .2-ooo3/o592 04/08/75 70 1059 4019N 102oSW 47.5 133.1 GGGF
 
2016-16511 00000/0000 2-10003/0593 04/08/75 30 1059 3853N 10232W 48.2 131 4 GFGG
 
2676-16520 00000/0000 2.t0003/0594 04/08/75 10 1059 360±N 10328W 49.6 128.1 GFGG
 
2076-16523 00000/0000 2-o10003/0595 04/08/75 10 1059 3436N Io35SW 5o2 126.3 GGGG
 
2076165P5 00000/oooo 2-0003/05 96 04/08/75 40 ±o59 33ioN 1o42tW 5098 T24#5 FGFO
 
2076-16532 00000/0000 2-10003/0597 04/08/75 20 1059 3144N 10447W 51*4 122.7 GFGG
 
2076.16541 00000/0000 P-10003/0598 04/08/75 0 1059 2851W. 10536W 52t4 118.8 FFGF
 
2076.18313 OOOO0/O000 2,10003/0599 04/08/75 20 1060 4850N 12432W 42.5 142.2 FGF
 
47 25 N
2076-18320 00000/0000 P-10003/0600 04/08/75 70 ±060 12509W 43.4 1407 GFGG
 
2076-183P2 0oo00/0000 ?-10003/0601 04/08/75 50 ±060 4600N 12545W 44.2 13903 GGG
 
2076-18325 00000/0000 2.10003/0602 04/08/75 40 1060 4435N 12619W 45.1 137.8 .GFFF
 
2 077-151OE; 000VOOOO 2-10003/0572 04/09/75 30 1072 4847N 07420W 42P8 142.0 GGGF
 
2077-15111 00000/0000 2-10003/0573 04/09/75 20 1072 4722N 07458w 43.7 140.5 FGFG
 
2077-15t14 00000/0000 2-1000310574 04/09/75 ±0 lo72 4557N 07533W 44.6 139.1 FGGG
 
2077-15120 00000/0000 2:-10003/0§75 04/09/75 0 1072 4432N 07607W 45.4 137.5 FGGG
 
2077-SPS 00000/0000 2-10003/0576 04/09/ 5 0 1072 4141N 07711W 47.0 134.4 FGGG
 
2077-15134 00000/0000 21oo3/0577 04/09/75 10 1072 3850N 0781W 48,5 131.1 FGGG
 
2077T±5143 00000/0000 2-10003/0578 04/09/75 0 1072 3558N 07907W 49.9 127.7 GFFG
 
2077-151o 00000/0000 2,10003/0579 04/09/75 10 1072 3432N 07933W 50.6 125.9 GGGG
 
2077-151,52 OOO06/0 2-10003/0580 04/09/75 30 1072 3306N 08oOoW 51.1 .124.1. GGF
 
2077-15155 ooooo/0000 2-10003/0581 0/09/75 60 1072 3140N 08025W S.7 122.2 FFGG
 
2077-islal 00000/0000 2.10003/0582 04/09/75 50 1072 3014N 0805OW 52.2 120.3 FGb6
 
2077-15164 00o00/0000 2-10003/0583 04/09/75 60 1072 .2848N 0114w 52.7 ±18.4 FFFG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % . 0 TO t00 .% CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY ....... ,....... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G-GOOD, PPPOoR, F-FAIR. 
16:09 MAY PIP175 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 





,STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT 

















































































































































































































































































































































































a % CLOUD COVER, ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER X .. ,,,.....,. 0 TA 100 





16109 MAY P1W175 

FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL Ne./ 

AZIM, RBV MSS
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACMUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, 

LAT LONG 	 123 45678
RSV MSS 

2079615242 oooon/OO00 2-10003/0654 04/11/75 to 1100 4139N 08011W 47.8 133.9 GGGG
 
2079.15245 00000/0000 P-10003/0655 04/11/75 10 1100 4014N 0804tW 48.5 132,3 FGGS
 
2079-15251 00000/0000 P-10003?0656 04/11/75 60 1100 3848N 08111W 49.2 130.6 eGOO
 
2079-15254 00000/0090 PIooo3/o657 04/11/75 90 1100 3722N 08139W 49.9 128.8 FOG
 
2079-15260 oo6oo/oo00 p,10003/0658 64/11/75 80 1i0 3556N 08207W 5o-6 jp7.1 FOGG
 
2079-15263 00000/0000 2.10003/0659 04/11/75 70 1100 3430N 08233W 51,2 125.2 FOGG
 
2079-15265 OOOO0/0000 2-16003/0660 04/11/75 70 1100 3304N 08259w 51.8 123.4. FGGO
 
2079-15272 ooOo0/O00O 2.10003/0661 04/11/75 60 1100 3138N 08324W 52.3 1PI,5 eGGS
 
2o79-i5274 ooooo0O 2,10003/0662 04/11/75 90 1100 3012N 08349W 52.8 119,5 eGGS
 
2079-15281 00000/0000 ?.10003/0663 04/11/75 70 1100 2846N 08413W 53.3 117,5 GFGG
 
2079-15283 00000/0000 2.10003/0664 04/11/75 70 1100 2720N 08437W 53.7 l15.5 eGG0
 
2080-15280 00000/0000 2-10003/0689 04/12/75 80 1114 4842N 07851w 44,0 141,5 FeOG
 
'2080-15283 00000,0000 2.10003/0690 04,12/75 70 1114 4717N 07927W 44,9 140.0 eGGS
 
45.7 138.5 G0e
2080-15285 00000/0000 2-10003/0691 04/12/75 30 1114 4552N 08002W 
2080.15292 00000/0000 2-10003/0692 04/12/75 3o 1114 4427N 08035 W 46-6 136.9 FGGF 
2080-15294 00000/0000 P-10003/0693 04/12/75 40 1114 4301N 08106W 47.4 135.3 GGGG 
2080-i530i o0OOo/0000 P-10003/0694 04/12/75 40 1114 4136N 08138W 48.1 133.7 GGGG 
2080-15303 OOO/0000 2-t0003/0695 04/12/75 50 1114 401ON 08208W 48.9 132.0 eGG 
2080-15310 00000/0000 R-IfoO3/O696 04/12/75 60 1114 3844N 08238W 49.6 130.3 FGGO 0 0 
2080-15312 00000/0000 2-10003/0697 04/12/75 20 1114 3719N 08306W 50t3 1P8,5 GG C2080-15315 o000b0o0o 210003/0698 04/12/75 20 1114 3553N 08334W 5o9 126.7 GGG 

20M0153P1 OOOObOOO P.10003/0699 04/12/75 to 1114 3427N 08400W 51.5 IP4.8 G06
 
2080-153P4 00000/0000 2'10003/0700 04/12/75 0 1114 3301N 08426W 52.1 IP2.9 GG
 
2080-15330 00000i0000 2-10003/0701 04/12?75 0 1114 3135N 08452W 52#6 IP1.0 GGGG
 
2080-15335 00000/0000 P-10003/0702 04,12/75 50 1114 2843N 08541W 53,6 117,0 GFF
 
2080-15342 0000/0000 2-ooo3/o703 04/12/75 70 1114 2717N 08605W 54.0 1150 GGGG
 
70 11I1 50O0N lO359W 43,1 143.0 FGFG
2080-17105 p0000/0000 2.10003/0717 04/12/75 

2080-17112 00000/0000 P-±0003/0718 04/12/75 80 1115 4843N 10438w 44-0 141.5 FGFG
 
P-10003/0719 5 0 1115 4718N 10514W 44.9 140.0 GFOG
2o86-17114 oooo/O00O 	 ills 4553N 10549W 4507 13895 GFFG
280-171p1 00000/0000 241003/720 04/12/7504/12/75 10 

2080-17123 00000/0000 '2.10003/0721 04/12/75 0 1115 4427N 10623W '46f6 136.9 GGGG
 
2060-17130 o0000/OOO0 2-10003/0722 04/12/75 0 1115 4302N 10655W 47*4 135.3 GGG
 
2080-17132 00000/0000 P-10003/0723 04/12/75 10 1115 4137N 10727W 48q2 133,6 GGFG
 
2080-17135 O0000/0000 2.10003/0724 04/12/75 20 I115 4011N ±0757W 48.9 132.0 GOOF
 
2080-17150 00000/0000 2-10003/0725 04/12/75 80 1115 3554N 10921W 51.0 126,7 FGGF
 FGGG
2080-17153 00000/0000 2-10003/0726 04/12/75' 70 1115 3428N 10948W 51*6 124.8 

too p % CLOUD COVER. ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.KEYS; 	 CLOUD COVER % .....o,,''.*,', 0 TM 





te:O9 MAY 21,'75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0018
 
FROM 04/01/75 Te 04/30/75,
 
OBSER-VATTON 'MI.CROFILM ROLL NO./ . ATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCTPALPOINT SON- §UN IMAGE QUALITY 
1D POSITION IN.RdLL AChUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE. r, ELEV. AZIM; RBV MSS 
MSS L6NG t23 45078 
g08071%1.55 o00d/ooOO ,1o003/0727 04/2/75 '60 1115 3302N 11014W 52,1 102*9 ur~u 
2080r17162 6ooooloooq 2-A0ooo3/0728 04i275 4O 1115 3136N 11039W 5 2t 121.0, GGGG 
2o0d1164 ooooo/oooo 2-10003/0729§ 04/12/75 20 1105 30IoN 1i10W4 53.1 19-0 GpGG 
2081-15335 O000/0Q9 -10003i07'49 04/13/'5 20 1128 4840N 08918W 44 t4' i41*3 GbGG 
2081.-15341 0000070000 2 o0o3/0750 04/13/75 20 1128 4714N 08054W 4,53 139.8 GGGb 
208t-i5§44 OO00/0OO0 2-10003/051, 0413/75 36 1128 4549N 081'29W 4611 0i8.2 GGGG 
2081-153R6 ooooo/o00 -oo10003/0752 04/I§/ 30 i128 442N 0ooW 469 J36.7 bbGs 
2081.153 53 00000/0000 210003/0753 04/13/,75 30 1128 4258N 08235W 47.7 135.0 qGG
'2081-15355 ."0...0000/q0 2-10003/0754 04/13/75 20 1128 4133N 08306W 48#5 133.4 GGGG 
9081-i5362 00oo 0/0oo0 2-10003/0755 04/13/75 0 1128 4667N o§336W 49;2 131; GGCG 
2081-15364 O000/0000 21oo0v756 o4/13/75 0 1128 3841N o8foSW 50#6 1f9.9 QGGG 
2081537 00000/9009 2-10003/0757' 04/13/75 0 1128 3716N 0843W 50?6 128.1 qqGG
2 0841.5373 0000o0000 ?fl0010758, 04/137i5 0 1128 355ON 08500W 51!3 126.3 GGGG 
2c81-153So ooooo/oQO6 2-10003/0759 04/13/75 0 li28 3424N 08527W 51.9 124.4 GGG 
08l-15382 00000/0000 ,10063/060 04/13/75 0 1128 3258N 08553 52.4 12?.5 GbGG 
2081-15395 0000OO000 T,10003/0761 04/13/75 20 1128 3I32N 08618W 53.0 10,, GGGG 
2 0815flI391 00000/O000 g1003zo076 0/i3/75 60 1128 3oo6N 08643W 5364 1j8.6 QGGG 
g081 i5394 OooOo/O000 a .0oo3/o763 04/13/75 80 1128 2840N 08707W 3.9 116.5 FGGG 
2081-1s400 00000/OQOO 2-10003/0764 04/13/ 5 90 1128 2714N 08731W 54.2 j}.4 FFGG 
2082-15393 00000/0000 ,t0003/0781 04/14/75 0 1142 4839N '08144W 440 141.2 FFGF 
2082-15 45 00000/,OQO 2-10063/0782 04/44/75 o 1142 4713N 08221W 45.6 139.7 GGGF 
2082.?15402 6ooooxoooo e-too63/0783 04/14/75 0 1142 454 8N 08256W 46.5 138,1 FGGF 
2o621504o4 00000/0090 2,10003/0784 04/14/75 O 1142 4423N 68329W 47,3 136.5 FGGF 
20§2.15i41 0oooo/0000 i60030786 04/14/75 50 1142 4258N 0840aW 48.1 i34,8 FFFF 
2Q82'154i3 00000/0Q0 P-10003/0786 04/14/75 90 1142 4133N 08433W 48.8 133.1 FFFF 
2082-154?0 00000/0O000 ?M003 /?87 O4/it/Tp 1o 1142 407N 08502w 49-6 131.4 RFF 
2082?"15422 6oooo/Oqo -fo06o3z0788 04/14/75 90 114'2 3841N oB531H 0;3 19,7 FFPF 
202715425 O0000/0000 2-i66/0 7 89 64/14/75 100 1142 37f6N 08559W 50-9 127,9 FFPF 
2082,1541 00000/0000 e.%0003/0796 04/i4/5 too 1142 3550N 08627W 51,6 106.0 EFF 
2o82-154§4 ooobo/o00 2-100§/0791 04/14/75 100 1142 3425N 0865jW 52.2 124.1 FFFF 
2082-15440 00000/0000 2-10003/0792 04/14/75 too 1142 3259N 08719W 52.7 122.2 FFFF 
2082-15443 00000/0000 P:10003/0793 04/14/75 100 1142 3132N 08745W 53.2 120.2 FFFF 
2082-15445 Ooopo/00Q 2-16p63/0794 0/,4/7 90 1142 3006N 08809W 53.7 11§.2 FFFF 
2o0 154E 2, 00000/0000 P:.0003/0795 04/14>75 70 1142 2840N 08833W 541 101 FFFP 
2082TI7222 0oooo/boo 2-10003/0796 04/14/75 60 1143 5001N 01654W 43 9 142.7 GFFF 
2082-7225 000o0/O000 2o40003/0797 04/14/75 50 1143 4S36N. 10732W 44,g 141.1 FGGF 
..KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER %.,,,...,,,,... 0 TH too - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GuG8D, P,5POOR. FFAIR. 
EPTS-2
 
16:09 MAY 2,'75 STANDARD CATALOG,FOR CUB PAGE Oot9
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
0BSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID PORITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS 
RRV MSS LAT LONG 23 45678 
2082 17231 O0000/0000 "10003/0798 04/i14/75 to 1143 4711N 10809W 45.7 139.6 GGFG 
2082-17234 O0000/OOO -o10 00340 7g9 04/14/75 to 1143 4546N 10844W 46.5 138.0 GFGF 
2082-17240 oOO00/o0000 P-i0003/080 04/14/75 50 l143 4421N o9t8W 47,3 136:4 FGGF 
2082-17243 ooooo/O000 2-10003/0801 Q4/14/75 70 1143 425.6N 10950W 48.1 134.8 GGFG 














































2082-17272 00000/0000 2-10003/0808 04/44/75 0 1143 3255N 11309W 52.8 1P2*1 GFFF' 
2082*17275 00008/0000 2-10003/0809 04/14/75 0 1143 3129N 11334W 53.3 12Q.1 FFFF 
2083-15451 00000/0000 2.10003/0822 04/15/7p 10 1156 4836N 08311W 45.1 141.0 GGGG 
2083-1545' 00000/0000 2-10003/0823 04/15/75 20 1156 4711N 08347W 46.0 j39, GFGG 














































































2083-15492 00000/0000 2-10003/0832 04/15/75 70 1156 3421N 08820W 52.5 123.7 GGGG 
2083-15495 00000/0000 2-10003/0833 04/15/75 50 1156 3255N 08846W 53,0 121.7 GFFG 
2o83-155o1 00000/0000 2-10003/0834 04/15/75 2o 1156 3129N 08911i 53,5 1197 GFGG 


































203-17292 00000/0000 P.10003/0839 04/15/75 100 1157 4546N 11011W 46-9 137.8 FFFF 
2083-17295 00000/0000 P-10003/0840 04/15/75 90 1157 4421N 11045W 47.7 136.2 FGGG 
2083-17301 00000/0000 2-10003/0841 04/15/75 90 1157 4256N 11117W 48.5 134.5 GFGG 
2083-17304 O0000OOO0 2-10003/0842 04/15/75 90 1157 413ON 11148W 49.2 132@8 PGGG 























KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 Tn 100 g % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 





STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUP
 





DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8,/ 






10 1157 3548N iL-42W 51.9 IpS,6 FGGG
 2o83'173P2 o00oo/0000 2wi0003/0846 04/15/75 

1157 3422N 1109oW 52*5 123, FGGF
2083:17324 o000o/OOO 2'tnoo3'0847 64/iB/75 0 

0 1i57 3255N 1143BW 531 PI17 FPGS
 2083-10331 00000/0000 2.10003/0848 o/15/75 

'o83-17333 Oooo/Ooo 2-1t003/o849 04/15/75 0 1157 1SON il50ow 53.6 1±9.7 F PF
 
COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.KEYS: CLOUD COVER c ,....'..... 0 TO loo . X CLO1UD 

IMAGE QUALITY ,.... .. , BLANKS*BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GFGOBD. PiPBBR. F*FAIR. 
ERTS-2 
16;14 MAY 91#175 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA 




MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 































































































































































































































































































































































































0 Ta too - % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ....... ,...... 





16:14 MAY pl±t75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAnE 0022
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
OBSERVATTON MTCRSFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS 























2073-21394 06000/0000 P.10003/0514 04/05/75 70 1020 5308N 16946W 38o5 146.7 FPFG 
2074-19594 oono/0000 2-10003/0529 04/06/75 90 1033 6128N 13959W 32.9 155.2 FFF 
2o74-20000 O6000o/OOO0 2-10003/0530 04/06/75 .90 1033 6005N 14103W 33.9 I537 FFGF 
2o74-20003 O0000/oo0 P o10003/0531 04/06/75 90 1033 5842N 14209W 34,9 152.3 FFGF 














































2074-21432 O000/0000 2-10003/0558 04/06/75 30 1034 6005N 16653W 33,9 153.7 GFFG 
2074-21414 00000/0000 2.10003/0559 04/06/75 70 1034 5841N i6752w 35,0 152.3 FOGG 
2074-21441 00000/0000 2-10003/0560 04/06/75 90 1034 5718N 16847W 36.0 '1508 GFFG 
2074-21443 O0000/O000 2110003/0561 04/06/75 90 1034 5554N 16939W 37'0 149.4 GGF 
2074-21450 00000/0000 2-10003/0562 04/06/75 60 1034 5430N 17027W 38.0 148,0 FOGG 
2074-21452 00000/0000 2:10003/0563 04/06/75 3o 1034 5306N 17113W 39'0 146.6 GGGG 
2074-21455 00000/0000 2.10003/0564 04/06/75 too 034 5j41N 17156W 39-9 145.2 FFOG 
2076-20095 00000/0000 2-10003/0565 04/08/75 ±0 1061 6532N 13918W 30.5 160.1 FFFG 























2076-20115 O000/O0000 2-10003/0569 04/08/75 .100 1061 5841N 14505W 35,7 152.2 FGGF 
2076-20122 





















2077-20151 06000/0000 2.10003/0619 04/09/75 80 1075 6649N 13917W 29.8 161,9 FFGG 
























































2077-a0l0 Ooooo000/OO P-0003/0626 04/09/75 90 1075 5714N 14728W 37.2 150,6 GFGG 
2077-21565 00000/OOO0 2.10003/0627 o4/o9/75 t0 1076 7201N 15714W 25.4 17099 FFG0 
2077w21571 00000/0000 2-10003/0628 04/09/75 10 1076 7045N 15934W 26.5 -168*4 GGGG 
KEYS: cLOUD cOVER % , 0 Te 100 x % CLOUD COVER, **.a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
'MAGE QUALITY , BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GmGOOD, P-POOR, FmFAIR, 
ERTS-2 
16:14MAY .21175 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE oQ23 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS' 
RBV MSS LAT LONG- j23 45678 
2077,21574 oooo'oooo .1o003/0629 04/09/75 0 1076 6927N 16138W 27.6 166.0 FGGG 













































































2077-22012 00600/0000 2-10003/0638 04/09/75 80 1076 5715N 17317W 3792 150.6 GGGG 
2077-22015 o000OO000 2w10003/0639 Q4/09/75 100 1076 5551N 17409W 38,2 149.2 FFFG 
2077-22021 00000/0000 2.1d003/0640 04/o9/75 too 1076 5427N 17458W 39#2 147.7 GGG 
2077-22024 00000/0000 2-10003/0641 04/09/75 100 1076 5303N 17543W 40.1 146*3 GGGG 























2678-20212 00000/0000 2.10003/0646 04/10/75 20 -1089 6526N 142i9W 313 160 FFFG 






































































































































2079-20291 00000/0000 2.10003/0673 0/11/75 70 1103 5832N 14927W 37,0 151 9 GFGF 
2079-22082 00000/0000 2w10003/0674 04/11/75 10 1104 7155N 16017W 26.3 170.8 GFGG 
2079-22084 00000/0000 2v10003/0675 04/11/75 10 1104 7039N 16235W 27o4 168.3 FOGG 
2079-22091 00000/0000 2.10003/0676 04/11/75 10 1104 . 6922N 16438W 2895. 165.9 FGG 
2079-22093 0000 000 2.10003/0677 04/11/75 0 110o4. 6803N 16628W 29.6 163.8 GFBG 




0 TO ±O0 w % CLOUD-COVER, ** w NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS.BAND NOT-PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaGDOD, P;POR, F;FAIR. 
S ERTS-2
 
16114 MAY Pije75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0024
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 
 OATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
 
10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
 
RBV MSS 
 LAT LONG 	 123 .45678
 
2o79?22100 00000/0000 2-o10003/0678 04/i1/75 10 ±104 6643N 16807W 30s7 161,8 GGGG
 
2o79;22io2 00000/0000 2f10003/0679 04/11/75 0 11o4 6523N 16936W 31?8 160o0 GGGG
 
2079-22105 000000000 2-±0003/0680 04/11/75 so -1t04 6402N 17056W 32.8 158*2 GGGG
 
6 24 ON
2079-22111 00000/0000 2.10003/0681 04/11/5 8o 1104 1721OW' 33.9 156,6 FGGF
 
2079-22114 00000/0000 2.10003/0682 04/11/75 90 I04 6118N 17318W 34.9 1550 GFGF
 
2079-22i2o 06000/0000 2.10003/0683 04/11/75 90 1104 5955N 17421W 36,0 153.4 GFGF
 
2079w22123 O60000OOO 2.10003/0688 04/11/ 5 .100 1104 5832N 17519W 37.0 i5l*9 G
 
2079.22125 00000/0000 2-10003/0684 0A/11/75 100 1104 5708N 176t3W 38.0 .150*4 GFGF
 
20 9 -22132 o0oonoooo 2-10003/0685 04/11/7q 90 1±o4 5544N 17704W 39,o 1490 a
 
2079-2234 ooooo/0000 2.10003/0686 o/11/75 5o .1104 5420N 17752W 400 147.5 GGFG
 
2079.22141 00000/0000 2.10003/0687 04/11/75 9o 1104 5256N '17837W 41'o 146.0 GGG
 
2O80-20313 00000/0000 2-10003/0730 04)12/75 40 1117 6922N 14015W 28.8 166.0 FFGG
 
-2080?20320 00000/0000 2.10003/0731 04/t2/75 30 1117 6804N 14204W 29.9 163.8 FGFG
 
2080-20322 OOOOoOOOO 2-10003/0732 04/12/75 30 1117 6644N 14342W 31*0 161,9 FGGG
 
2080.20325 00000#0000 e-10003/0733 04/12/75 10 1117 6524N j45t1W 32.1 1'60.0 GGG
 
2080-20331 00000/0000 2:10003/0734 04/12/75 20 1117 6403N .14632W 33.2. r68.2 FGGG
 
2080-20343 00000/0000 2 1o0Q3/0735 04/12/75 30 1117 5955N 149 57w 36.3 153,4 FGGG
 
2080-20352 00000/0000 2.10003/036 04,12/75 20 1117 5709N S1IBoW 38.4 150,4, GGGG
 
55 45 N
.2080-20354 ooooo/0000 2io-op0/0737 04/12/75 20 1117 15241W 39,3 148.9 FGG
 
208021-42 o6ooo0000 210003/0738 04/12175 20 1118 7039N 16359W 27.7 168.3 FGFF
 
fQ80"22145 006o/0000 2-10003/0739 04/12/75 20 1118 .6921N 166o3W 28.8 166.0 FGGG
 
2O&02.isl 00000/0000 2-10003/0740 04/12/75 0 1118 -6803N 16752W 30.0 163.8 GGGG
 
080- 2i620 06oo0000 2-10003/0741 04/12475 t0 1118 .6523N 17059W 32.1 160.0 GFPG
 
2080-28163 ooooooooo 2.looo3/0742 04/12/75 20 1118 640IN 17220W 33.2 158.2 GGGG
 
2o80'22i65 00000/0000 2-10003/0743 04/12/75 70 1118 6240N 17334W 34.3 156.6 FFGG
 
208022172 00000/0000 2-10003/0744 04/12/75 100 1118 6117N 17442W 35.3 155.0 FOGG
 
2080-22174 00000/0000 2.10003/0745 04/12/75 100 1118 5955N 17545W 36.3 153.4 FFFG
 
2080-22183 00000/0000 2.10003/0746 04/12/75 100 1118 5708N 17739W 38.4 150.4 GGGF
 
2080s2219o 00000/0000 2,10003/0747 04/12/75 too I18 5544N 17830W 39.4 148.9 FGFF
 
2080-22192 o6ooo/oooo 2.10003/0748 04/12/75 90 ijs 5420N 17917W 40'4 147,4 FFFG
 
2081.22203 00000/0000 2io00o3/0704 04/13/75 50 1132 6919N 16733W 29.3 165.9 FGFG
 
2081-22210 O0000/0000 2-10003/0705 04/13/75 90 1132 6800N 16922W 30-4 163.8 FGGG
 
2081-22212 00000/0000 2.10003/0706 04/13/75 100 1132 6640N 17100W 31.5 161.8 FFGF
 
2081-2225 00000/0000 2-10003/0707 04/13/i5 100 1132 652ON 17229W 32.5 159.9 -FFGF
 
2081.22221 00000/0000 2-iooo3/o708 04/13/75 100 1132 6359N 17349W 33*6 158.2 FFFG
 
2081-22224 O00o/0000 .2-10003/0709 04/13/iS 100 1132 6237N 17503W 34.7 1565 FFFG
 
KEYS:, 	CLSUD COVER'% ............... 0 TO too * % CLOUD COVER. *Is NO.LOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 




16:14 MAY PnIA75 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0m
 




MICROFILM RBLL NO. 
















































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY. . ... . 
0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** e NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 








16:09 MAY p1#175 COORDINATE LISTING PAsE 0026 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUs 
FRBM 04/0i/7 TO o4/30/75 
PRINCIPAL PT, OSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSFRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT* OBSERVATION CC' QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID x RaV MRS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS 































06601W 4440N 2o7o-14315 2o GGGG 07225W 3856N 2073-14504 80 FFoF o7615W 360ON 2075-15030 30 FGFG 




































































069 47 w 
0 6958W 
o7o2oW 
070 20 W 
07029W 
0 70 36W 
























































































































































































































































































































07154W 3603N 2o7P-14455 90 GG0 07543W 4144N oSS-15071 0 0GGG 07857W 4434N 2061-15?53 1O0 00FF 
o7155W 4022N 2055-14502 20 F FG 07547W 3726N 2075-15024 60 POGO o7858W 3143N 2058-15100 0 FFq 
07155W 4o21N 207-14502 so FGPF 0755oW -4843N. 207.15163 10 GGGG 07905W 3143N 2076-i5100 80 FOGG 
07204W 4724N 2o76-14594 100 FPFF 07551W 4145N 2076-15071 70 GGG 07906W 40i6N 2060-15190 20 FPGe 
.07219W 4314N 205A-14552 80 0GGG 076 06W 3144N 2074-14583 80 GGGG 07907W 3604N 2041j15144 tO GSGG 




0 TM joo x % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GiGOD, P-P0 6R, F.FAIR. 
ERTS-2 
16:09 MAY Pis 75 COORDINATE LISTING PAnE 0027 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS 
FROM 04/01/75 TO o4/30/75 
PRINCIPAL PT, AESFRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUAL'ITY 
















3844N 2080-15310 60 
12345678 
FGGG 
07908W 40 13N 2o7A.15190 80 GGFF 08j0jW 385IN 2061-o15251 90 EFFF 08240W 4600N 2064.v5401 20 GFFG 
o7923W, 301,7N 2poSR15103 















































































































































07953W 2850N 2o7A-15105 30 FGG OR138W 4136N 2080-15301 40 GGGG 08314W 4435N 2064-15404 20 FOGG 
08000W 3311N 20R4-15153 30 FOFF 08138W 2722N 2077-15170 30 GFGF 08315W 3141N 2061-15271 70 FFGF 
08000W 3306N 2077-15152 30 GGrF 08139W 3722N 2079-15254 90 FOGG 08324W 3138N 2079-15272 60 GGG 









































































08617W 2724N, 2n76-15112 



















































































































08641W 4014N 2079'15245 to FOGG 08224W 4302N 2063-15352 70 GFGG 08404W p849N 2061-15280 20 FFPP, 
08043W 4703N 2063-15341 0 GGGG 08224W 3433N 2061-15262 9o FGFG 08405W 3841N ao8115364 0 G6GG 




































0 Tn 100 * CLOUD COVER, * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 






-16:09 MAY 21A175 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB
 
FROM. 04/01/75 TO o4/30/75
 
PRINCIPAL PT.. OBSVRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATIDN CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE 
LONG LAT 
08423W q719N ..Yq-15370 
08426W 30 N 208n-15324 
08427W s72oN 2n45-,15372 08428W 2723N 2n61-152 83 
08433W 4133N 208P-15413 
08433W 3716N' 2081.15371 
0 8437W 272 0N 2o79-15283 
0 8449W 40 19N 2064:15415 
0845oW 3553N 2063 1537q 
o8'452W 1,35N ab8o-15330 
b8454W 442IN 208q.15463 
08455W 3555N 2045-15374 
08500W 3550 N 208115373 
08502W 4007N 208P-1542o 
08517W 3427N 2063-15375 
08518W 3853N 2064-15422 
08521W 3429N 204q-15381 
08527W 4255N 208q-15465 
08527W 3424N 2o1-1558o 
0853 1W. 384 1N 208P-15422 
08541W 2843N 2080-15335 
08543W 330jN 2063-15382 
0854,6W 3727N 2064-15424 
08647W , 3lo2N 20 4L- 1 5383 
04552W 4858N 2067.15564 























































OF IMAGE ID 
IONG LAT 
OA640W 3435N 2064-15433 
0R643W 30 0 6N- 2081-1'5391 
0s653W 343
5 N 20SP15434 
0 8657W 3839N 2083 15481 
08658W 2843N 2063-15393 
Q8704W 4608N 2067-15573 
0A707W 3309N 2064-15440 
OR7o7W 2840N 2081-15394 
0A712W 4855N 206 8-16022 
0 87j9W 3259N 208p-j544o 
oR726W 37j3N 2083-15483 
oA731W, 27j4N 2081-15400 
O73RW' 3143N 2064-15442 
OR737W 4442N, 2067-15575 
08745W 3132N 2082-15443 
o,7R49W 473oN 2068-,16025 
08753W 3547N 208q-15490 
0 A757W 3017N 2064.-15445 
OA8 0 9W 30 06N 20SP-15445 
0 A810 W 4316N 2067-15582 
0820W 3421N 208q-15492 
08824W k6oSN 2068-16031 
o833W 2840N 208P-15452 
OR836W 4857N 2S9-1608o 
oR84W 4151N 2067:15584 























































OF, IMAGE, ID, 
LONG LAT 
0952W 4604N, 2051-16090 
o9oooW 238N 2083-15510 
o9002W 4149N 2068:16043 
09003W 4856N 207 0 1613 5 
o0606W 4852N aopa16140 
09009W 3734N 2067.16000 
o9023W 4442N 20,69-16092 
09026W 4438N 2051-16093 
09032W 4023N 2068-±6045 
09o37W 360 8N 06o7;16oo2 
o040W 4731N 2670-16141 
0 9043W 4727N 2052-16142 
09.056W 4317N 2069f14094 
09059W 4313N 2051-j6095 
09102W 3857N 206 8-i60 52 
09104W 3442N 206?!16005 
D9115W 460 6N 2070.16144 
09119W 460 2N. 2052-t614 
5 
o9j28W 415N 2069i16101 
093oW 3732N 2068-1.604 
09136W 3316N 2067-16011 
0913,1W 4854N 207i1±6193 
091jiW 4147N 2051-16102 
091OW 4440N 207016150 
09153W 4436N, 2052:16151 









































































































































































08634W 3009N 206q-15391 0 GFGG OA949W 4607N 2069-16085 30 GGFG 0925oW 3314N 2068-16070 60 FFGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... ........0 TA too % CLOUD COVER. *4 S NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.. , ...I BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GrGOOD, PbPOSR. F=FAIR. 
ERTS-2 
16:09 MAY PIAJ75 CBRDINATE LISTING PAGE 0029 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR Clb 
FROM 04/01/75 TB 04/30/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. ORSFRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY 
















302IN 2071-1625O 10 
12345678 
3GFF 
,09256W 3734N 2069-16112 10 GGG 0953SW 46o4N 2073-16315 80 FGGF 09810W 4314N 2038-16384 4O GOGG 
09257W 4852N 2o7?-16252 0 GGFG 09543W 3315N 2076.16182 90 GGGG 09811W 3437N 2054416294 5B G!FG 
o925,7W 4146N 205p:16160 10 GFGG 0q547W 4147N 2072-16272 20 GGFG o9811W 3437N 2072-16293 0 GFGG 
o9316W 3148N 206R-1607 so GGG 09548W 3731N 2071.16225 1O GGGG 0 9812W 3857N 2073-t634p 0 6FFG 
093i7W 4439N 2071-16205 0 GGGG 09556W 2732N 2069-16142 60 GGGG 09816W :853N 056-16340 20 GdFG 
09323W .608N 206q-16115 0 GOSS 09608W 4439N 2073-16322 70 GGGF 09825W 2855N 2071-16252 0 GGFG 
09?24W 4024N 2070-,16162 100 GGGF 89608W 31 9N 2o76-16185 50 GFFG o9825W 2854N 2053-16253 40 GFFF 
09327W 402IN 205P-161,63 60 FGF 09617W 4021N 2072-16275. 0 FGGG 09828W 4603N 2057-:6433 1OO FOFF 
89334W *727N 237;-16254 .0 GFGG Oq617W 3605N 2071-16232 0 FGGG 09829W 4559N 2075.16432 100 FFFF 






























09353W 3858N 207o-16164 '100 GFFF 0,9640W 4314N 2073-16324 10 FF-GO 69840W 3732N 2073-16342 .0 GGGG 









































































































































































































































09744W 260 4N 
09745W 3604N 

























301 8 N 
2071-16261 
20S316262 











































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TR too - % CLOUD. C8yER. ** . NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ..­ 6,....... BLANKSIBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GOBD. P"PonR. F-FAIR. 
ERTS-2 
16!09 MAY pt,075 .,CORDINATE LISTINGSTANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE b030 
FROM 04/01/76 TO 04/30/75 
PRINCIPAL pT. ORSrRVATION CC QUALITy pRINCIpAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITy PRINCIPAL pT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MRS eF-IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE IO % RBV MSS 
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 
0993 5w 3439N 2071-16351 20 OGGG 1nl19W 2850N 2055-16370 0 GFFG 10329W 4016N 2077-16563 20 6066 





























































09952W 2852N 2054-16312 90 GFFG jnj36W 3730N 2057-16460 0 G6G6 10359W 5008N 2080I7105 70 FG 















































lOOO7W 4143N 2o7S-16444 oo. FFGG I0 156W 31,44N 2056-16415 0 GGGF ±0421W 33±0N o7616525 4.0 P6FG 














































































































































































10039W 4023N 2n39-16452 80 GGFG 1257W 3314N 2039-16472. 60 GGF 10548W 3307N 2077-16584 80 FFFF 

























































10101W 4309N 2076.16500 20 GGG6 10320W 3144N 2075-1647.3 30 FGG0 10648W 4306N 2062-17125 90 GGFF 
10103W 344oN 2038"16411 0 GGGG 16321W 3145N 2057-16474 10 GGGF i0654W o01N 2082.17222 60 GFFF 
10±04W 3436N 2056.16410 0 GGFG 10322W .3147N 2039-16475 30 FFFS f0655W 4302N 2080-17130 0 GOOG 
±0106W 3852N 207S-16453 70 FFFG 1n328W 3602N 2059.16520 90 RFGF V0727W .4j37N 2080.171?2 10 GGFG 
±0±07W 3856N 2057-16453 0 GGGF 16328W 3601N 2076-16520 10 GFG3 10732W' 4836N 2082-17225 5o FGGF. 
KEYS: CLOUD dOVER % ............. , 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. MaGeOD. P-PasR. FWFAR. 
ORIGINAL PAGE fl 
OF POOR QUAUh 
ERTS-2
 
16109 MAY Pli175 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE.0031
 
STANDARD" CATALOG FOR CUS
 
FROM 04/01/75 TO 04/30/75
 
PRINCIPAL PT, ORSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL T OBSERVATION -CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE I0 % RBV.MSS OF IMAGE T0 X RBV MSS. 
LONG LAT 12345678 LOeNG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 
io750W 4o14N 2o6p-17134 too GGGF Ij2o3W 4024N 2065-17305 30 GGGG 11520W 3439N 2066-17382 0 GGGG 
10757W 4011N 2080.17135 20 GGGF. 1i216W 3547N 2082.17263 so FFFF ±1531W '390ON 2067-17425 10 FGG8 
10809W 4711N 208P-17231 10 GGFG JT218w .4004N 2083-17310 100 FPGF 11547W 3313N 2066-17384 0 GGG 
10819W 3848N 2o06-17141 100 GGOF 1T219W 4733N 2067-17402 90 GFGG i1552W 4856N 2070-f7571 90 FFFF.. 
j0844W 4546N, 208p-17234 10 GFGF 1T222W 3009N 2063-17222 60 FGFG ±1552W 4149N 2068i17474 60 GGG 
10 847W 3723N 2o 6P-1 7 14 3 90 FGOP 1P227W 4314N 2066-i7355 90 GGFG 11600W 3734N 2067-17431 10 BGFQ. 
±0900W 4836N 208q.17283 90 FGFG ±?232W' 3858N 2065-17312 30 GGG ±1612W 3147N 2066,17391 0 GGG 
J0 914VW' 3557N 206217150 50 FGGF 1j242W 3422N 2082-17270 20 FGGG 11614W 4438N 2069-17524 20 GFGG 
10918W 4421N 2oBp-1724o s0 GGF 11247W 383 9N 2082-17313 80 FFGF i1622W 4024N ,2068-17481 70 GOOF 
10921W 3554N' 2080.17150 80 FGrF 1f254W 4608N 2067-17404. 90 aFGF i1627W 3608N 2067-17434 0 GOSF, 
2070-175 7 3  
10936W 471.1N 2043-17290 90 FGFF. 1 259W 4149N 206 -7361 30 GGGG J1629W 4731N 80 'FFFF. 
Io941W 3431N 2069..17152 20 GOO. 11300W 3733N 2065-17314 20 GGG . 1647W 43j3N 2069-Y750 5o GGFG 
10948W 3428N 208O017153 70 FOGG 100OW 486N 2068-17454 60 GGGF t1652W 3858N, 2068-17483 .60 GGFG 
10950W 4256N ao8p.172433 70 GGFG 1i3o9W 3255N 2082-17272 0 GFFF j1654W 3442N 2067-17440 0 GGGG 
1±007W 33o4N 206p-17t55 0 GGGG 11315W 3713N 2083-17315 50 FOGG' 17oSW 4606N 2070-175 80 70 FGGF, 
ifOOW 4856N 2066 17341 so GGGG 14328W 4443N 2067-17411 90 GGFF j1718W 4148N 2069-17533 80 GGGG 
liOliW 4546N 2681-17292 100 FFFF i{328W 3607N 2065-17321 10 GGGG 11719W 4855N, 2o71t-8025 0 GGGG 
1fo14W 3302N 2080-17155 '60 GFGG, 11329W 4023N 2066-17364 30 GGFG 1 1726W 3732N 20
68 17 t49 0 40 GGFF 
t1021W 413 0N' 2082-17245 80 GFGF 1334W 3129N 2082-17275 0 FFFF 11720W 3316N 2067-17443 0 GGG 
11032W 4138N 2o6p-.17161 0 FFFF 1{338W 4731N 2068-17460 50 FGQG 11739W 4441N 2070-17582 80 GFGG j039W 3136N 2080-17162 0 GGGG 1 342W 3548N 2083.17322 10 FGG 'j7Y6W 315oN 2067-17445 0 GGGFI 
11045W 473 0N 2066-17343 70 GGG j{358W 3857W 2066-17370 0 GOGG 1749W 402IN 2069.17535 70 0000 
11045W 442N 208R.17295 90 FOGG '140oW 4317N 2067-17413 80 GGFG 11756W 4730N 2071-18032, 20 FGG­
11081W 4005N, 208P-17252 70 FGGF 14409W 3422N 2083-17324 0 FGGF' 1l812W 4315N . 2070-17585 60 GFF 
1J057W 3012N 2062-17164 0 GFrG 1 414W 4606N 2068-17463, 70 FFFF 11814W 3440N 206817495 5O GOFF 
11104W 3ooN 2080.17164 20 GGGG P421W 3'14N 2065-17330 to GFGG 1818W 3856N 2069-17542 40 GOGG 
l1j17W 4256N 203-17301 90 GFGG 1i426W 373jN 2066-x7373 0 GGGG 11832W 4605N 2071.18034 so GGo 
lt2OW 3839N 2689.17254 60 GOFF il43?W 4152N 2067-17420 30 GGFG j1841W 3314N 2068.17501 iF00 FGG 
1112W 460 5N 2066:17350 too, FGPG 11435W 3255N 2083-17331 0 FGGG j843W 45OON 20701:7591 50 FGGG 
11132W 33o1N 2063-17213 90 FFFG 11446W 3148N 2065 17332 , 40 GGFG .11846W 4854N 202 1 8084 30 GGFG 
11133W 415 0N 2o6 .17303 30 FGFG 11448W 444oN 2068-17465 GGFG 3731N 206917544. 10
60 j1846W GGG
 jjj4jW 4858N 2067-17395 90 GFGF 11454W 3605N 2066-17375 0 GGGG ±1906W- 4439N 2071j18041 90 FGFq
 
11148W 413 0
N 2083-17304 90 PGGG 1T501W 3130N 2083-17333 0 FFPF t1914W 4024N 2070-±7594 20 GOFF
 
11148W 3713N 208p:17261 So 'FFF ITo2W 4026N 2067-17422 20 GFFG j1914W 3605N 206941755% 0 GGG
 
11155W 444 0
N 2o6A-17352 90 FGPG l505W. 4729N 2069-17515 0 GGGG t1923W 4729N 2o7a 18090 80 FFFG
 
11157W 3 135N 2061-17220 80 FFGG 1520W '415N 2068-17472 30 0GGG 11938W 4314N 2071418043 100 GPOF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ...... ,,... 0 TB 100 * S CLOUD COVERi ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGBOD, PePO8R. FPFAIR.
 
ERTS-2 
16t09 MAY P1s,75 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE,0032 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUs 
FROM 04/0±i75 TO o4/3o/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSrRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATIaN CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE - iD % RBV MRS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE - ID % RBV MSS 
LONG LAT 12345A78 LeNG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 
'11941W 3439N 2669.17553 0 FOGG 1P'126W 4601N 2073-18151 10 GGFG i2430W 3727N 2073-'8174 70 GFFF 



























































12014W 3729N.,2052-18003 60 GGFF 1303W 3730N 207P-18120 so GGGG 12606W 4849N 2077,J8372 50 GGGG 
12032W 4438N "207PE18095 80 GGG IP304W 48SoN 2075-18255 40 FGGF. j2619W 4435N 2076*18325 40 GFFF. 
120.40w 4o23N 2075;18052 80 GFFF jp33 0W 3604N 207p,.18122 30 GGFG j2629W, 4620N- 2007-18360 70 OFF 
12042W 36o4N '205P-18oo 5O FGFG, 1P332W. 40oSN 2073-18165 80 GGGF ±2643W 4724N 2077.18374 90 GFGF, 
o1205W 4727N 2073.18145 20 GGFG jf34jW 4725N 2o75-18261 50 GGGG 12647W SolON 2078*18424 40 GFFG 
12105W 4312N 2o7P-18102 70 GGGG 12401W 3853N 2073-181,72 60 GGFP 
4.2109W 38,57N 2o7-18059 90 FFFF IP4j6W 46o1N 2075-18264 80 FFFG 




0 To i00 X% CLOUD COVER,, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GDGBOD. P.PBOR. FFFAIR. 
ERTS-2 
i6:14 MAY Ps,'75 COORDINATE LISTING PAE 0033 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA 
FROM 04/01/76 TO o4/30/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION. 'CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC- QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS .OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS 























































































13201W 6228N 2n15-19304 10 GGG 14505W 64o2N 2079-20273 4o GGGG 16036W 6535N 2073-21355 80 FFFG 
13308W 6107N 2015-19311 0 GGGG 14505W 5841N 2076-20115 100 FGGF 16138W 6'927N 2077-21574 0 FGGG 
134oW 5945N 2015:19313 0 GGGGGG 14511W 6524N 2080:20325 10 GGGG ±6149W 6250N 2072:21310 I00 rGFG 
13508W 5822N 2o15 19320 0 FFFGFFF 14535W 6oolN 2077-20171 90 FFGG 16159W 641-N 2073.21362 FFFG 
13602w 5658N 201R.19322 0 FFGF 14600W 5717N 2076-20122 100 FFGG 16235W 7039N 2079-22084 10 FGGG 
±3652W 9535N 2015.19325 20 PPPFFFF 14602W 6121N 2078-0223 100 FFFF 16258W 6128N 2072-21312 t00 FFFF 
.13706W 6128N 2o7P.19481 0 6FFG14 19W 6240N 2o79-20275 40 GGGF 16314W 6252N 2073.21364 90 FFFG 
J3737W 6809N 2077,20144 































































































16527W 60 07N 
1 6550 W. 6127N 
2077-21583 






































14 0W 641N 2076-20101 40 GFFF 15241W 5545N 2080-20354 20 FGGG 1662&W 5k944N 2073 21380 90 FFFQ 
14047W 6529N 2077-20153 80 FGGF 19327W 7049N 2073-21341 10 FFPG 16628W 6803N 2079-22093 0 GFGG 
14050W 6646N 207A.20205 70 FGF ±4loW 6931N 2072-21285 30 GGFF 16634W 6529N 2077-21585 0 FOGG 














































14216W 6644N 2079-20264 80 GGG 19714W 720N 2077-21565 jO FFG 6752W 6803N 208022'51 0 GGGG 
14219W. 6526N 2n78.20212 20 FFFG 19724W 6814N. 2073-21350 10 GFRG 16752W 584±N 2074-2134 70 'FGGG 
1.4303W 6127N 2076-20110 60 FGG 15741W 6653N 2o7p-21294 too FFFF 16756W 6408N 2077-21592 0 FGGG 
14323W 6246N 2077-20162 So GGF 1q854W 6812N 2074-21405 t0 FGGG 16807W 6643N 2079-22100 10 GGGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 TH 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .. e*..*..s* BLANKSMBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G;GOeD. PaPoeR FFAIR. 
ERTS-2 
16:14 MAY Pi,'75 COORDINATE LISTING' PAGE 0034 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA 
FROM 04/01/75 TO n4/3o/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. .OSSrRVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY 
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MRS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS 
LONG LAT 12345A78 LONG LAT ±2345678 LONG LAT 12348678' 
16812W 5556N 2073-21385 1OO FFFG 17210 W 624ON 2079-22111 80 FGGF 17611W 6115N 2081-22230 100 GFFG' 







































































































































































170 59W 6523N 2o8-22160 to GFPG 175 03W 6237N 2081-22224 100 FFFG 17917W $42oN 208022192 90 FFFO 
1710OW A640N 2081-22212 100 FFGF 17519W 6356N 2082-22280 100 F G 17941w 5826N 2082-22294 90 FFFG 
17113W 53c6N 2074,21452 30 GGGG 17519W 5832N 2079-22123 lOO a 17957W S541N 2081-22244 9o raw, 
17123W 6oiN 2o77.22003 0 GGGG 17543W 5303N 2077-22024 too GGGG 
17156W 5141N 2074.21459 10 FFGG 17545W 5955N 2o80-221 74  00 FFFG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... s,,,,,..,. 0 TBa 100t CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,...... ..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUEsTED. GoG88D. PoPOOR. F-FAIRa 





EXPLANATION OF OBSERVATION ID 
The day after the 999th day of operation of LANDSAT 1, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 5, signifying that 
the 1000th day of operation has been reached. The next three digits, which correspond to the count of days since launch, 
return to 000. On each day thereafter the count, as before, increases by one. The ID format for LANDSAT 1 is illus­
trated below: 
1000 - hhmms 
1998 - hhmms 
1999 - hhmms April 18, 1975 
5000 - hhmms April 19, 1975 
5001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001) 
The same general identification procedure will be used for LANDSAT 2 imagery. The day after the 999th day of opera­
tion of LANDSAT 2, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 6, and the next three digits return to 000 as explained 
above. An illustration follows: 
2000 - hhmms 
2999 - hhmms Key: hh = hours
 
6000 - hhmms mm = minutes
 
6001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001) s = tens of seconds
 
